just ten to twenty pages of 4GL code,
applications that would take hundreds of
pages with C.
That's because INFORl\!1IX-4GL was
designed from the start to be an application building language. It's built around
the full implementation of ANSI Standard
SQL. And features Custom Screen Generation, Custom Menu Building and a
built-in Report Writer.
What's more, INFORMIX-4GL works
with UNIX~MS~DOS and Networked DOS
operating systems. And, of course, it's
compatible with INFORMIX-SQL-our

popular, proven DBMS. So files you build
with one, you can access with the other.
Fbr more information and our free
booklet,"A 20-Minute Guide to INFORl\!1IX4GL~call 415/322-4100.
Or write RDS, 4100 Bohannon Drive,
Menlo Park, CA 94025.
And start taking your applications to
even greater heights.

RELATIONAL DATABASE SYSTEMS, INC.
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left to write it with. Sound familiar?
Introducing INFOR1\.1IX~4GL.
Never again will you have
to switch to C or COBOL to truly

customize your application

Instead, INFOR1\.1IX-4GL provides an all encompassing syntax
for every aspect of your application

And where does that leave you?
With the final, tricky ten percent of
your application yet to write, and no 4GL

building.
So once you're programming in
INFORMIX-4GL, you never have to
leave it. And considering all it can do,
you may never want to.
Now, for instance, you can write in

-

See us at UniFbrum~ February 4-7, Booth 1524.
INFORMIX is a registered trademark of RDS. Other names identifted by TM are tradenames and/or trademarks of their respective manufacturers.

C 1986, Relational Database Systems, Inc.

Modems and stat
muxes, to go.
lnfotron offers a
complete line. And now,
with our unique distributor warehousing
program, we can have
any of them on your
doorstep within 48
hours of your call. 48 hours,
max. Just say the word.
Full system flexibility. ·
lnfotron modems combine
advanced
features and
inherent relia-

bility. Our statistical
multiplexers handle
from 4 to 32 channels
in a range of models with full provision for
expansion.
All with the same
high quality that earns
us top marks in performance and reliability from
our present users.
Add competitive pricing, and
we start making real sense.
Then add our 48-hour delivery,
and we're

1·800-345-4636 fo~~~-hard
CIRCLE NO. 2 ON INQUIRY CARD

To find out more.
Your lnfotron distributor.
There are lnfotron distributors
nationwide, ready to give you
more information, provide
equipment and offer expert
advice on the best way to meet
your needs. For the name of
the distributor near you , dial
toll-free 1-800-345-4636
and ask for ISO. Or write
lnfotron Independent Sales
Organization, 9 North Olney
Avenue, Cherry Hill, NJ 08003.
lnfotron. First in
performance and reliability.
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LOOKING AHEAD IN MMS
Be sure to watch for these editorial highlights in coming issues of
Mini-Micro Systems:
• PC storage devices and controllers will be profiled in the
February issue
• The Communications Handbook with an editorial emphasis on
local area networks will appear February 14.
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ffVf MAJOR REASOllS DEC

SYSTEMS llEED EMULEX
COMMUlllCATIOllS MULTIPLEXERS.
Emulex is the leading supplier of
communications multiplexers for DEC
systems for these five compelling
reasons.
BROAD PRODUCT LINE. Emulex
has everything you need in communications multiplexers for VAX, MicroVAX.
I and 11, LSl-11, PDP-11 or MicroPDP-11
systems. Choose from 12 controllers,
each of which are fully software
transparent to DEC's operating systems. All offer significantly better
line handling capabilities in a compact
package.
MORE CHANNELS. Emulex is clearly
superior in offering more channels
using less hardware. Our CS32 controller board, for example, handles
up to 128 lines vs 24 for DEC's DMZ32
module.
BETTER THROUGHPUT
PERFORMANCE. The chart below
clearly shows who's ahead in throughput performance.
Emulex Controller vs Nearest DEC Equivalent
CS02 60K Chars/sec
CS21 SOK Chars/sec
CS32 ?OK Chars/sec

DHV11 15K Chars/sec
DHU11 1SK Chars/sec
DMZ32 40K Chars/sec

FEWER BACKPLANE SLOTS. Emulex
delivers unprecedented savings in
backplane and rack space by packing
more capability into every board.
For example, our 128-line CS32 with
DMF-32 emulation provides 6 to 1
advantage over DEC's 24-line board.
You also save in power consumption:
The CS32 uses just 4 amps vs 54
amps for 6 DEC DMZ32s.
LOWER PRICES. Emulex is your best
value, by far. DEC's DMZ32 lists for
$7200 per 24 lines. Compare that to
Emulex's CS32/FI at $5700 for the
1st 24 lines, and $3000 for each additional 16 lines. At 128 lines, your
savings amount to $18,000. You save
on slots and power consumption, too.

-)f-

If you'd like even
more reasons to
choose Emulex,
call toll free

EMULEX

1-800-EMULEX3.
In California

.,,,. genuine ,.,,.,nofive. (714) 6625600. Or write: Emulex Corporation,
3545 Harbor Blvd., P.O. Box 6725,
Costa Mesa, CA 92626.

US. RegloMI Offices: Anaheim, CA (714) 385-1695; Schaumburg, IL (312) 490-0050; Roswell, GA (404) 587-3610;
Nashua, NH (603) 882-6269. hlt8rn8llon8I Offices: Australia, Eastwood, N.S.W (02) 658-4833; Canada,
Mississauga, Ontario (416) 673-1211; France, Montrouge
(344) 484234; West Germany, Munich (089) 304051.

m735-7070; Untted Kingdom, Bracknell, Berkshire

DEC, VAX, MicroVAX I. MicroVAX II, LSl-11, POP-11, MicroPOP-11.
DMF-32 and DMZ-32 are trademarks of Digttal
Equipment Corporation.
Most produds shown are stocked nationally by Hamilton/Avnet
Kierulff Electronics and MTI Systems Corp.
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8\7 their own investigation and by
system integrator requests, computer
manufacturers representing some
90% of the market choose to offer
UNIFY with their UNIX computers.
They include IBM. AT&T. DEC.
Data General. Honeywell. Four Phase.
Sun. Perkin-Elmer. NCR. Tandy.
Pixel. Cadmus. Plexus. Altos. Gould
OJmputer. NBI. CCI. Sequent. And
many more.
The evidence is overwhelming.
In independent benchmarks, UNIFY
consistently ranks as the top performer.

OJmpletely menu-driven design
and industry standard IBM SQL
query language make it easy for nonpro~~mers to develop data base
applications.
The most powerful "back end"
design in the industry, including 90
subroutines at the host language
interface level, promises that UNIFY
can keep adding features, keep adding
users, without eroding performance.
Judge for yourself. Send for our
demo kit-disks, tutorial and reference manuals, all for only $150that shows you how to build virtually
any application. OJntact UNIFY,
4000 Kruse Way Place, Lake Oswego,

OR 97034, 503/635-6265. TELEX
469220.
See us at Uniform Booth #1512

un1FW

THE PREFERRED DBMS.
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IPI FORUM/BOSTON '86
After a successful West Coast Conference in June of 1985, the IPI Forum plans to move East in March of 19&6 with
a 2-1/2 day Technical Program devoted to discussing IPI issues, hearing about the latest IPI developments, learning
about IPI, and promoting industry standardization.
WHERE
WHEN
WHO
TOPICS/ ISSUES

WORKSHOP

The Parker House on Tremont and School Streets in downtown Boston.
March 11 -14, 1986
Engineers, planners, and marketing personnel of companies using IPI or who are considering
its use should not miss this conference.
What is the market for IPI components, products and systems?
Who is committed to IPI?
·
What is the status of IPI with ANSI , ECMA, and ISO?
How does IPI compare with other interfaces?
How is IPI being used?
Is IPl-2 only a high performance disk interface?
Is specialized silicon being developed for IPl-2? For IPl-3?
In addition to covering " Leading Edge" IPI topics, Delegates may attend an optional IPI
Principles and Concepts Workshop on March 11th so that attendees may derive more benefit
from the technical sessions to come.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RECEPTION

Delegates will also have an opportunity to see the latest in IPI Products during the Exhibitors
Reception scheduled for Wednesday evening.

SPONSORS

The IPI Forum is sponsored by ENDL, Technology Forums, and the IPI Forum Advisory
Board consisting of:
•Control Data Corporation
•NEC Information Systems, Inc.
•Siemens, A.G.
• Prime Computer
• Fujitsu America, Inc.

FEE

The registration fee of $895.00 for the 2-1/2 day IPI Forum covers attendance at the scheduled
sessions, a Delegate Information Binder containing the Speakers' presentations and other
material, a Welcome Reception, 2 Luncheons, the Exhibitors Reception, 3 Continental
Breakfasts, Cocktails and Buffet Dinner, refreshments during breaks, gratuities and taxes.

ATTENDANCE

Attendance is limited to preserve an appropriate atmosphere within which to learn and
interact with other Delegates. It is therefore recommended that your registration form and
payment be mailed early.

CANCELLATIONS

Registration fees are refundable, subject to a 10% service charge; if cancellation occurs
before February 18th, substitutions may be made at any time at no charge. Cancellations
and substitutions must be in writing.

HOTEL
ACCOllllllODATIONS

A block of rooms has been set aside for IPI Forum Delegates at the Parker House.
Reservations will be guaranteed upon receipt of the fee for the first nights lodging.

CONFIRlllATION

Shortly after registration, Delegates will receive a confirmation kit by mail containing
conference and hotel registration confirmation, a map, receipt and general information.

Please register me for the IPI Forum to be held at the Parker House in Boston on March 11-14, 1986. Enclosed is
my $895 registration fee. Please print the following information as you want it to appear on your name tag and the
list of delegates.
NAlllE
TITLE
COlllPANY
ADDRESS
Please reserve a room at the Parker House-Boston as indicated below. A deposit for the first night's lodging
is enclosed as a guarantee. Daily rates are shown below:
D Standard Single, $100.
D Standard Double, $125.
D Deluxe Single, $125.
D Deluxe Double, $150.
Arrival Date & Time: _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __ __
Departure Date & Time - - - - -- - - - IPI Forum registrations and Parker house reservations cannot be accepted unless accompanied by proper payment.
Please make checks payable to IPI Forum and mail to:
/

Technology Forums • 3425 Pomona Boulevard, Suite F, Pomona, CA 91768 • (714) 861-7300
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When it comes to quality display terminals, absolutely no one sets a higher
standard than Lear Siegler.
So it may raise a few eyebrows when word spreads that we've reached an
all-time low. It's the new ADM 3E and, at under $400, it may change forever the way
you think of low-end terminals.
For starters, we've included a wide variety of features you'd expect to pay more for.
Like a superior keyboard design with seven programmable keys shiftable for
fourteen non-volatile functions. Dynamically allocated function key memory. Plus, a 14"
screen in your choice of green or amber-all standard.
You get compatibility with our ADM 3A and ADM 5 terminals, as well as ADDS
Viewpoint There's even a bidirectional printer port with independent baud rate available.
All this with legendary Lear Siegler quality.
Give .us a call today. And find out why . . . . . LEAR SIEGLER INC
we're so high on our new low.
~· DATA PRODUcTs DIVISION
800-LEAR-DPD (800-532-7373).
901 E. Ball Road. Anaheim, CA 92805, (714) 778-3500
CIRCLE NO. 1 ON INQUIRY CARD

How to
get mainframe
color · P-hics
·onyourPC.
PCOXG
mes,
how else?
It's really quite easy.
mainframe files, too. Upload and download data.
Just slip our PCOX/GRAPHICs~ board into a
And it's 100 percent hardware-compatible with
single slot of your IBM®PC, XT, AT or compatible.
IRMA~ Which means if your software works with
And you can run mainframe graphics software
IRMA, it will work with PCOX.
like SAS-Graph7GDDM~DISSPLA™and others.
We could go on, and we will. In our brochure.
PCOX/GRAPHICS offers you true S3G terminal
Fbr your copy and the name of your nearest CXI
emulation. All in full color
· distributor, call (800) 225-PCOX. In California,
· call (415) 424-0700.
And it works with either a high-resolution
IBM Enhanced Color Display or a standard PC
Or write CXI, Inc., 3606 West Bayshore Road,
Color Monitor
Palo Alto, CA 94303, Tulex 821945.
But that's only half the story.
More
With PCOX/GRAPHICS, you can access
micro-ro-mainframe
PCOX and all PCOX products are trademarks orCXI, Inc. Other computer and sortware names identified
by® or lM are trade names and/or trademarl<s or their respective manulacturen;. C 1985,CXI, Inc.

answers.
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EDITORIAL
THE HISTORY
OF UNIX IS NOW
UNIX may be rivaled only by artifical intelligence as the most written about, and least applied , technology in the history of the computer industry. One of the oldest jokes in the
industry has it that UNIX conferences consist
of vendors gathered in little groups to ask one
another , " I say, is anybody making any money
yet? Other, that is, than by selling stock?"
My own joke is less kind . How many UNIX
vendors does it take to change a lightbulb?
Answer:· 27. One to change the bulb and the
other 26 to form a committee and agree that it
wasn't done to standards. It's also possible to
argue that the history of UNIX hasn't happened yet.
Its technical history is, of course , long but as
a commercial product the operating system has
been in a time warp. It was originally developed to deal with problems that no longer,
strictly speaking, exist. For value-added resellers , the time-sharing market that governed
the creation of UNIX's direct ancestors-such
as Massachusetts Institute of Technology's
CTSS system-has largely disappeared ; monopolized at the top by IBM Corp. mainframes
and overwhelmed at the bottom by a proliferation of personal processors.
Indeed, until recently UNIX's big problem
wasn't the cliche about lack of application software but rather that, even if there had been
applications, there was no place to sell them.
Desktop technology couldn't support the operating system , and VM-based mainframes didn't
need it. UNIX was simultanously ahead of its
time and outdated .
What made this suspended animation all the
more unusual was that UNIX was never more
in marketing limbo than when "discovered" by
market research companies, advertising agencies and computer journalists. Suddenly , people who had never usel:l so much as an electric
typewriter announced that UNIX would dominate the entire world of computing. No maMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/January 1986

chine , said the researchers , would escape.
Every silicon chip, from the core of mainframes to the heart of digital watches, would
run onUNIX and nothing else. It was a victory of hype over common sense: One has to
wonder how badly it may have damaged the
credibility of UNIX forever. Certainly, it's difficult for companies that may have lost money
on UNIX to overlook the fact that the only
people to profit from UNIX, so far, seem to
be would-be pundits-some of whom, having
made their pile, now decry the operating system with as much vigor as they once proclaimed it.
Then again , maybe it's only fair that the
pundits should now reject UNIX, should actually call it a "failed" and " unmarketable" technology-even though anyone can pick up a
copy of the help-wanted pages of any large
newspaper and find row upon row of employment advertisements for C programmers and
UNIX specialists.
What's nappened , of course , is the introduction of relatively inexpensive 32-bit systems.
Making the power of minicomputers available
to microcomputer users has opened up vast
territories to what used to be minicomputer
software-UNIX. Suddenly, UNIX iron is no
longer particularly exotic. The year 1986 opens
with a UNIX market crowded with departmental , network-serving and, even, desktop UNIX
machines. Some companies are bundling 32-bit
chips into multiprocessing computers and rewriting UNIX in the process. By putting
UNIX-based hardware' directly in the hands of
developers, end users and high-school hackers,
32-bit chips have unleashed vast market forces
almost certain to remake the operating system
for better or worse , and probably both. It
seems that the widespread availability of 32-bit
systems is the most important event in recent
UNIX history-perhaps the first real event in
its commercial history.

Michael Tucker
Aalloc:lete Editor
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The VME BUS and OS-9:

Ultimate Software for the Ultimate Bus.
Modularity. Flexibility. High Performance. Future growth. These are probably the prime reasons
you chose the VME bus. Why not use the same criteria when selecting your system software? That's
why you should take a look at Microware's OS-9/68000 Operating System-it's the perfect match for the
VME bus.
When you're working with VME you must have access to every part of the system. Unlike other
operating systems that literally scream KEEP OUT!, OS-9's open architecture invites you to create, adapt,
customize and expand. Thanks to its unique modular design, OS-9 naturally fits virtually any system,
from simple ROM-based controllers up to large multiuser systems.
And that's just the beginning of the story. OS-9 gives you a complete UNIX-application compatible
environment. It is multitasking, real time, and extremely fast. And if you're still not impressed,
consider that a complete OS-9 executive and 1/0 driver package typically fits in less than 24K of
RAM or ROM.
Software tools abound for OS-9, including outstanding Microware C, Basic, Fortran, and
Pascal compilers. In addition, cross C compilers and cross assemblers are available
for VAX systems under Unix or VMS. You can also plug in other advanced options,
such as the GSS-DRIVERS™ Virtual Device Interface for industrystandard graphics support, or the OS-9 Network File Manager for
high level, hardware-independent networking.
Designed for the most demanding OEM requirements,
OS-9's performance and reliability has been proven in an
incredible variety of applications. There's nothing like a track
record as proof: to date, over 200 OEMs have shipped more
than 100,000 OS-9-based systems.
Ask your VME system supplier about OS-9. Or you can
install and evaluate OS-9 on your own custom system with
a reasonably priced Microware PortPak™. Contact Microware today. We'll send you complete information about OS-9
and a list of quality manufacturers who offer off-the-shelf
VME/OS-9 packages.

MICROWARE
Microware Systems Corporation
1866 N.W. 114th Street • Des Moines, Iowa 50322
Phone 515-224-1929 • Telex 910-520-2535

Modular Hardware Deserves Modular Software

Microware Japan, Ltd.
41-19 Honcho 4-Chome, Funabashi City• Chiba 273,
Japan • Phone 0474-22-1747 • Telex 298-3472
Micromaster Scandinavian AB
St. Persgatan 7
Box 1309 S-751 43 Uppsala
Sweden
Telex: 76129 microma s
Phone: 018-138595

Dr. Rudolf Keil, GmbH
Porphyrstrasse 15
D-6905 Schriesheim
West Germany
Telex: 465025 keil d
Phone: 06203-6741

Elsoft AG
Bankstrasse 9
CH-5432 Neuenhof
Switzerland
Telex: 57136 elso ch
Phone : 056-862724

Vlvaway, Ltd.
36-38 John Street, Luton
Bedfordshire LU1 2JE
England
Telex : 825115
Phone: 0582-423425

OS-9 is a trademark of Microware and Motorola. PortPak is a trademark of Microware. GSS-Orivers is a trademark of Graphic
Software Systems, Inc. VAX and VMS are trademarks of DEC. Unix is a trademark of AT&T.
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Microprocessor Consultants, Ltd.
16 Bandera Avenue
Waga Waga, 2650
NSW Australia
Phone: (069) 312331

Thats the advantage you get with aleadei:

-

-

At Fujitsu America we want our back-up devices
to be second-to-none in price, performance and
reliability.
That's why we developed the M244X series lh''
GCR tape drive with an intelligent 256KB cache buffer
The buffer means you get all the versatility of our
start/stop drive, plus the speed and reliability of our
streamer technology. Parameters such as transfer
rate, block size and ramp times are all switch-selectable
so you can easily optimize the drive for your system.
But the cache buffer is just the finishing touch on
a tape drive that already outperforms the competition.
By incorporating Fujitsu's advanced LSI electronics, we have eliminated the high-cost, high-failure
mechanics found in other low-cost GCR tape drives.
As a result, you get a high-performance GCR Streamer
with the best reliability rating-and the best pricein its class.
Throughout this drive's design, we have found
ways to keep your cost of ownership to a minimum.
The drive performs its own internal monitoring
and self-adjustment, eliminating costly preventative
maintenance. And the sophisticated diagnostics
make it possible to isolate system faults without
special test equipment.
For information on this or any other Fujitsu tape
drive, call (408) 946-8777. Or write Fujitsu America,
Inc., Storage Products Division, 3055 Orchard Drive,
San Jose, CA 95134-2017.
The Fujitsu M244XAC GCR Streamer, with cache
buffer From price, to performance, to reliabilityit's the best tape drive in its class.
MODEL
Tape Speed (ips)
Streaming
Start/Stop
Recording Density (bpi)
MTBF
Cache Buffer
Transfer Rate
Compatibility
Interface

M2442AC

M2444AC

JOO
12 .5

75
25
6250/JfiOO

8,CXXJ hours
256KB
Selectable from 60 KB/sec to 1 MB/sec
IBM~ ECMA and ANSI
Cipher:" Pertee compatible

We're developing technology for you.

FUJITSU

Fujitsu Cache Adapter provides a 256K.B intelligent memory
buffer. increasing system performance.
C Fujitsu America, Inc., 1$5.All rights reserved.
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
Cipher is a registered trademark of Cipher Data Products, Inc.

FUJITSU AMERICA
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INTRODUCING
THE PRICE/PERFORMANCE LEADER•••
C.ITOH 680™MULTIUSER SYSTEMS

Low priced multiuser systems
are easy to find.
Low priced, high performance multiuser systems are
harder to find.
Low priced, high performance multiuser systems with
the capacity of super mini computers are almost unheard of.
CIE Systems is your
answer for the best price/
performance, high-capacity
system on the market today!
Our systems come with
68020 micro processors at
clock rates up to 16. 6MHz.
They are designed to utilize a
dual bus concept for no-wait
state, high performance and

TM

employ distributive intelligence throughout their
architecture.
Our system capacities
are up to 64 users, up to
1300MB of disk, up to 8MB of
RAM; and support floppy
disk, streamer tape and 1/2''
magnetic tape drives for backup. And best of all, we distribute and support the three
most widely used industry
standard operating systems:
UNIX PICK ® and
'
'
RM/COS.™
And our pricing for a
high-performance multiuser
system starts at under $6,000.
They're fully supported
by CIES and our multinational parent company,
TM

C.Itoh, with over 60 billion in
annual sales, vast production
capabilities and world-wide
resources.
For more information,
just call or write:
CIE Systems, Inc.,
Computer Systems Division
2515 McCabe Way,
P.O. Box 19628, Irvine,
CA 92713-9628
or call (714) 660-1800.
Call toll free (800) 437-2341
In California call
(800) 458-6279.
Telex: 655-438.
TWX 910-595-2605

Computers

C. !TOH 680 is a Trademark of CIE Systems, Inc. T:.i UNIX is a Trademark of Bell Laboratories. ®PICK is a Registered
Trademark of Pick Systems. TM RM/COS is a Trademark of Ryan-McFarland Corp. Cl 1985 CIE Systems, Inc.
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AT&T TAPS HA'RlUS l'OB BATllLLITB DATA TBBVIJlfALS

AT&T Communications has chosen Harris Corp., Melbourne, Fla., as its
supplier for small, 1.2-meter-diameter satellite earth stations to be used in a
yet-unannounced AT&T service for the transmission of data and video signals.
AT&T is expected to bundle the Harris-supplied earth stations and related
transmission equipment and provide the service to corporations for both
one-way and two-way data transmission-at speeds of up to 19.2K bits per
second. AT&T, which has already leased for the service two satellite transponders on an RCA satellite now in orbit, said it intends to file with the Federal
Communications Commission for a tariff on the new operation in the first
quarter of this year.-Stephen Shaw
APPLB TO

om• A

VACHDIB l'OB Dn'BGBATOBS

Apple Computer Corp., Cupertino, Calif., is expected to unveil the Macintosh II
sometime this month, and word has it that it will look a good deal like the
discontinued Lisa. Code-named "Big Mac," the new machine reportedly incorporates a small computer systems interface (SCSI) and a VME-like bus to
accommodate add-in boards. The SCSI bus is the single-ended version, thus
allowing peripherals to be placed up to 6 meters away from the host. Although
details remain sketchy, the machine is said to use Motorola Corp.'s MC68020
microprocessor, which will give it full virtual memory and device access and a
new display manager. Apple insiders warn, however, that users shouldn't expect
existing Macintosh software to work on the new machine, as new microcode
was required for a 12-inch display.-Carl Warren.
SOl'TWA.B.lll TDIS TOGB'l'HBB PC A1'D l'A.X

A California modem manufacturer claims it has developed software that
allows Group III facsimile machines and IBM Corp. PCs and compatibles to
exchange information. Gammalink of Palo Alto is selling GammaFax-software
bundled with its 9,600-baud, dial-up modem and a synchronous data-linkcontrol card-for $2,490. The company says that rasterized data, either text or
graphics, can be sent from a facsimile machine to a PC and vice versa.
Information sent from a facsimile can be viewed on the PC screen or printed on a
PC-compatible graphics printer. Conversely, documents created on a PC can be
sent to one or more facsimile machines in a batch mode using the auto-dial
capability of the GammaLink modem and software. The company adds that it
will customize the system for OEMs and system integrators.-Mike Seither
COBVUS BUYS PC VA1111J'AC'l'UBJ!IB

Corvus Systems Inc., San Jose, Calif., a vendor of local area networks, is
acquiring Oemtek Inc., a manufacturer of IBM Corp. PC-compatible personal
computers, also located in San Jose. Under the agreement in principle, subject to
the approval of the boards of directors of both companies, Corvus will issue 3. 75
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/January 1986
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million shares of common stock for all outstanding Oemtek capital stock.
Oemtek will operate as a Corvus subsidiary upon completion of the acquisition.
-Stephen Sha.w

DBC B.OLLS OUT ITS BIGGBST GUS

In what the company says is a program to develop smaller, faster VAX
superminicomputers, Digital Equipment Corp. has brought out its speediest
machine to date, the 8850. Reportedly 44 percent faster and 21 percent more
costly than its previous top-of-the-line unit, the 8600, the new model is said to
operate at up to 6.9 million instructions per second and carries a base price of
$475,000. Look for more DEC introductions in the first half of the year: analysts
predict the company will bring out a new engineering workstation, mid-range
VAXes and a personal computer.-Bruoe MaoDona.ld
PLBXUS UlVVBILS BXP.A1'D.AJILB U1IIX Si STBM
Plexus Computers Inc. has a New Year's baby: a UNIX multiuser system that
can be expanded modularly from 16 to 80 users. The San Jose, Calif., company's
new P/75 computer relies on the Motorola Inc. MC68020 32-bit chip for job
processing. Single-board communications processors called ACPs, priced at
$5,000 each, have one parallel printer and 16 serial ports, a direct-memoryaccess processor and up to 2M bytes of local RAM. As many as five ACPs can be
loaded into the P/75 to build an 80-user system. A bare-bones system for $36,000
comes with one ACP, a 145M-byte Winchester disk drive, a 60M-byte cartridge
tape, a 15-slot card cage and lM byte of memory.-Mi.ke Seither
BUB.OPB.A:N GB.OUP A.IMS l'OB. WOB.LDWIDB CD-B.OM S'.r.A1IDAllD

While "High Sierra" companies like Digital Equipment Corp., IBM Corp.,
Microsoft Corp. and Reference Technology Inc. work toward a file-format
standard for CD-ROM, a similar effort is being made in Europe.The Optical Disk
Forum, which will have its first meeting this month in Luxembourg, aims for a
worldwide file-format standard by midyear. The Forum plans to work closely
with the Information Industry Association, Washington, now waiting to see
what evolves from High Sierra's efforts. Yet a third group is active in the search
for standards: the National Information Standards Organization, also in Washington.-Keith Jones

3COM, COllVBB.GBll'.r TO MBB.Gll BY llAB.OH

Officials of 3Com Corp. and Convergent Technologies Inc. expect a merger of
the two California companies to be completed no earlier than March. 3Com, of
Mountain View, makes local area networks, while Convergent, headquartered in
San Jose, is an OEM computer manufacturer. Under the proposed $126.5 million
deal, each outstanding share of 3Com stocks would be exchanged for three
shares of Convergent common stock. Analysts, pointing to a trend toward
building LAN hardware into computers, generally agree that the transaction
may benefit both companies. The companies have had customers 1n common,
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We demo our Data PBX on-site.
(They just send brochures.)
Since we introduced our first Data
PBX two years ago we've been
doing things that other vendors
would like to do ... but can't. Things
like on-site demos, 30 day free trials
and packing more data switching
features into less space for less
money than anyone else. Today over
100,000 terminals and computer
ports are connected to over 500
Equinox Data PBX's.

ports at $120 per line. It can be
expanded to 1320 lines and is completely compatible with its bigger
brother, the DS-15.

We're easy on your wires.
All Equinox products are designed
for fast, easy installation using
modular telephone wiring accessories and in most cases your
existing wiring can be used.

We're a tough act to follow.

Let's get together.

Our new DS-5 (shown above) gives
you more of a good thing in an even
smaller package. A fully featured
Data PBX, the DS-5 is smaller than
an IBM PC and provides keyboard
controlled switching and port sharing
for 120 async terminals and computer

Whether you need to connect 50,
100 or 1000 terminals and computer
ports together and are looking at
Data PBX's, Port Selectors, or LAN's,
we've got a switch for you. Don't just
settle for brochures - see for yourself
how easy data switching can be.
CIRCLE NO. 13 ON INQUIRY CARD

Call 1-800-Data PBX* for a
no-hype demonstration.
Equinox Systems
12041 S.W. 144th Street
Miami, FL 33186-6108
*In Florida call
(305) 255-3500

We Make The Right Connections

RGE YOUR PC' GRAPHICS

•
•
•
•
•
•

640 x 480 x 8 display (PG-640)
1280 x 1024 x 8 display (PG-1280)
40,000 vectors/sec. drawing speed
100010 IBM PGC compatible
Full IBM CGA emulation
1 million pixels/second image load

Matrox now offers two new color graphics boards that
dramatically boost PC performance. The PG-640 and PG-1280
provide the speed and resolution necessary to upgrade the IBM
PC XT and AT into Professional Graphics workstations.
The PG-640 has a drawing speed of over 40,000
vectors/second and an image load speed of 1 million
pixels/second. This means complex 640 x 480 pictures are
drawn in under a second. The PG-1280 provides even faster
picture updates, and displays four times the detail, 1280 x 1024
pixels.
Both the PG-640 and PG-1280 are 100% compatible with IBM 's
Professional Graphics card, and offer full Color Graphics
Adapter emulation. All existing software runs without change .
If you are interested in a 10 times performance boost:
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-361-4903

1055 St. Regis Blvd.
Dorval, Quebec, Canada
H9P 2T4
Tel: (514) 685-2630
Tix: 05-822798
IBM , IBM PC XT. IBM PC AT, PGC, CGA are trade marks of International Business Machines
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such as AT&T Information Systems and NCR Corp., and 3Com supplies Convergent with a network adapter for its NGEN computer.-Mike Seither
OMllDfl!IT PL.A1'8 DATA SlDB.VICE J'OB. MOBILJD USJDB.8

Los Angeles start-up Omninet Corp. intends to begin a pilot program early this
year to provide nationwide, one-way data services to users requiring mobile and
portable applications. For mobile users, data packets will be sent to alphanumeric terminals through small satellite antennas mounted on vehicle roofs. For
portable applications, 3-inch-square satellite antennas will be incorporated into
the lids of portable microcomputers and terminals to allow users to receive data
broadcast from a central control station.-Stephen Shaw
WILL A PLl!ISSl!IY TAKBOVJIB. 8'.l'lllll'fGTHJ!Jl'f rrs CLOUT Il'f m

OJ'J'ICB?

Britain's largest electronics manufacturer, General Electric Co. Plc. (GEC),
London, has targeted The Plessey Co. Plc., London, for a takeover. One consequence could be the merger of Plessey Peripheral Systems Inc., Irvine, Calif., with
office-systems vendor A.B. Dick Co., Niles, Ill., suggests John Tysoe, electronicsindustry analyst with London stockbroker Grieveson Grant & Co. Tysoe notes
that A.B. Dick, a GEC subsidiary, is becoming increasingly active in the computer
market with products that include word processors, the Videojet ink-jet printer
and a computer line manufactured by Convergent Technologies Inc., of San Jose,
Calif.-Keith Jones

SOB.D PL.A1'8 llAJOB. U.S. PUSH

Already a major player in Europe, Sord Computer Corp., Tokyo, says it wants
to boost current U.S. sales of less than $4 million to $200 million by 1990. A
principal target will be the computer aided design/computer aided manufacturing market. Sord is shipping to U.S. customers the M68MX workstation, which
offers up to 3.5M bytes of RAM; and CAD-BRAIN/mini, powerful CAD so~ware
that runs best on 2.5M bytes of RAM. Bucking the trend toward multiuser
systems, the M68MX is a single-user, 10-MHz machine that runs on a Motorola
Inc. MC68000 under the CP/M-68K operating system.--James Donohue
TECH FILES: A QUICK LOOK AT NEW PRODUCTS AND TECHNOLOGY

When it reintroduces its series of UNIX-based 3B systems sometime this
spring, AT&T Information Systems, Morristown, N.J., will be using the small
computer systems interface (SCSI) as the peripheral bus. Specifically, AT&T will
incorporate the SCSI chip set from J"uJitsu Microelectronics Inc. The Fujitsu
chip set is said to be the first available to provide synchronous SCSI with
through-parity, thus providing AT&T with a path to upgrading as new periphrals come on the market. AT&T is expected to introduce a full range of
peripherals that will use the SCSI chip set, including optical-disk drives and
laser printers, at the time of the 3B reintroduction.-Carl Warren
Making use of the new quarter-inch DC 2000 tape from 3M, Irwin Magnetics, Ann Arbor, Mich., has quietly been showing a 40M-byte-capacity version of
its mini tape drive to value-added resellers, OEMs and other customers. The
current top capacity of Irwin's IBM Corp. PC-compatible Backup tape drives is
20M bytes, based on the capacity of 3M's DC 1000 one-eighth-inch tape. Unit
price for the 40M-byte drive: about $1,000.--James Donohue
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/January 1986
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YOUR OFFICE PRINTER
FAMILY
Tailored for your IBM PC or compatibles. the Facit 4509 provides
graphics and multHont printing at a budget price.

The 132-tolumn Facit 4514 printer features NLO as well as Epson
FX and IBM PC character and command sets.

The fast Facit 02000 daisywheel printer is IBM/Epson compatible
and can be equipped with a cut-sheet feeder.

Meet eight representatives of the extensive
Facit Office Printer
family. Encom passing
almost every aspect of
quality printing, they
make your printer
choice easy. From dedicated PC-printers to
extremely heavy-duty
system printers for
round-the-dock operation.
In addition to the Facit
multi-purpose printer
concept, the Office Printer family also includes
printers for more specialized applications like
bar-code/labels, wordprocessing and highspeed color graphics.
The full selection of
standard interfaces, character sets and command
protocols ensure that
every Facit Printer will
make friends with your
system.
And, no doubt, with
your budget, too.

The C.Jine printers. Facit C5500 and Facit C7500, provide 250/ 400
cps, color graphics. multi-interfacing and flexible paper handling.
CIRCLE NO. 15 ON INQUIRY CARD

For professional presentation graphics on paper and OH-transparencies. select Facit 4550/51 sixiJen plotters.

Facit 4544 heavy-lluty Paintbox Printer provides high speed printing
as well as multi-rnlor graphics/labels.

Facit 457 1 is equally at home in round-the-clock data repon applications as in NLO wordprocessing.

Facit Opus 1 Laser Printer provides high-i]uality printing at workloads
of 20.000 pages/ month.

l=ACIT

Head Office: Facit AB, S-17291 Sundbyberg. Sweden. Phone: (8) 7643000. USA: Facit Inc. P.O. Box 334, Merrimack. NH 03054. Phone: (603) 424-8000
AUSTRALIA: EA! Electronics Associates Pty Ltcl.. 427-3322 . AUSTR!k Ericsson Information Systems GmbH. 0222-613 64 1. BELGIUM: Ericsson S.A.. 02-24 3 8211.
CANADA: Facit Canada Inc .. 416-82 1-9400. CYPRUS: LBM (Lillytos) Ltd 516 46 34 . DENMARK: FacitA / S, 02-92 24 00. FINLAND: OY Facit. 90-420 21. FRANCE: Facit
S.A.. 1-4 780 711 7. GREAT BRITAIN: Facit 0634-40 17 21. GREECE: Computer Application Co. Ltd .. J l-6 7197 22. HONGKONG:Gilman & Co. Ltd .. 5-893 00 22. ICELAND:
Gisli ].Johnsen HF.354-64 12 22. INDIA: Forbes Forbes Cam pbell & Co. Ltd .. 22-26 8081. IRELAND: Ericsson Information Systems Ltd .. 75 30 93. /TALY:Facit Data Products S.p.A.. 039-63 63 31. JAPAN: Electrolux (Japan) Ltd .. 03-479-3411. KOREA: K.D.C. Corporation. 723-8555/8236. THE NETHERLANDS: Ericsson Information
Systems B.V.. 03480-709 11. NEWZEALAND:No rthrop Instruments and Systems. 501-801.501-2 19.NORWAY: Ericsson In formation SystemsA/S,02-35 58 20. PORTUGAL: Regisconta Sa ri. 1-56 0091. SINGAPORE: Far East Office Eqpts Pte Ltd .. 74582 88. SPAIN: Fae it. 91-45711 11. SWEDEN: Ericsson Information Systems Sverige
AR. 08-28 28 60. SWITZERLAND: Ericsson In forma tio n Sys tems AG. 01-3919711. WEST GERMANY: Ericsson Information Systems GmbH, 0211-61090.
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Quadram Corp., Norcross, Ga., plans to bring out this year a portable
computer keyboard for less than $300 that plugs into both its Datavue portable
computer and the IBM Corp. PC. The keyboard, Keystyle 80, has a flip-up screen
and 32K bytes of RAM. The user can work away from his desk and plug the
keyboard into his desktop computer when he gets back. Keystyle aims at the
word-processing-laptop market now dominated by the Model 100 and 200
computers from Tandy Corp.-Ja.mes Donohue
Venturing into waters hitherto dominated by Japanese manufacturers, ~&T
Technology Systems, Berkeley Heights, N.J., is set to launch its first flat-panel
product: a 10-to-l-contrast-ratio, AC, plasma display. The 1 1/4-inch-thick unit
weighs only 1 % pounds in its smallest, 192-by-320-pi.xel, version and provides a
3.19-by-5.31-inch, orange-on-black display area. The top-of-the-line, 400-by-640pi.xel display measures 9.6 by 13.6 inches overall. OEM versions of the under$600, plasma, panel display will come with a personal computer board containing a serial, CRT-type interface; CMOS drivers; power supply; timing and control
circuits; and a DC-to-DC converter. Look for production quantities in mid-year.-

Jesse Vlotor
Iris Graphics Inc.'s new Iris 2044 color ink-jet printer is capable of making
hard-copy prints up to 34 by 44 inches directly from electronic color prepress
systems or other computer-graphics systems, reports the Stoneham, Mass.,
company. A fully configured systems, including parallel interface capability,
optional Motorola Corp. MC68000-microprocessor-based controller and soft.ware, and optional 60M-byte rigid disk is priced at $125,000.-J:vmn Haber

NOTES FROM OVERSEAS: Digital llquipment Corp., Maynard, Mass., and COllAU of Italy, a

robotics and machine-tool subsidiary of Fiat SpA, have established a 50/50 joint
venture to exploit the worl4wide market for computer integrated manufacturing systems. Called SESAM, for So~ware E Sistemi per l'Automazione Minifatturiera, the new company will design and develop-but not build-CIM
systems, says a DEC spokesman in the UK. Key competition will no doubt come
from another large U.S. computer maker-IBM Corp., which recently invested
49 percent in Italian start-up SEIAF, which is also designing CIM systems.-

-Keith Jones
Leading French component manufacturer Thomson Semiconducteur, Paris,
says it is seeking collaboration with other major European chip makers for
research into a microprocessor with a 64-bit word length. Thomson, currently
speaking with Siemens AG of Munich and N.V. Philips, Eindhoven, the Netherlands, about the new machine, adds that it will be a RISC---a reduced-instructionset computer.-Keith Jones
The Pentagon will embrace British research into the feasibility of optical
computing, following the accord signed last month between the American and
British governments endorsing British participation in the Strategic Defense
Initiative. A spokesman for Ferranti Plc., London, says research carried out by
its subsidiary, l'erranti Computer Systems Ltd. of Bracknell, England, will be
brought into SDI along with similar work being done at Heriot-Watt University,
Edinburgh.-Keith Jones
MINI -MICRO SYSTEMS January 1986
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MORE EXHIBITS. MORE
SESSIONS. MORE PRACTICAL
INFORMATION FOR ALL
APPLICATIONS.

COMPUTER
GRAPHICS '86.
You'll discover new
ideas ... new
techniques ... and new
products and services at
Computer Graphics '86,
the world's largest
computer graphics conference and exposition,
May 11-15, Anaheim.
You can begin with
the basics. Or build on
your already substantial
experience.

and related services
CAD/CAM/CAE to
business graphics and
from more than 200 of
visual communication. the most progressive
The 300,000 square
foot exposition presents computer graphics
for micros, minis and
mainframes ... software
packages ... periphera Is,

·----------·
EVANS AND SUTHERLAND

ACT NOW TO ASSURE YOUR
CHOICE OF SESSIONS.

I want more
information!
Rush registration materials on
the Computer Graphics '86
Conference and Exposition
to:

Send coupon to:
National Computer Graphics
Association
Department AH, Suite 200
2722 Merrilee Drive
Fairfax, VA 22031

Name

More than 135
technical and tutorial
sessions provide intensive, up-to-the-minute
information on every
aspect of computer
graphics from AEC and

companies in the
field- all ready to answer questions, provide
demonstrations, and
introduce you to the
latest in resultsoriented applications.

Title

Attend Computer
Graphics '86-and see
what the world of
computer graphics is
coming to!

Company

Address

·--------···
City, State, Zip

Department AJ, Suite 200
CIRCLE NO. 16 ON INQUIRY CARD

Computer Graphics '86.
May 11-15, 1986,
Anaheim.
You'll see it there.

Datapoint's
ISO Program

The Right Line
For The
Bottom Line.
Program Features and Benefits
Everybody wants features and benefits .
That 's why everybody wants Datapoint.
As a Datapoint ISO, you 'll enjoy the benefits of
working with the industry leader in network
technology and office automation . You 'll benefit
from features like

Product Features and Benefits
As a Datapoint ® ISO, you 'll enjoy the benefits of ARC®
(Attached Resource Computer) , the world 's most thoroughly proven local area network . . . the only network capable of supporting these seven operating
systems :
"'° Datapoint DOS
"'° Datapoint RMS® (Resource Management System ®)
"'° MS-DOS®
... CTOS@
... CP/ M®
... UNOS@l
(a UNIX· look-alike)

.... PC-DOS ®
The ARC also featu res the most
thoroughly integrated office automation
applications
including :
..,. Word Processing
..,. Calculator
..,. Electronic Mail
..,. Telex Management
..,. Spreadsheets
..,. Relational Database
..,. Calendar
..,. Report Writer
The ARC is also supported with extensive communication s software making it the most integrated network available . And Datapoint makes application
development easy with advanced proprietary and industry standard programming languages .

..,. The most aggressive discount schedule in the
industry
... Complete customer financing
..,. The best development systems discounts
..,, Comprehensive product documentation and
sales literature
..,. Field sales and systems suppo rt anywhere in
the country
• Excellent co-op advertising assistance program
. ... Direct sales force assistance
... Trade show support
... Education assistance
... Annual ISO Conference
... Phone-in order system
You and your customers will benefit from the
Datapoint products and their unique features , but
the real benefit of our ISO Program is our solid support and the impact it will make on your bottom line .
For more information on Datapoint's ISO Program ,
call Guy Pearson at 800/824-7329.
(In Texas 512 /699-7850)

See Us at COMDEX in Booth #1792 .

The "D" logo. DATAPOINT. RMS. and ARC are lrademarks of Datapoint Corporation
CP / M 1s a lrademark of D1g1tal Research Inc PC-DOS 1s a trademark of IBM Corporation MS is a 1rademark of M1crosolt Corpora!lon CTOS 1s a trademark ol Convergent
Technologies. Inc UNOS 1s a 1rademark of Ch arles River Data Systems Unix 1s a trademark of AT&T
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The Only -Show In The Far East
Exclusively For
The Coillputer Reseller Market

March 3-6,
1986
Tokyo, Japan
From Korea to the Malays ian Peninsula,
from japan to China , million s of end-users
are looking for computer products to make
their businesses more productive. You can
take advantage of thi s new. profitable market
when you exhibit your products and services at COMDEX in JAPAN
You 'll meet with th ol1sands of Asian resellers who have access to th e millions of endusers . And you 'll be participating in a show
that broke attendance records for a premier
COMDEX show. COMDEX in JAPAN '86
wi ll be even bigger and better Our internatio nal advertising and promotions program
will attract even more resellers who can deliver your products to their customers.
Call COMDEX in JAPAN Exhibit Sales today
at 617/ 449-6600, Ext. 4014 for complete
information and contracts.

THE
INTERFACE
GROUP, Inc.
World 's Lead in g Producer or Compu1cr
and Co mmunications
Co nferences and Expositions
300 Firs! Avenue. Needham. MA 0219-+
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NLQ. Draftand ltalicprintstyles.

The new Office Systems Printer from Newbury Data.
Dual speed up to 200 cps.
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N~llry Data
Plugging the world into peripherals

Newbury Data Recording Ltd .. Head Office , Unit4.Hawthome Road. Staines. Middlesex U.KTel: (0784)61500
USA: Massachusetts Tel: 617 551 02801TALY: Milan Tel: (039)638811 FRANCE: Paris Tel: (3)9568111
NETHERLANDS: Almere Tel: (03240) 14716 GERMANY: Munich Tel (089) 539401 .
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.,. er-,-.
A. Once you're in the dark? B. During a total memory loss?

C. After the smoke clears?

When is the right time
tobuyaUPS?
I

~D-._N_o_n_e_o_f-th_e_a_b_o_v_e~.

All-transistor technology, pioneered by GPS, means optimum
Don't wait for a power
reliability, control and ease of operation. Our on-line models are
outage to blackout your
noted for their unusually fast transient response and excellent effivital system data-or high frequency noise to scramble your
ciency while standby units have set the industry standard with fast
memory-or high line voltage or a sudden spike to blow your
2 millisecond transition time.
fuses or melt your wires!
The time to buy an uninterruptible power supply is now,
Equally important, UPSs from General Power Systems
--- before power problems cause inefficient,
are manufactured to unmatched quality standards. In fact,
all our UPSs for commercial users are designed, produced,
even catastrophic damage to your
tested and inspected to the same stringent standards as
microprocessor-based installation. And
I
....
our parent company's line of defense products.
the high-quality source for UPSs is
intelligent system is only as reliable as the power
General Power Systems, manufacturer of
! I· youYour
put into it. Don't wait for a catastrophe. This is the
the industry's most complete line of
I
time to call or write for full information.
uninterruptible power supplies.
General Power Systems, 1400 N. Baxter
GPS has the exact UPS you need to
---=
St., Anaheim, CA 92806-1201, (714)
protect your data, your system and your
956-9321, (800)854-3469, in California
production. On-line units range from
500VA to 50KVA and standby models
(800) 824-8912, TELEX 182283.
from lOOVA to 2KVA. Many features like
battery backup, usually sold as extras,
are standard on GPS models. Plus a wide
range of options allows you to specify a
virtually custom unit at an off-the-shelf
price. In addition, GPS will tailor designs for
OEM applications.
State-of-the-art operating characteristics of GPS
systems give you the most for your money.
A Division of ALS Corporation
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Xerox boosts reliability,
speed of color ink·iet printer
Xerox has positioned its 4020
ink-jet printer for
graphics applications in the
business and
engineering markets.

Mike Seither
Associate Western Editor

Since their introduction, ink-jet
printers have battled for credibility in
the marketplace. Critics have duly
noted problems of reliability and maintenance associated with the technology. Not only can ink be messy to
install, but it can clog nozzles and
impair print quality.
Xerox Corp., mindful of these concerns, has moved to resolve them with
its latest color ink-jet printer , the
Xerox 4020, priced under $1,500.
The machine is a refined version of the
Diablo C-150. (Xerox acquired Diablo
Systems Inc. severa l years ago, but the
Xerox name is only now beginning to
replace the Diablo label on printers .)
Designed by Xerox's printing systems division in Fremont , Calif., and
manufactured by Sharp Electronics
Corp. , Japan, the 4020 has double the
speed and resolution of the C-150.
Furthermore, Xerox has made considerable changes in the way ink is loaded
and nozzles are cleaned , while at the
same time sticking with " drop-on-demand " technology.
'
With drop-on-demand technology ,
electric signals control the action of a
diaphragm , which pulls ink from a
reservoir , moves it into a chamber on
the printhead and sprays a precise
amount onto the paper. Like other
dot-matrix printing technologies , individual characters or graphic symbols
are built by a series of dots. In the
Xerox 4020, the dots are squirts of ink.
Xerox product manager Jeff
Stenehjem claims the company has reformulated its inks, refined the nozzles
and perfected the capillary action inside the printhead . "This [the 4020]
represents the latest that technology
MINI -MICRO SYSTEMS/January 1986

can offer in terms of drop-on-demand," Stenehjem says. The result , he
adds, is a printer that Xerox hopes will
appeal to OEMs and system integrators selling into the business and engineering markets .
" The position we're taking is that
anyone interested in color for transparencies or published reports wants quality," says Stenehjem. " That's the
whole color message-impressing the
viewer and communicating information as effectively as possible ."
What's the market like for ink-jet
printers? According to Datek Information Services Inc_, a Newtonville ,
Mass., market-research concern, manufacturers shipped about 250,000 inkjet printers in 1985. Of that total , 43

percent were color units . According to
Jonathan Dower, a Datek analyst, ink
jet lags behind a competing color technology-thermal transfer-in terms of
unit shipments. Last year, 350,000
thermal-transfer printers found their
way into the market , 77 percent with
color capability.
There are several product categ0ries
besides thermal transfer against which
ink jet has to compete: dot matrix ,
electrostatic and electrophotographic
printers, as well as pen plotters and
film recorders.
Taking off in 1986

Of all color products in those categories sh ipped in 1985 , ink-jet printers
accounted for only 7 .3 percent of the
29
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total, says Peter Testan of C.A. Pesko
Associates Inc., a Marshfield, Mass.,
consulting company. But, Testan says,
ink jet's share of the color hard-copy
market will increase to 26.4 percent, or
727,000 units, by 1990.
"I believe 1986 will be the year ink
jet takes off," declares Testan. "It's
suffered in the marketplace because of
poor reliability , but at this point that
reputation is unfounded. Improvements like [those that] Xerox have
made should improve overall reliability."
Another factor that will help the
credibility of ink jet is IBM Corp., says
Testan. The company has mounted a
strong advertising campaign for its
color Jetprinter, which Testan says "is
doing pretty well in the marketplace."
Similar to the PJ1080A from Canon
U.S.A . Inc., Lake Success, N.Y., and
built for IBM by Canon, the Jetprinter
sells for about $750. Canon's color
ink jet is priced at about $600.
Xerox's Stenehjem, however, does
not consider IBM and Canon competitors. For one thing, those machines

operate at 20 characters per second
(cps) and have resolutions of 100 by 96
dots per inch (dpi) printing in black for
near-letter-quality text . Xerox claims
that the 4020 runs at 40 cps for NLQ
text and 80 cps in draft mode.
In addition to printing at a resolution of 120 by 120 dpi like the C-150,
the Xerox printer has an enhanced
operating mode of 240 by 120 dpi. It
accomplishes that by making a pass at
120 by 120 dpi, then stepping the
platten 1/240 of .an inch and repeating
the pattern on a second, slightly offset,
pass. That allows the 4020 to create
tighter, more filled-in characters or
denser graphics images than the C-150,
or the IBM and Canon machines, says
Stenehjem.
Automatic purging cleans nozzles

A major improvement on the Xerox
4020 is an automatic purge system to
clean the printhead's 20 nozzles.
(There are four nozzles each for the
primary colors yellow, magenta and
cy,a n, and eight for black.) On the
C-150, purging was accomplished by

hand, using a syringe and hose to force
ink through the nozzles to unclog them
or remove bubbles caused by " air ingestion." Should the 4020 become
clogged, users need only push a button
that activates a 4-minute purge cycle
that cleans each nozzle.
Another improvement is the addition of a removable cartridge for the
so-called maintenance fluid in which
the nozzles rest while the printer is not
in use. The fluid prevents the ink from
drying in the nozzles. In the C-150, the
fluid resided in an open reservoir. If
the printer had to be moved or
shipped, the fluid had to be emptied.
That required removing several parts
to get to the reservoir.
The upshot, according to Xerox , is
that the 4020 ink-jet prir.ter is twice as
reliable as the C-150. Based on a 25
percent duty cycle (that is, it will be in
operation only one-quarter of the actual work day), the 4020 has a mean time
between failures (MTBF) of 4,000
hours. That compares with an MTBF
of 2,000 hours for the C-150 . The
company claims the mean time to re-

Put Intel and Motorola on GM's MAP
Rick Dalrymple, Senior Editor

Declaring that making local area
network products may become a bigger business than building microprocessors, Intel Corp., Santa Clara,
Calif. , and Motorola Semiconductor
Products Inc. , Phoenix, Ariz., have
demonstrated network interfaces for
the General Motors Corp. Manufacturing Automation Protocol (GM
MAP). The demonstrations signal the
entry of both vendors into the factoryautomation segment of the LAN market, thus carrying the Multibus,
VMEbus battle into a new arena.
Intel and Motorola connected
board-level products to the lOM-bitper-second (bps) portion of the IEEE
802.4 broadband GM MAP demonstration network at Autofact, an automated manufacturing show in Detroit's
Cobo Hall .
According to an industrial LAN
30

market study published by Venture
Development Corp. (VDC), Natick,
Mass. , combined shipments of MAP
broadband and MAP carrierband networks will reach $370 million in 1990.
The 1OM-bps backbone portion of the
market is expected to account for 45.3
percent of the total spent on industrial
LANs in 1990. Although most of the
attention has been focused on the
broadband version of MAP, work on
the carrierband has been progressing
rapidly.
MAP carrierband networks are expected to be used as subnetworks by
users to integrate the collection of
computer-controlled devices that make
up a cell of factory automation. These
subnetworks will be linked through
gateways to a MAP broadband backbone network to achieve total plant
integration. Carrierband networks use
a SM-bps single-channel modem, rather than the lOM-bps multichannel

modem used in the backbone network.
MAP-making hand-in-hand

Intel and Motorola executives have
separate ly expressed confidence in the
LAN market opportunity. Both vendors expect that future revenues from
LAN products will exceed those derived from microprocessors today.
Intel and Motorola join Concord Data
Systems Inc., Waltham, Mass. , and
Industrial Networking Inc. (INI) ,
Santa Clara, Calif., as GM MAP-compatible networking suppliers.
While these four vendors will be
competing in the MAP marketplace in
1986, they are today more akin to
fellow explorers than to fierce competitors. For example, the board-level
products shown at Autofact under the
Intel and Motorola brand names are
manufactured by INI , a joint venture
of the General Electric Co . and
Ungermann-Bass Inc., of Santa Clara.
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/January 1986
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pair the 4020 is less than 30 minutes .
Xerox has also increased the amount
of ink the printer can hold and the
method by which it's loaded . Prefilled
ink vials holding 7 cc of black ink and 5
cc each of yellow, magenta and cyan
have replaced smaller cartridges that
held half those volumes. The vials are
color-coded and keyed to prevent filling an ink well with the wrong color
ink. According to Xerox, one vial of
black ink will produce 250,000 characters , or about 200 pages of text.
Prints 4,000 color shades

Twenty nozzles
In the Xerox
4020 ink-jet
(In Tllouaanda)
printer deliver
black, yellow,
-r================:::;i 1o magenta and
cyan inks . When
8
combined, the
inks produce
8
seven colors in
approximately
4
4,000 shades.
This is an actual
sample of the
4020's output.

Investment Portfolio

The 4020 can combine the primary
colors to create three secondary colors: red , green and violet. Xerox
claims those primary and secondary
colors combined can yield about 4,000
shades.
The printer will initially be available
with five fonts: 10-pitch gothic , 10pitch gothic italic, 12-pitch Roman ,
12-pitch gothic and 17-pitch gothic.
Superscript , subscript , underlining and
a Centronics interface are standard.
An RS232 interface is optional.

Product manager Stenehjem says
the more than 45 graphics software
packages written for the C-150 will
operate on the 4020 in the lower resolution mode of 120 by 120 dpi . He adds
that the software manufacturers are
altering the programs to take advan-

tage of the 4020's 240-by-120-dpi resolution . Those enhanced programs are
expected to be ready sometime after
March . Graphic Software Systems
Inc., Wilsonville , Ore., is designing a
driver that will allow the 4020 to supD
port the virtual device interface.

INI develops and markets LANs and
communications products for industrial applications and, in addition to its
role as a network hardware supplier to
Intel and Motorola, the company sells
to large end users. INI was founded in
October 1984 with Ungermann-Bass
contributing 60 percent in the form of
technology and services while GE
provided $6 million in cash for a 40
percent share .
Both Intel and Motorola have signed
separate agreements with INI to jointly develop hardware products that conform to GM 's MAP specifications.
Software products that implement the
Network to Application layers (three
to seven) of the specifications, however , have been developed separately by
each vendor. The specifications correspond to the seven-layer open system
interconnection (OSI) model of the
International Standards Organization.
The hardware GM MAP network
interface products sold by INT, Intel
and Motorola include an intelligent
controller board and a modem board ,

plus resident software implementing
the Physical and Data Link layers (one
and two) of the OSI model and GM 's
MAP 2.1 specification. INI's MM-400
two-board set for Multibus I is the
Intel iSXM 554 MAP COMMengine,
and INI's MV-400 two-board set for
the
VMEbus
is
Motorola ' s
MVME370SET-1.
INI also offers MP-400 and the
MG-400. The MP-400 provides a MAP
interface for the IBM Corp. PC,
PC/XT and PC/AT. The product occupies two card slots in the PC chassis.
The MG-400 provides a general-purpose interface to the MAP network for
any host system over a high-speed
RS422 channel.
The INI agreement , according to
Leonard Magnuson, Intel's OEM communications operation marketing manager , "is a typical case of minimizing
both the time to market and the development risk , with an arrangement that
is a win-win situation for each partner." Magnuson points out that all
three vendors present different solu-

tions to their respective customers by
providing unique software and support
services. "It is simply three vendors
using the same basic hardware interface modules providing different forms
of added value and competing in the
marketplace," he says .
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1982

1983

Kits produced in 1986

Both Intel and Motorola have announced that they will offer MAP developer kits in 1986. Motorola's kit is
scheduled for delivery in the first quarter and Intel's in the second quarter.
These kits include cabling , head-end
remodulator and several MAP interface board sets useful in prototyping a
network. Once again, the head-end
remodulator is manufactured by INT.
The INT MHR-40 Head-End Remodulator provides frequency translation between received and transmitted
signals. One head-end remodulator is
required for each IEEE 802.4 broadband channel group on the cable.
Also in the second quarter of 1986,
Intel and Motorola will offer software
31
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MAP network sales to soar
1984

1990

$135.2 MILLION

$472.9 MILLION

MAP BROADBAND

45.3%

PROPRIETARY DISTRIBUTED
CONTROL

53 .8%

MAP
BROADBAND

PROPRIETARY BROADBAND

0.7%

0 .7%

2.3%
PROPRIETARY
BROADBAND

8.1%
ETHERNET

14.8%
PROPRIETARY
PROGRAMMABLE
CONTROLLER

22.6%

6.2%

MAP
CARRIERBAND

PROPRIETARY DISTRIBUTED
CONTROL

12.7%

that implements all seven layers of the
GM MAP 2.1 protocol. Software for
layer three and for layer four, the
Transport Layer, is currently available
from INI, Intel and Motorola.
Beginning in the second quarter of
1986, Motorola will offer its own GM
MAP-compatible VMEbus controller
board based on the MC68824 Token
Bus Controller and Motorola's
MC68020 32-bit microprocessor. At
the moment it is unclear whether INI
will remain as Motorola's MAP
modem supplier. INI's current policy
does not allow the modem board to be
sold separately.
INI's manufacturing LAN is called
MAP/One and , in addition to the interface boards and head-end remodulator mentioned above , includes operating software, the MAP/One
Network Management Console and
the MAP/One System Software Products .
Motorola's Token Bus Controller

Motorola will be the second vendor
to deliver a MAP-compatible VLSI
product. INI was the first with a twochip VLSI set. Motorola's MC68824
Token Bus Controller is the first singlechip VLSI implementation of the
IEEE 802.4 Media Access Control
sublayer of the ISO/OSI data link
layer. The MC68824 conforms to GM's
32

MAP 2.1 specification, supporting
both broadband and carrierband physical media .
Extending beyond basic IEEE 802.4
requirements, the 68824 implements
the real-time (PROWAY) extensions,
including four classes of message priority. Both 10-MHz and 12.S-MHz versions of the 68824 are offered in 84-pin
grid array packages. Motorola expects
sampling of the 68824 to begin this
month. Since INI does not offer its
two-chip set for sale, Motorola will be
the first vendor to offer other boardlevel manufacturers a VLSI GM MAPcompatible chip.
Concord Data already installed

Two IEEE 802.4 networks were
shown at the Autofact GM MAP demonstration. Interface units on the
SM-bps IEEE 802.4 network were the
exclusive domain of Concord Data.
Before the September introduction of
INI's GM MAP product line , Concord
Data was the only supplier delivering
GM MAP-compatible networking
products. Concord Data's Token/Net
LAN, introduced in March 1983 , was
the first LAN designed to meet the
IEEE 802.4 broadband token-bus
standard. Concord Data's primary interface unit , the Token Net Interface
Module (TIM), is a box that includes
three boards: a SM-bps radio-frequen-

32 .8%
SOURCE VENTURE DEVELOPMENT CORP

cy modem and a two-board , microprocessor-based controller. Each TIM
can accomodate from four to 12 RS232
or RS449 ports.
Concord Data's Token/Net LAN is
currently installed in over 7S sites. The
most recent version of the GM-MAP
specification, version 2.1, specifies a
10M-bps transmission rate . And so ,
Concord Data announced at Autofact that it would be delivering a second-generation lOM-bps modem in
mid 1986. The company is currently
developing a SM- to lOM-bps upgrade
board for all existing SM-bps TIMs.
Concord Data also announced a
SM-bps carrierband modem and its intent to aggressively pursue the MAP
carrierband LAN market. So far, Concord Data is the only vendor of GM
MAP products with announced plans
to offer both I OM-bps backbone and
SM-bps carrierband LANs. According
to Tony Friscia , Concord Data's factory networks product manager , " Because more devices wilt be connected
to the carrierband portions of a factory
network , we expect the carrierband
portion of the market , in dollars, to be
significantly higher than that forecasted by VDC." Friscia expects that
between 10 and 20 devices will be
connected to each carrierband factory
cell which , in turn , is connected to the
factory backbone LAN .
D
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The graphic excellerator. Turbograph.™
Accelerated performance. Excellent graphics.
At an exceptionally low price. That's Turbographthe innovative line of high performance graphics
processors from AMF Logic Sciences.
Turbograph responds to the soaring demand for
improving and streamlining computer-generated
graphics in all sectors of the market. From IBM PCs
creating business graphics to VAX-type systems in
CAD/CAM environments.
Turbograph accelerates the time it normally
takes to process and convert graphics from vector
to raster form. It relieves the host computer from
the costly overhead of vector-to-raster conversion.
And by eliminating the VRC bottleneck, Turbograph
also unleashes the full graphics capabilities and
performance potential of today's sophisticated
printers and plotters.
Available in a compact desktop unit or as a board
which fits inside the chassis of your plotter, printer,
or host computer, Turbograph processors are priced
as low as $1995~
Discover graphic "excelleration" with Turbograph.
Contact the company that has specialized in raster
graphics since 1972- AMF Logic Sciences.
*US list price for one Turbograph 300, IBM PC version; OEM
discounts available.
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~F
LOGIC SCIENCES, INC.
10808 Fallstone Road
Houston, TX 77099
713/879-0536; telex 706691

Teac makes them the hard way.
Teac's reputation for building quality, reliable floppy disk drives is known
the world over. Our FD-55 series has become the industry standard of excellence.
Perhaps not so well known is our ability to build equally precise hard disk
memory systems. Take our half-height SD-510 and 520 series, for example. They
offer a dependable 10 and 20 megabytes of formatted storage with an average access
time of 85 milliseconds. Our sealed diecast aluminum chassis contains a special
built-in air filtration system to gently circulate cooling air for accurate tracking and
reliable read/write operation.
Hard disks don't come easy. Ours are backed by Teac's more than thirty years
of experience in building quality magnetic recording systems.
So, ifyou've been searching for the right
Winchester drive for your system, take a hard look at Teac.

TQYOURIBMSOFTWARE,
ITS JUST ANOTHER DRI
Kf THE OFFICE4

The Sharp PC-7000 makes
transporting your work easy. It
folds into a case small enough to fit

The Sharp PC-7000.

under an airplane seat, takes up
less desk space than this maga- ·
zine (opened, of course) and
weighs less than 19 pounds.

But don 't carry it just because it's
easy to carry.
Carry it for MS-DOS 2.11, and
built-in dual floppy disk drives that
provide the IBM®standard 360KB
format. The 320KB RAM is ample
memory for even large spreadsheet or data-base applications.
Or carry it because it's easy to
use. In addition to a high-speed 16
bit microprocessor, the PC-7000
has an easy-to-read bit-mapped
screen with backlighting from an
innovative electro-luminescent
panel. And the keyboard is detachable, ergonomically designed for
comfortable use.
It only takes memory chips to

IBM is a reg istered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation MS-DOS 1s a trademark ol M1croSoft Corpora11on
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upgrade RAM, and a modem card
enables it to communicate with
other computers. And our NearLetter-Quality (32 x 48 dots) silent
transfer printer attaches directly to
the main unit.
But best of all, carry it because
it'll sell. Fast.
To find out more, call
1-800-BE-SHARP.
Compulers and Peripherals, Audro . A/V Equ 1pmen1.
Bankmg Systems. Broadcast Cameras, Calculators. Cash
Registers. Copiers. Electronic Components, Elecirornc
Typewriters. Facs1m1le. Medical Products. Microwave
Ovens. Telev1s1ons, Vacuum Cleaners. Video Recorders
© 1985 Sharp Eleclronics Corp 10 Sharp Plaza . Paramus .
NJ 07652

-

S HARP.

FROM SHARP MINDS
COME SHARP PRODUCTS

One-Two Pu

Charles River Data Systems'
UN/System V is the most potent twofisted combination of industry-standard
functionality and powerful extensions
in the UNIX ring today.

Industry-Standard UNIX
On the one hand, UN/System V
is derived from AT&T-licensed UNIX
System V. So it gives you all you expect
from the industry standard, including
a full set of UNIX development tools,
Bell license, Berkeley extensions, access to UNIX applications, and support
for Fortran, RM/COBOL~ Pascal,
BASIC, and our own highly optimizing C compiler.

Plus Extensions
At the same time, UN/System V offers
a knockout bonus you can't get anywhere else: its UNOS kernel.
UNOS makes possible comprehensive real-time extensions, ISO/OSI

MAP-TOP local area networking, and
unique distributed UNIX functions, including remote file access with record
locking, remote execution, multi-system
pipes, and virtual terminal support.

Plus Heavyweight Hardware
UN/System V runs on the Universe
family of computers, the undisputed
supermicro price/performance
champions.
Universe systems offer 68020 performance (2.5 to 3 MIPS), VME and
VERSAbus configurations, up to
64-plus concurrent users, and a suite
of languages and application tools
including high-performance spread
sheet, relational database, and an
office automation package with word
processor, list manager, and calendar.

For more information, return coupon
to Charles River Data Systems,
983 Concord St., Framingham, MA
01701, or call (617) 626-1000, Telex
681-7373 CRDS UW.

~---------,
0 Send me technical information.
M

I 0 Have a sales representative call.
I Company
Name
I
I City
State _ _ _ ZIP

I
I

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

I

Telephone

I
1
I

CHARLES RIVER DATA SYSTEMS

"UNOS is a trademark of Charles River Data Systems. UNIX is a trademark of ATf,T Bell Laboratories. RM/COBOL is a trademark of Ryan Mcfarland.
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UNIX opens doors to IBM systems
Michael Tucker, Associate Editor

UNIX continues to open doors to
other operating systems-particularly
those of IBM Corp. machines . With a
little help from IBM archrival, AT&T
Information Systems , Summit, N.J. ,
and a host of software innovators ,
UNIX is exploiting links to Microsoft
Corp.'s MS-DOS and PC-DOS and
IBM's VM. This means MS-DOS users
can take advantage of UNIX's particular strengths , such as multitasking and
superior memory management , and
UN IX vendors can tap IBM's VM.
Because MS-/PC-DOS dominates
the single-user microcomputer world ,
UNIX vendors have been working desperately to make DOS applications
available to their customers. Indeed ,
an entire industry has sprung up in the
last year to link the two operating
systems. System integrators and software value-added resellers are already
eagerly selling or reselling a host of

terminal emulators, fi le-transfer programs and communications products
whose aim essentially boils down to
letting the customer run Lotus Development Corp. 1-2-3 under UNIX.
Such products include Tango , from
Computerized Office Services Inc.
(COSI), Ann Arbor , Mich ., and The
Connector, from Uniform Software
Systems, Santa Monica , Calif.
Furthermore , some vendors are actually blending the two operating systems rather than just linking them. For
example, Unidos Systems Corp. of
Bridgewater, N.J., markets an AT&Tlicensed UNIX-variant known as
Unimix for the IBM PC/AT. Says Unidos president Thomas Giacchi: " Essentially, our operating system has the
ability to mount [non-UNIX] file systems in it. One of the file systems we 'll
be supporting is MS-DOS . This means
that you 'll be able to take data from
MS-DOS applications and transfer it to
UNIX."

WHIN OPIRATING SYSTIM WORLDS COLLIDE

VM
WORLD

Blending UNIX with other operating systems has become an industry in
itself. Products like the Unimix operating system and the AT&T PC 6300
Plus computer provide UNIX with doorways to MS-DOS (left). Products
like AT&T System V-VM give UNIX a link to IBM's proprietary VM (right) .
MINI -MICRO SYSTEMS/January 1986

In other words, MS-DOS applications could exploit the more powerful
UNIX environment. " Our goal is to
give UNIX the ability to run MS-DOS
applications, and to run them well,"
says Giacchi. " A user could , for instance , run Lotus 1-2-3 with much larger files than MS-DOS allows ." Without expansion boards, MS-DOS
restricts users to l 28K bytes at a time .
Products like Unimix have fueled
speculation that MS-DOS and UNIX
eventually will merge . As a matter of
fact, Microsoft is in the enviable position of marketing XENIX , the most
widely used microcomputer UNIX
variant
around, along with its
own MS-DOS.
Nevertheless, Microsoft disputes the
idea that UNIX/XENIX and MS-DOS
will ever merge. " They address very
different markets ," says Jon Danskin ,
XENIX product manager fo-r Microsoft. " MS-DOS addresses the singleuser market, while XENIX is directed
toward the multiuser environment. At
this time, we don 't intend to merge
them. "
Microsoft does say that it is making
the two operating systems increasingly
communicative with one another. " We
have done some things to bring the two
operating systems closer together ," admits Danskin. " We've given XENIX
the ability to do file transfers to DOS ,
for instance. We have also put together
an application-development package
where designers can actually write programs for a DOS environment , link
them up and turn them into executable
DOS files ... all under XENIX , which is
a far more powerful development environment than DOS could ever be ."
Not everyone is convinced that only
developers will benefit from a UNIX/
DOS mix. Says Unidos' Giacchi , " I
think the two will blend. And we're
going to call the result ' UNIX' rather
than ' MS-DOS' because AT&T happens to be supporting UNIX. "
The imprimatur for such a permanent MS-DOS/UNIX connection may
have recently come from--of all people-ATTIS . In October 1985 , the
company announced several new desktop machines based on the 16/32-bit
37
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Intel Corp. 80286 chip. Among these
was an upgrade of the company's rival
to the IBM PC, the PC 6300, called the
PC 6300 Plus. The machine is chiefly
an MS-DOS box , but one that also
runs UNIX. In fact , when it's running
under UNIX, DOS runs as a job under
UNIX.
Essentially, the PC 6300 Plus is running MS-DOS "on" a virtual machine.
This would be difficult, if not impossible , were it not for the sheer power of
32-bit chips-which have the room for
virtual machines. As such chips become more common, they could make
it more likely that the two operating
systems will become housemates, rather than incompatible operating systems.
ATTIS' determination to exploit

IBM's installed base of hardware may
be best shown by a product the company introduced last June: AT&T System
V-VM. This software allows UNIX to
run as a job under IBM's proprietary
operating system VM on IBM and
IBM-compatible minicomputers and
mainframes. With it , developers that
want to produce UNIX-based products, or that want to make use of
UNIX's famed capacities for software
production, can reportedly do so without having to sacrifice an existing investment in IBM hardware .
Moreover, an optional communications package, FOX , allows an IBM
machine running System V-VM to
communicate with other UNIX systems. In other words, a customer with
an installed base of IBM machines

running V-VM with FOX could network them with UNIX machines.
System V-VM is targeted for machines larger than those usually exploited by system integrators, but it
could create new markets for them .
Extremely powerful operating systems, such as UNIX and VM , have
traditionally been beyond the reach of
even the most sophisticated users simply because of the size of the machine
necessary to hold them. The widespread availablity of powerful but relatively inexpensive 32-bit systems could
change all that. It may be that the next
window of opportunity for software
innovators may lie in creating Y.M/
UNIX links , just as the present one
now lies in MS-DOS/UNIX connec0
tions .

IBM's Token-Ring Network
signals start for LAN vendors
Lynn Haber, Associate Editor

Despite the sparseness of IBM
Corp. 's recently announced TokenRing Network, the computer industry
giant nevertheless gave local area network users and manufacturers a clear
directive in unleashing its long-awaited
product.
"The mystique surrounding the Token-Ring LAN is gone," says Kim
Myhre , director of communications industry research at International Data
Corp., Framingham , Mass. " IBM finally played its hand and independent
manufacturers now know what IBM
can and can't do ."
In accordance with the IEEE 802.5
networking standard, IBM employed a
star-wired ring topology with a tokenpassing access method.
The initial implementation of IBM 's
4M-bit-per-second (bps) baseband Token-Ring Network accommodates the
company's PC personal computer, portable computer, PC/XT and PC/AT.
According to IBM , a 20-workstation
configuration would cost $816 per station , excluding the PCs and cabling.
Products will be available in the first
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quarter of 1986.
Absent from the announcement
were details of how larger IBM computers, such as the System/36 and System/38 minicomputers , as well as the
4300 and 308X mainframe series,
would attach to the Token-Ring. The
company declined to comment on a
timetable for future product availability . IBM will , however, provide by the
second quarter of 1986 gateway products to the company's Series 1 processor and 370 mainframe computer .
While gateways enable host connectivity, their drawback for many users is
that they operate at a slower speed
than does the 4M-bps LAN.
Additional connectivity options include IBM Token-Ring Network/IBM
PC Network Interconnect softwarewhich links the two IBM LANs-and
the IBM Asynchronous Communications Server that allows a PC on either
LAN to act as a gateway to the public
network . A one-time license charge for
each of the programs is $495 . They are
scheduled to be available in the second
quarter of 1986 and the first quarter of
1986, respectively. The Token-Ring
Network also interfaces with IBM's

Network Basic Input/Output System
(NET BIOS). The program will be
available in the first quarter of 1986 for
$35.
A new application-program interface
called the Advanced Program-to-Program Communications for PCs
(APPC/PC) , based on IBM's Systems
Network Architecture Logical Unit
(SNA LU 6.2) interface , provides
other PCs or hosts a direct interface to
the Token-Ring Network . Priced at
$150 , the product will be available in
the second quarter of 1986.
IBM also announced the addition of
an unshielded, telephone, twisted-pair
wiring option, a less costly wiring
scheme than the originally offered
IBM Cabling System.
A lift-off for LANs

While most industry analysts expressed disappointment at the lack of
direct network connectivity, they overwhelmingly agreed that IBM has given
a hearty lift to the business of selling
LANs.
" For independent manufacturers,
the important part of the IBM announcement is what wasn't said ," conMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/January 1986

Ctkslial Path of Ha/ky's Comet.
G,.i.it tksigoud and /m)duad by Mithtk Matossian. Tllis
i"'41f' was mated illle1uctively using PicSurr's symb<>l ,....mtUni
aJld mullic/iarl capabiJitits. Color palttte sekctum aJld pret•-ing
.,.,.®"ton a TtlrhoHix4125 contUCWl toa DEC !&'IX 111785.
The plwtJ was shol directly from tht screen of tht 4125 on 35,,.,,.
fi/111. PieSure is machineltkvice intkpendltnt.

Precision Visuals' PicSureTM
The Software for Serious Technical Graphics
The Product
PicSure™ is a new conversational computer
graphics system for designing and producing
charts and graphs without having to learn a computer language. To design a PicSure graphic the
user types a series of simple English commands.
PicSure turns these commands into the computer instructions for drawing images. PicSure
combines ease of use with high performance to
give your graphics the quality and precision your
data demands.

The User
PicSure's command driven interface makes professional quality graphics easy for any computer
user. From novice, to occasional user, to skilled
programmer. PicSure users include engineers,
scientists, project managers, researchers,
system integrators, and other professionals.
PicSure's documentation, t utorials, and helpful
prompts enable the user to accomplish, in
minutes, what used to take hours.

recorders. PicSure supports graphics devices
from Tektronix , IBM, Hewlett-Packard, DEC,
CalComp, Matrix, Zeta and other vendors.
Prices vary according to machine types.
Prices start at $2 ,800 on workstations.

The Features

The Offer

PicSure is a compact feature-rich program.
D Dynamic input using a joydisk or graphics
tablet for interactive positioning. D Output to
multiple graphics devices from within the program. D Read up to 10,000 data points from
binary, formatted, or tabular files. D Shielding
and locator positioning easily places windows to
create charts within charts. D Color table selection and typeset quality text. D Curve fitting and
anchored regression Jines for rapid data analysis
and professional appearance. D Programmer
interface as a gateway to FORTRAN, enabling
the user to access custom subroutines, design
logos and icons or read / edit data from databases .

Creating technical graphics from your data is
serious business. Let us provide you with the
information you need to decide if PicSure is right
for your application. Just phone and we'll send
you technical information on PicSure, a list
of supported systems, a user list and a color
mini-poster of the Halley's Comet chart.

The Applications
The lnvtronment
PicSure is machine- and device-independent, with
streamlined versions for IBM, and DEC minis and
mainframes. PicSure users can compose graphs
on a range of interactive terminals and engineering workstations. Get fast "snapshot" hardcopies
printed on laser, and ink jet printers as well as
pen plotters. Create high-quality images on film

parencies or 35 mm slides. D Analysis, reduction, or review of scientific or engineering data .
D Visual portrayal of trends, projections, and
relationships. D Publication-quality illustrations
for technical publications or management reports.

Today PicSure is u~d by scientists, researchers
and engineers in fields ranging from biogenetic
research to aerospace engineering. Typical
uses include: D Charting applications that
require regular updating, such as graphing test
instrument data, or plotting weekly or monthly
progress reports. D Preparation of text charts
for presentations using either overhead trans-

Call Jackson Letts at:

303/530-9000.

~PrecisionVisuals'

'¥

Precision Visuals, Inc.
6260 Lookout Road
Boulder, Colorado 80301 USA
303/530-9000
TELEX(RCA) 296428
PVI Precision Visuals International GmbH
Lyoner Stern, Hahnstrasse 70
0 -6000 Frankfurt/Main 71
West Germany Telephone: 49-69/6666 597
Telex : 17-6997150 Teletex : 6997150

IBM, DEC, VAX, Tektronix, Hewlelt-Packard , CalComp, Matrix, Zeta, and PicSure are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation; Digital Equipment Corporation; Tektronix, Inc.; Hewlett-Packard Corporation: CalComp. A Sanders Company; Matrix
lnstruments, lnc; Nicolet Z.eta Corporation; and Precision Visuals, Inc .. respectively.
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SCSI
GCR CACHETAPE

Cipher announces SCSI-compatible
1/2-inch tape peripherals.
SCSI, known as the new standard interface
for small, low-end computer systems, is
also gaining ground in the high-performance
market. With the continuing delay in the
development of the Intelligent Peripherals
Interface (IPI) for disks, SCSI has found
its way into larger systems as well.
Cipher has taken the lead in bringing
a full line of easy-to-integrate tape drives to
this emerging marketplace. In addition to
the 540S ~-inch streamer, three Y2-inch products, the Microstreame~ CacheTape®
and GCR CacheTape? are also available in
SCSI-compatible versions.
SCSI enables integrators to use a single
hardware interface, regardless of which
drives are being used.

Cipher's SCSI option is a full implementation of the interface specifications being
reviewed by ANSI. It offers all of the standard features found with most intelligent
interfaces, plus ANSI-supported bus arbitration, disconnect/reconnect and copy
command. Multiple initiator and multiple
target features to improve tape management
and backup efficiency are also included.
Cipher engineers can provide expertise
to help you mtegrate tape drives into
SCSI systems. For more mformation call
1-800-4-CIPHER, ext. 9.
Nixdorf cuts tape integration costs
with CacheTape.
When Nixdorf Computer AG needed
a new tape drive for their System 8850~ their
first choice was Cipher's Microstreamer.
"It offered both streaming and 25 ips

For a copy of Cipher's annual report, call 1-800-4-CIPHER, ext. 9.
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Number 1 in a series
for OEMs and System
integrators.

10101 Old Grove Road
PO. Box 85170
San Diego, CA 92138

-

These subsystems act as low-cost, transportable links to large computers and
tape libraries. They allo"":you to freely_access
and manipulate data, without accessmg
the mainframe.
Because they are tape devices, there are
no expensive data communication costs,
or the physical restrictions of micro-tomainframe networking.
If you'd like to access 9-track tape with
your PC, call 1-800-4-CIPHER, ext. 9.

·--

start-stop capability at a lower cost than the
standard 25 ips drive we were using;' said
Rainer Muhlenweg, director of OEM product selection.
However, rather than spend time
changing software to integrate the Microstreamer, Nixdorf found that Cipher's
CacheTape could be integrated immediately, without modification.
"The intelligent cache memory enabled
the drive's performance to be matched
to that of the computer by managing the
differences internally,'' said Muhlenweg.
''And the additional cost of the cache memory was insignificant, compared to what
the integration costs would have been
without it'.'
As for the Microstreamer, Nixdorf will
be using it in three other sys_tems whose software already allows streammg.
Cipher introduces mainframe-to-PC
connection.
If you have an IBM PC~ XT®or AT®you

can now access 9-track tape. Just inse~
the tape into any Cipher Series 9000 V2-mch
Tape Subsystem;M From there, you can
upload and download data directly with
your PC.

CacheTape: The streamer for systems
that can't stream.

Adding a streamer to systems that can't
stream leaves integrators with a difficult
choice. They can modify the software to
fit the streamer. Or they can keep the
software the same and sacrifice streaming
performance.
Cipher's CacheTape®solves bot~ problems. It gives you three to four times the
performance of traditional streamers,
and it works with existing start-stop software.
And it's only 40%of the price of traditional
start-stop drives.
To learn why CacheTape is the streamer
that makes sense in systems that can't
stream, call 1-800-4-CIPHER, ext. 9.

Microstreamer, CacheTape and GCR CacheTape are registered trademarks of Cipher Data Products. Inc. The Series 9000 is a trademark of Cipher Data Products, Inc. System 8850 is a mark of Nixdorf
Computer AG. IBM PC, XT and AT are registered trademarks of IBM.
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How token-passing access works
The token is an access-granting message that circulates from
node to node. A sender on the network waits for a free token to pass
by on the ring (A) .
The sender inserts data on the token , which then changes to a
" busy" signal and continues around the ring until it reaches the
data's destination . The receiving node copies the data and acknowledges its receipt (B) .
The token is then free to repeat the message-sending process (C) .
Only one node can control the token at a time .

GENERATES
FREE TOKEN

COPIES DATA
AND
ACKNOWLEDGES
SOURCE IBM CORP

tends Myhre. " What's to stop someone , other than IBM , from now
developing a System/36 connection ,
for example?"
Almost immediately following the
Token-Ring debut, a handful of networking companies announced intentions to support the token-ring technology . Those vendors include four
California companies: Bridge Communications Inc. and 3Com Corp. of
Mountain View ; Corvus Systems Inc. ,
San Jose ; and Nestar Systems Inc. ,
Palo Alto.
Meanwhile , Texas Instruments Inc. ,
Dallas , will market the TMS380 Token-Ring LAN adapter chip set. TI
predicts that more than 25 companies
will announce over 100 token-ring
LAN products by the second quarter
of 1986.
Already one step ahead of the game ,
Proteon Inc. , Natick , Mass. , announced its ProNet 4 , an IBM-compatible 4M-bps token-ring LAN , shortly
after the IBM product briefing. "We
were glad to see IBM announce their
product because it legitimized what
we 've been doing since 1981 ," says
Charles Johnson , vice president of
marketing at Proteon. Other tokenring LANs included in Proteon's
ProNET product family are the
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ProNET-10 and the ProNET-80 , a
lOM-bps and an 80M-bps LAN , respectively.
Proteon also announced a LAN
gateway that connects ProNET-4 , or
any IEEE 802.5-compatible token-ring
network , to the company's own tokenring LANs , Ethernet networks and
public , wide-area networks.
And , utilizing the TI chipset ,
Proteon will offer, at the end of the
first quarter of 1986, host interfaces to
Multibus , VMEbus and Digital Equipment Corp. 's Unibus and Q-bus.
IBM has made available to independent manufacturers the technical specifications of the Token-Ring Network.
But this move , contend some industry

analysts , is in the nature of a doubleedged sword.
"For IBM , the strategic importance
of this product is to ultimately allow .
them to penetrate the office at the
departmental level ," says Dixon Doll ,
president of the DMW Group Inc., a
telecommunications consulting company in Ann Arbor , Mich. " And , to
accomplish that goal , IBM is stealing a
page out of its own book by giving
independent manufacturers the goahead to develop products that will
provide a complete LAN solutionbecause the company simply recognized that they couldn't do it alone."
IDC's Myhre concurs that the Token-Ring Network provides a good
vehicle for IBM to sell more hardware.
He also sees the LAN as providing a
standard communications base for
IBM's multiple operating systems,
which by their diversity pose a majo r
obstacle to any IBM attempt to penetrate the department , in the opinion of
many analysts .
"The LAN will help migrate the
variety of IBM 's computer operating
systems into a common operating system and serve as a vehicle for porting
the operating systems across a network
-a capability that IBM currently
lacks ," contends Myhre. "I see it as
part of IBM 's overall scheme to corral
the PC environment back into the larger mainframe base ." At a time when
users are crying for solutions that will
allow their computer systems to communicate , IBM 's token-ring announcement creates the impetus for gateway
products and "gives users a warm feeling that their IBM investments are
protected ," says Mhyre.
D

EQUATORIAL OFFERS EARTH-STATION TRIAL
Equatorial Communications Co., Mountain View, Calif. , is offering a
free , 60-day trial of a micro-earth-station network in an effort to convince
hesitant customers that satellite communications is a reliable , costeffective way of distributing data . With Equatorial's 24-inch-diameter
earth stations , users can transmit data at up to 1,200 bits per second (bps)
through Equatorial's satellite transponders as part of its " Step Ahead"
program . Equatorial will provide , at no charge , all network-design and
installation assistance needed to place the earth stations at requested
customer sites.
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DOLLAR FRIENDLY.
Introducing the DEC compatible TVT 7220 ... and the very
compatible price that goes with it. Just $745.
TM

The TVT 7220 is fully compatible
with the DEC VT 220, 100, 131, and
52 terminals. It offers 100% emulation of

functional capability, advanced video
features, and extraordinary reliability .. all
the features you need, and then some. And
all their functions, and has the full range
it costs less. All it takes to get complete
of features you'd expect from terminals
specifications is a call or a note ... and now's
costing a great deal more: industry ~ the time to get those specifications.
In fact, why not call today?
standard interfaces, enhanced

f! ll
~

TATU Nii
For complete information call (213) 979-7055.
TATUNG COMPANY OF AMERICA, INC. 2850 El Presidio Street, Long Beach, California 90810
In Northern California, call (408) 435-0140.
TATUNG SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY, INC. 780 Charcot Ave .. San Jose, California 95131.
T atung Company of Ameri ca, Inc. is a subsidiary of T atung Company, Taipei, R.0.C.
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International group prepares
worldwide CAD/CAM standard
Keith Jones, European Editor
System integrators on both sides of
the Atlantic are cooperating to achieve
a worldwide standard for the exhange
of data between the computer aided
design and computer aided manufacturing systems of different vendors.
A proposed universal standard
called STEP-Standard for the Exchange of Product data- is intended to
eventuall y replace standards that have
been separa tely defined in the United
States , France and West Germany. An
initial definition of the requirements of
STEP adherence has just been published by a subcommittee of the International Standards Organization ,
which is currently preparing STEP.
Subcommittee chairman Bradford
Smith expects a working draft by the
e nd of 1986. believing that the standard shou ld be sufficiently stable by
then for CAD/CAM system vendors to
begin implementing STEP software.
But he a lso acknowledges that wide
use of STEP is unlikely before the end
of the decade because of the ongoing
substantial use of files employing the
ANSI standard . Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IG ES), France's
Standard d'Echange et de Transfert
(SET) a nd West Germany's Verein
Deutscher Automobilbauer- Flachen Schnittstelle (VDA-FS).

Smith explains that STEP will be
influenced by all these standards , but
will go much further . "Our goal is the
complete representation of any product from an as htray to an airplane as a
CAD/CAM database , in neutral format , for data exchange between different CAD/CAM systems. A STEP file
should be able to te ll a factory all the
information needed to build the project."
Smith. the head of the CAD/CAM
research group at the National Bureau
of Standards (NBS), Gaithersburg,
Md ., explains that existing standards
are restricted to the definition of wireframe models . In contrast , STEP will
aim at defining constructive so lid models by a combination of geometric
primitives like cylinders and cones and
also by boundary definition , wherein a
model is described by the boundaries
that enclose it.
Separate aspects of the STEP project have been assigned to representative · groups to haste n the project's
completion. A U.S. group is defining
the different types of data elements
that need to be transferred between
systems. A British group is looking at
the entities that will describe data elements , and French contributors are
working on the format of files that will
transfer data between systems. A
German group is working on the re-

Standards threatened lay STEP
Major data exchange standards may be superseded by STEP, the
Standard for the Exchange of Product data. Those major exchange
standards are:
• IGES: Initial Graphics Exchange Specification . Emerged in 1979.
Version 1.0 is now ANSI standard Y14.26M. It was followed in 1982
by Version 2.0 and in 1985 by Version 3.0. Version 3.0 is scheduled
to become a new ANSI standard .
• VDA-FS : Verein Deutscher Automobilbauer- Flachen Schnittstelle (Association of German Automobile Builders-Surface Interface)
Adopted in 1984 and now a West German national standard , DIN
66301.
• SET: Standard d'Echange et de Transfert. Released in 1984,
SET is now a draft French national standard, Z68300.
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quired documentation.
Dr. Richard Schuster, manager of
CAD/CAM systems at the car manufacturer BMW AG, Munich, acknowledges that STEP will differ radically
from the German VDA-FS standard.
He notes that VDA-FS is used primarily to represent the sculptured surfaces
in car design . "STE P will be a new
approach." he says, " with new entitities. structure s and formats." He adds
that the graphical kernel system , the
West German-originated interface between graphics systems , now an ISO
standard , only defines the lowest levels
of graphical data and cannot describe
complete objects. It is , therefore, not
an alternative to IGES , VDA-FS , SET
or the proposed STEP.
Schuster also represents within the
ISO STEP working group the West
German national standards body ,
DIN, based in Berlin .
Howard Maso n. who represents the
British Standards Institution of London within the STEP working group,
believes an international standard like
STEP is essential and that the existing
standards will migrate toward STEP .
But Guy Stil, of the French national
standards body Association Francaise
de Normalization, Paris. is somewhat
skeptical about STEP's acceptability
by the European aircraft industry. He
points to the growing use of SET in
pan-European aircraft development
projects. "There will be thousands of
drawings in SET format by th e time
STEP is ready," Stil cautions. " It will
be a big problem translating them ."
However , Philip Diacono , manager
of the systems technology center of
Intergraph Ltd., Newbury, England ,
believes that his company and other
CAD/CAM system vendors will be
obliged to support STEP , if the user
community demands it, in the same
way they support exist ing standards.
Klaus Behrendt , manager of application product marketing at Compute rvi sio n GmbH, Munich, concludes,
"STEP could kill everythin g e lse. "D
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Introducing the TeleVideo®
Start with the
905's
smooth,
:Q05. High-end features at
sleek design.
t bW-end price.

READABILITY
SCREEN

The small footLet's 'face ·it; despite most print makes it a
,. natural on .any
manufacturers' hyp~, you ·
know what you get for .$40Q.,, , desk. The.super. A basic core terminal, a (e)\-7 · · :r high contrast
,
tacked-on bells and whistles,
14" flat screen offers the.m,ost
and not much more.
readable image in the h1oustfy.
-.
All that has changed
And the screen tilts and ~els
wit.ti the newieleVideo
905.
through a full 270° rigW·andi
(
J .
./
, .. ,
~

~2

~3

~4

16 special keys Jet you program sets ofcom· ·
mands into simple, single keystrokes.

At $409, the TeleVid1to
905 is the first of a new generation of"super terminals:'
offering an extended feature
set so powerful you'd think
you were sitting at an expensive workstation.

This is the way people are used to entering
numbers-quickl,y, smoothly, and with far less
chanceforerrors.
,,
The following trademarks are acknowledged:
ADDS Regent 25 and ViewpointA2-Applied
Digital Data Systems. lnc.i.~r SieglerLear Siegler. Inc.; WYSE- wyse
Technology; Hazeltine-Hazeltine •
Corporatton; WordStar- MicroPro
International Corporation.
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left, and from -5° to+15°up
and down to reduce eyestrain,
neck, and back problems.
What the screen does for
the eyes, the keyboard does · ·
for the fingers. New sculptur~
keycaps make for smooth,,..~
comfortable typing. Sixteen_;
non-volatile, programmable
function keys eliminate reR_eti·
tive keystroking .And the ~ ·
keyswitches have been tested
to 100,000,000 strokes, fivs
times the rating of Wys~l<ey- · "
boards. About the only way
to improve on our keyboard
would be to add a enhanced
numeric keyp~d.
~
Which we did. ,
Thisi'unctional little terminal not only Hts comfortably
on any desk, it ffls
·
comfortably

J'he 14" saper-high reso·
lutionjlat screen has
more thanjust con trast
jJOing font. We also
put more space between
the characters for even
better readability

.

·7'.
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into most any system, too.
because it's compatible
with theTeleVideo 925 command set, the most popular
"and widely emulated ASCII
command set in the world. In
addition, you can make your
terminal think it's an ADDS .
Regent 25 ~ 0r a
·
Viewpoint A2 ~
Thaf~

',,

FULL TILT AND SWIVEL You can adjust the screen just about any way you want, right or
left, up or down, for the maximum in, user comfort.
~ Or Hazeltine~ o r

Lear Siegler.
hype and Iong on performance.Ifyou're a computer
Qr a TeleVideo 910or910+.
professional, MIS manager,
·: ...," There's even a buffered
orVAR,we'll send you an
printer port (sta ndard), so
your users
evaluation unit .
TELEVIDEO 905 VS. WYSE WY-30
for the special
don't have to
TELEVIDEO
FEATURES
WYSEWY·30
905
price
of$296~
sit around
including
waiting for
ENHANCED
YES
NO
NUMERIC KEYPAD
shipping. (Offer
·hard copy.
ends ·F ebruary
The Tele-' PROGRAMMABLE
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4
FUNCTION KEYS
28, 1986-one
Video 905 is
per
company,
the latest-in a
TICT AND SWIVEL
YES
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please.) Just call
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HIGH CONTRAST
YES
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800-227-6703
·quality termiDARK SCREEN
and
ask for de- ,
nals that have - I WORDSTAR®MODE
NO
YES
·partment 44.
beef\ shipped
(In Califomia, 800-632-7979.)
to over half s m illion users,
The high-performance
worldWide.
Andnowwe're rnaking it TeleVideo 905. It1l change the .
easy for you tog et you.r hands wayyou th ink about low·
p riced te rminals.
on a terminal that's short on
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0 -TeleVideo®

TeleVideo Systems, Inc., 550 East Brokaw Road, San Jose, tA 95150-6602, (408) 971-0255'

REGIONAL OFFICES: WEST(408l 97 l -0255, SOUTHWESTf71~1476-0244, SOUTH CENTRAL1214l 258-6776,
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THEGREATESTADVANCE
IN COMPANY NnwDRIONG
SINCE THE WATER COOLER.

It's Intel's OpenNET'"
product familyThe open
networking hardware and
software system that allows
people using different computers in the factory, office
and lab to interoperate.
Meaning, any user can now
access any file anywhere
in the network- whether
it's on iRMX~ MS-DOS* or
XENIX* - as easily as if that

file resided right there in their your own special needs.
own desktop computer.
With support like this,
So by using his PC, the pres- OpenNET provides a long
ident of a company can get
term promise of compatireal time data out of his factoiy bility, which translates into
control manager's iRMX sysa long term promise of comtem real fast.And just as easily, petitiveness.
Even as standards and
pull a file from the lab where
they use multi-user systems.
technology grow and change,
In effect, OpenNET lets
your customers' systems can,
iRMX, XENIX and MS-DOS
too. Because OpenNET is
speak a common language.
modular, it will support
Which opens up a better line emerging standards like MAP
of communication across
At eveiy level with both hardthe entire network.
ware and software products.
But better communication
But to get you going today,
is only good for business if
we've packaged an OpenNET
it's based on standards
----Express starter kit. It
that will preserve
has everything

your customers' investment
no matter what happens
down the line. That's why
OpenNETwas designed to
meet standards set by ISO,
IEEE and IBM.
For instance, based on the
ISO 7 layer model, OpenNET
offers the most complete
product solution at every level
of integration. Layers one
and two are supported by
Intel's IEEE 802.3 Ethernet
board; three and four by our
iNA 960 Transport Software
(ISO 8073); and layers five, six
and seven are covered by
XENIX, iRMX, and Microsoft
networking software,whose
software protocols were
developed by Microsoft, IBM
and Intel.
Of course, you have the
option of going with our fully
integrated 286/ 310 supermicro system or configuring
your own system to meet

you need for
a complete Ethernetbased OpenNETsolution: a
286/ 310 with all the networking software, a IAN PC board,
installation, and four days
of training.
If you think you're ready
to get everyone on the same
line, but you'd like a little
more information, call us at
(800) 538-1876. Or ifyou're
more than ready to get going,
order our OpenNET Express
starter kit from your local
distributor or Intel sales office
at a special introductoiy price.
Then say goodbye to an era.
Because after OpenNET, the
only reason people will have
to go to the water cooler is
because they're thirsty.

intef

*MS- DOS and XEN IX are trademarks o f Microsoft Corporation. <i:l 1985 Intel Coiµo ration
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en 1t comes to

VAX.8600 n1emor~

EMC doesn't lay
hard toge •

Tu order your 8600
memory or for a &ee
two-week evaluation,
call 1-800-222-EMC2.

off-line switch, so you can
take advantage of the 8600's
board isolation capabilities.
And, of course, all our
boards are 100% compatible
with the VAX 8600, including
all diagnostic routines.
Your investment in EMC
memory is always protected,
too. Because whenever you upgrade to higher capacity boards,
we'll give you generous trade-up
credits on your old boards.
In fact, considering how much
more EMC memory gives you, it's
amazing how much less it costs
to get it. A full 40% less than
comparable memory from DEC"
So what are you waiting for?
Call today, 1-800-222-EMC2 (in
MA, call 617-655-6600). And tell
us how much VAX 8600 memory
you want. Or have us send you a
free two-week evaluation board
without obligation.
Either way, we won't play hard
to get.
EMC Corporation, 12 Mercer
Road, Natick, MA 01760.

We didn't get to be the world's
largest independent supplier of
add-in memory for VAX systems by
keeping our customers waiting.
And we're the only manufacturer
to deliver 8600-compatible memory.
So if you need more capacity for
your VAX 8600-and you need it
now-give us a call.
Or if you'd rather take a trial run
first, we'll be happy to rush you an
evaluation board to use for up to
two weeks-free of charge.

Our unconditional warranty
runs for as long as you run your
VAX system.
EMC is the only manufacturer to offer
you an unconditional lifetime warranty
on all its memory boards.
There are no monthly maintenance
charges, either. Never.
If you even suspect a problem, just call our
toll-free hotline and we'll send you a replacement board within 24 hours. We won't even
wait till we get your old board.
EMC's memory is designed using proprietary
ECL Programmable Array Logic (PAL) devices for
greater reliability. It comes with a built-in on-line/

DEC and VAX are registered trademarks of Digital
Equipment Corporation.

EMC2

No one is more committed
to memory.
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Applying integrated systems
in industry, engineering and commerce

SOFTWARE MAKER CREATES
MANUALS IN-HOUSE
MC68010 microprocessor-based electronic publishing system
cuts time and cost of producing technical documentation
George D. Potter, lnterleaf Inc .

Until 1984 , Marcam Data Systems Corp., a
4-year-old Needham , Mass., software company,
used an external typesetter to create , lay out and
draw the artwork for its software manuals.
Marcam , which offers enhancements of IBM
Corp. 's manufacturing accounting and production information-control system (MAPICS),
prints an operators' manual and a programmers '
logic manual for each of seven enhancement
programs. What's more , the company produces
a separate version of MAPICS' seven programs
for each system the software runs on-IBM's
System/34, /36 and /38 minicomputers.
In addition, the company's software engineers
were responsible not only for product development but also for writing the documentation for
those products-all under tight deadlines. As a
result , manuals were too expensive to produce
and took too long to reach customers.
In August 1984 , Marcam began looking for a
more efficient document-production method . At
the same time, the company hired Joan Smith as
a full-time technical documentation manager.
Smith , along with the marketing communications manager and the vice president of development , evaluated several offerings before choosing an electronic publishing system from
lnterleaf Inc. , Cambridge, Mass .
Marcam chose the Interleaf system for several
reasons . For one thing , says Smith, the other
systems Marcam evaluated were glorified cutand-paste word-processing systems. " The other
companies said, 'If you take our system and add
this printer and that peripheral, we can sort of do
it ,"' Smith says. " But Interleaf already had a
so lution specifically tailored to our needs-technical documentation. "
The e lectronic publishing system allows
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/January 1986

A technical writer at Marcam views, edits
and illustrates documentation on the screen
of lnterleaf's electronic publishing system.

Marcam to produce typeset-quality , illustrated
documents less expensively and faster than could
an external typesetter (see Table) . In addition,
the company can create documents at a single
workstation , with one writer having full control
over book design and quality . " It 's not quite the
same as phototypesetting," says Smith , " but
when we sent the books out for production,
there was no way to control the overall quality .
Now that we're publishing them ourselves , the
quality has greatly improved. "
The company was looking for a system that
would eliminate the costly and time-consuming
51
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Widget International Sales Growth
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Figure 3-2. Widget Assembly

The lnterleaf electronic publlshlng sys~tem allows users to create business charts (left) and free-form
drawings (right) and insert them just as they will appear in the printed document.

back-and-forth process of using external graphics artists and typesetters. And, as a relatively
new company with a limited budget , Marcam
wanted a system that would cost around $50,000.
What's more, the Interleaf system could be
networked with the technical writing department's already-installed IBM PC. The technical
writing department now has three writers who
use three System/38s and share the PC, the
electronic publishing system and a laser printer.
A local area network connects the various components. The Interleaf system and the printer
are located in an office across the hall from the
IBM PC. The System/38s are approximately 40
feet down the hall.
Despite the installation of the Interleaf system, the department still uses System/38s for
initial documentation input. The technical writers then download the documentation to the PC
and then from the PC to the Interleaf system .
They could input text directly on the Interleaf
system if they so desired, but they use the
System/38 because it is the same type of system
that the Marcam programmers use to write software. As a result, the technical writers can easily
refer to the programs they are documenting,
using
the
System/38's
text-management
software.
Marcam could not afford to buy three Interleaf workstations--one for each technical writer.
However, at $37 ,500, plus $14,500 for a laser
printer, a single system fell within Marcam's
price range.
The Interleaf system integrates advanced mul52

tiple-font word processing, business graphics ,
diagraming, laser printing and, in high-end configurations, a tabletop scanner. The scanner and
its associated memory jacks up the system's total
price to around $120,000. However, Marcam
cannot justify the cost of a scanner, so the
writers "draw" the artwork using the graphics
tools that come with the lnterleaf system.
Marcam outputs the drawings to an Interleaf
laser printer with a controller from Imagen Corp.
The printer provides multiple-font text and
graphics and print speeds as high as 8 pages per
minute (ppm) vs. a daisywheel's 1 ppm . Laser
printers have another advantage over daisywheels, especially in publishing applications: Because they do not use printheads, lasers are not
limited to a single typeface or point size.
The Interleaf system runs under the UNIX
operating system on 32-bit Motorola Inc.
MC68010 microprocessor-based workstations
from Apollo Computer Inc. or Sun Microsystems Inc. or on the Digital Equipment Corp.
VAXstation II. It also offers an icon-based user
interface, a mouse and a "what-you-see-is-whatyou-get" display on a high-resolution bitmapped screen. These features virtually eliminate the use of keyboard commands and make it
easier for inexperienced users to learn the system. Smith, a computer novice when the system
was installed, says, "After a day and a half, I felt
completely comfortable working with the machine." Smith claims there were no problems
with the installation, training and support for the
system, which Interleaf provided, and that reMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/January 1986

Introducing
NEW 4GL/DATABASE TECHNOLOGY FOR THE VAX:

~FOCUS
Now there's a truly Integrated solution to your
data processing problems. A solution that combines the benefits of a non-procedural, fourth
generation language (4GL), and advanced
database technology with the VAX's superior
capabilities in end user computing.
FOCUS by Information Builders, Inc., the
best-selling 4GL/DBMS In the IBM world, Is now
available under VMS for the DEC/VAX®!
Proven successful with over 200,000 users,
FOCUS allows you to access, combine and manipulate your data ... CAD/CAM information, engineering statistics, sales records, customer lists, etc.
Using simple English statements, anyone, even
non-technical end users, can easily specify errorfree queries, reports, graphics, spreadsheets,
statistical analyses and financial models.
For DP professionals, FOCUS provides proven,
10:1 productivity gains over COBOL or other
traditional languages in developing complete,
menu-driven database applications.
Information Builders has a ten-year record of
continuous advancement in software technology.
Our extensive field organization offers full service
nationwide, including education, consulting and
technical support. Ask your colleagues working in
IBM environments about us!

FOCUS FOR THE VAX FACILITIES:
•Report
Writer
•Database
Management
• MultiUser
Transaction
Processing

•FIDEL
Screen
Manager
• Integrated
Editor &
Screen Painter
•Graphics

•Statistical
Analysis
•Financial
Reporting
Language
• FOCCALC
Spreadsheet

For a free
Product
Description
brochure
with
complete
technical
details,
write to
Donald Wszolek, Dept. V 5 ,
Information Builders, Inc.,
1250 Broadway,
New York, NY 10001

INFORMATION
BUILDERS, INC.
New York: (212) 736-4433 •Washington D.C.: (703) 276-9006 •St. Louis: f314J 434-7500 •Chicago: (312) 789-0515 •Boston (617)272-8600
•Dallas: (214) 659-9890 •San Jose: f408J 293-6600 •Los Angeles: (213) 615-0735 •Houston: (713) 952-0260 •Atlanta: (404) 980-0874
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sponse times for the few times the system has
broken down have been within a day.

Writers control design, quality
Before Marcam installed the system, a software engineer would input the manuals on a
System/38 and back them up on flexible disks on
an IBM PC. The company then delivered these
disks to a printer for typesetting and production.
At the same time, Marcam sent the printing
company screens and reports to be photographed and placed in the software manuals.
The next six to eight weeks were spent in a long,
expensive and inefficient process.
First, the printing company's art department
created the artwork and did the manual typesetting. To produce art, the department would

photograph screens and reports and drop in gray
screens shaped like computer screens (indicating
screens) or like computer paper (indicating reports). For logic manuals , the artwork included
several flowcharts rather than screens or reports.
The printer then delivered the completed artwork to Marcam in galley form. Marcam employees proofread the galleys and made a
dummy of the manual from them . From these
dummies, Marcam produced mechanical layouts
of the pages , which Marcam employees would
again proofread. Marcam then incorporated any
corrections of the mechanicals onto a "salt," or
preprint , of the manual. After Marcam proofread this salt print , the printer produced the
manual. However, extensive corrections would
require the printer to produce another salt,

How an electronlc publlshlng system reduces costs
Most manuals that Marcam Data Systems Corp. has
created on the lnterleaf Inc. electronic publishing system are larger than those the company created before installing the lnterleaf system. As a result, it is not
possible to compare costs precisely. Nevertheless, as
the table illustrates, significant cost savings have resulted from using the system.
The cost estimates shown assume that the "old"
printing process, after the writing was completed, required two weeks of a writer's time for proofreading .
Marcam estimates that using the lnterleaf system requires five weeks of the writer's time-from start to
Old Method - Reference manual A, 300 pages, 200 copies
1. Art and Type
2. Printing of 200 Copies

$11 ,043.@-->
4,180.00

finish-for a typical manual. This extra time is included in the "new method" estimates for reference
manuals by allocating the writer's time at $20 per
hour, 40 hours per week to the "art and type"
category.
For each manual , the actual lnterleaf time used is
specified, minus the two weeks for proofreading used
in the old method . For example, reference manual C
is long and required eight weeks of lnterleaf time.
Subtracting the two weeks that would have been used
by the old method anyway , manual C would have
required six extra weeks of the writer's attention .
New Method - Reference manual 0, 425 pages , 200 copies
$ 2,400.00

bulk of cost

1. Art and Type

typesetting

2. Printing of 200 copies

(3 weeks)

3,435.00

and art
3. Total cost
4. Cost per copy

$15 ,223.00

3. Total cost

76 .11

New Method - Reference manual B, 500 pages , 1,000 copies
1. Art and Type
2. Printing of 1,000 copies

3. Total cost
4. Cost per copy

$ 2,400.00

(3 weeks)

5,540.00

$ 7,940.00
7.94

New Method - Reference manual C, 1,000 pages, 200 copies
1. Art and Type
2. Printing of 200 copies

3. Total cost
4. Cost per copy

54

$ 4,800 .00
8,984.00

$13 ,784.00
68 .92

$ 5,835 .00

4. Cost per copy

29.18

Old Method - Logic manual A, 300 pages , 200 copies
$13,250.00

1. Art and Type
2. Printing of 200 copies

4,180.00

$17,430.00

3. Total cost
4. Cost per copy
New Method -

87 .15

Logic manual B, 260 pages, 200 copies

1. Art and Type

$

0.00

2. Printing of 200 copies

2,148.00

3. Total cost

2, 148.00

4. Cost per copy

(0 weeks)

10.47
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which would again be proofread before the
manual finally cou ld be printed.
Revisions during this process-the back-andforth with outside typesetters, proofing and correcting galleys, cutting and pasting the artwork
into the dummies-<.:ost Marcam $100 to $800
per manual , depending on the number of
changes required. Flowcharts were more complicated and hence more expensive and time-consuming to produce than were screens and reports . It typically took the printing company's
art department five weeks to prepare the flowcharts for one logic manual. In contrast , a similar
number of flowcharts for a comparable manual
takes four days on the Interleaf machine.

Spec •ummary
•Model: Electronic publishing system
•Manufacturer: lnterleaf Inc., 1O Canal Park, Cambridge, Mass .
02141
•Operating system: UNIX
•Software: TPS technical publishing software
•Workstations: Apollo Computer lnc. 's Domain, Digital Equipment Corp .'s VAXstation II , Sun Microsystems lnc.'s SunStation
•Microprocessor: 32-bit Motorola Inc. MC6801 o (Apollo, Sun),
MicroVAX (DEC)
•Peripherals supported: Imagen Corp.'s and Dataproducts
Corp.'s laser printers, lmagiTex Corp.'s optical scanners

System reduces lead time

The lnterleaf machine reduced Marcam's sixto eight-week typesetting process to four or five
weeks. Before installing the lnterleaf system, .
each of Marcam's manuals was a one-person
project , and that is still the case. However, the
system saves time by reducing the lead time for
each manual rather than by reducing the number
of people involved. Smith emphasizes that the
company now meets its deadlines. Using the
system , she adds, has resulted in significant cost
savings. For example , the company has reduced
the per-copy cost of 200 300-page manuals by as
mµch as $70--a $14,000 savings.
To produce a manual on the system , a technical writer first inputs the text and inserts codes
indicating paragraphs, headings and other units
of text. This process usually takes about a day.
The writer next downloads the manual from
the System/38 to the IBM PC, which also provides a flexible disk backup. The PC in turn
downloads the information to the Interleaf machine . A program on the lnterleaf system converts the ASCII text from the System/38 into
documents . The converted documents include
pre-defined components that the writer indicated earlier by inserting codes . For example , if
a paragraph is preceded by the code " ;id ;" and
followed by ";qi; ," the program places the text
enclosed in those codes into an "indent" component with specially defined attributes . Such attributes might indicate that the left margin should
measure 3.05 inches; the right margin, 0.20
inches . If the writer does not wish to insert
codes, formatting can be done on the screen
after the document has been transferred.
The next step, in which the writer creates
drawings for the manuals , typically takes two to
three weeks. The writer prints a copy of the
screens and reports to be used in the document
and manually draws them on the screen using
lnterleafs diagraming tools . To create a diaMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/January 1986

gram, a writer selects a series of graphics components, such as lines and circles , from a menu and
positions them on the screen. The writer can
electronically manipulate, size and position the
graphics in the document .
Marcam's writers have found drawing diagrams on the screen to be tedious, but drawing
them is less expensive than photographing them
with a scanner. The scanner takes an electronic
"picture" of anything-a drawing or a photograph, for example-as large as 81/2 by 11 inches
and converts that picture into binary digits that
the computer can store on disk, manipulate on
the screen and send to the laser printer. The
scanner also allows sizing, rotation and distortion of the scanned photos.
Next, the writer spends approximately two
weeks inserting the screens and reports into the
appropriate places in the manual, editing and
going over the text to make sure the manual
looks right. The document is then printed.
Because the writer sees the finished manual
before it gets printed, the writers can correct
inconsistencies and errors before the manuals
are printed , resulting in high-quality manuals.D
George D. Potter is vice president of marketing
at lnterleaf Inc ., Cambridge, Mass. Previously,
Potter was district sales manager for Wang
Laboratories Inc . and manager for publishing
systems at Atex , a division of Eastman Kodak
Co . He has also held positions in marketing and
sales at IBM Corp. Potter has a master's degree
in business administration from the University of
Pennsylvania's Wharton School in Philadelphia.
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nstall them and forget them. More
people have forgotten about MICOM
data concentrators than any other
brand. We wouldn't have it any other
way. Because the reasons why our
customers find our Micro800 family so
easy to forget are the same reasons that
make these products so easy to buy.

forget their presence in your network.
Reason 3: Remarkable Reliability.
Built like a brick data concentrator
means built to last ... and last, and
last. You can install any Micro800
product and forget about it for the next
45,000 hours of continuous operation.

THE NUMBERS CHANGE,
BUT NOf THE MFSSAGE

R~n 1: Instant Installation.

Our data
concentrators don't get in the way of
progress; they get results. Fast. With
features that adapt so easily to your
communications needs that installation
is a simple (and quickly forgotten) doit-yourself project.
R~n

2: Predictable Performance. If
you like surprises you won't like our
data concentrators. They have none
to offer. Instead, they simply do
what they're supposed to do. So
it's no wonder you can easily

We launched our first data concentrator with the message, "Concentrate,
it's cheaper!" Now, 125,000 shipments
later, we offer the industry's most
extensive family of data concentrators
dedicated to the same fundamental
objective: helping micro and minicomputer users communicate more ...
for less. To find out how we can help
you, write to: MICOM Systems, Inc.,
4100 Los Angeles Avenue, Simi Valley,
CA 93062, or call 1-800 MICOM U.S.
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TO JAPANESE,
THE PRODUCT IS
EVERYTHING.
When our American
product managers told us you
wanted faster drives, our Japanese
design engineers improved access
times on our 5%'' drives from
30ms to 25ms. And 20ms to 18ms
on our 8 drives, making them the
fastest in the industry
And when you asked for
higher capacities,we responded with
a 500/o improvement by making our
drives work with RLL-controllers.
Which, because of our conservative
design approach , we were able
to accomplish without making any
changes to the drive. At no extra
cost to you .
We were able to react
so easily to market demand
because Toshiba America Disk
Products Division is a living example
of the benefits of international
cooperation .
Without the design and
manufacturing expertise of the
Japanese side of our company.
we couldn't build such exceptionally
high quality and capability into our
product line.
And without the intimate
knowledge of the needs of the
American market contributed by
our American side, our Japanese
factories wouldn't know what
features to build into the products.
At Toshiba, no drive gets
built for the American market unless
it's been approved by our American
product managers. With a Product
Requirement Statement that
they've signed .
11

TOSHIBA AMERICA, INC.

TO AMERICANS,
THE MARKET IS
EVERYTHING.
Because we're in touch
with the latest market trends,
we're in tune with your changing
requirements and need for industry
compatibility.
So we make it easy for you
to integrate our drives with your
system for better performance. At a
better price.
It's a conservative
approach to a market that in the
past has been anything but. It means
that although we're not always the
first with the latest, when we
do release a product you can count
on it being totally reliable and
reasonably priced .
That's not to say we've
stinted on R&D. In fact, we spend
more on R&D than some of our
smaller competitors realize in
total revenues.
Our R&D is focused on
fielding a broad product line. From
floppy to Winchester to opti cal.
Guided by input from our American
product people. And because we
have a broad line, we can serve all
your storage needs. So you can take
higher quantity discounts than if you
went to several different su ppliers.
For complete information
on our line of high-performance,
high-capacity SW' and 8" dri ves, call
408-727-3939 (Telex: 510-100-9764).
Or write 3910 Freedom Circle,
Suite 103, Santa Clara, CA 95054.
Toshiba America Disk
Products Division . Where Japanese
know-how is combined wi th
inscrutable American wisdom .

JAPANESE QUALITY.
AMERICAN SUPPORT.
DISK PRODUCTS DIVISION
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"Want More From Your Computer?
UNIX* Gives You Options"
Networking ... Multi-User. .. Multi-Functional .. . Multi-Tasking .. . Versatility ...
High Resolution Graphics ... Software
Portability... Integrated Office Automation Software ... Distributed Processing ... Expandability.
These are just some of the highlights
of UNIX that will be a part of
Uni Forum 1986, February 4-7,
Anaheim Convention Center. For a
complete, hands-on UNIX experience
you can take home and use,
UniForum will feature:
• Over 200 major vendors exhibiting
their newest UNIX-based hardware,
software, systems, services and
peripherals.
• FREE UNIX Introductory Workshops. These sessions provide
valuable information on the basics
of UNIX ... its potential. .. and how
it can expand and improve your
computer system.
'UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.

•A complete tutorial and conference
program. Multiple sessions target the
connectivity of UNIX; hardware and
software technology for office systems and workstations; the interface
between man and machine, machine
and machine, and much more.
Call us NOW.. . for your FREE
Show-Only Badge ... and complete
registration information on the
dynamic conference/tutorial program .

Whether you are brand new to
UNIX, or a seasoned professional,
UniForum 1986 is THE computer
event you can't afford to miss!

~ UniForumT.
The International Conference of UNIX Users

February 4-7 , 1986
Anaheim Convention Center
Anaheim , California

For Complete Information, Call:

800-323-5155
(In Ill inois , Call: 312-299-3131)

Spons0<ed by

~

I

usr;group
I

The International Network of UNIX Users

Or Write:
Uni Foru m D 2400 East Devon Ave nue
Suite 205 D Des Pl aines, IL 60018
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s you can clearly see, at TeleVideo®
we've found a better way to put 132
columns on a 14" screen. By redesigning
the proportion of our characters and
putting more space between them, we've
given the TeleVideo 955 the most readable 132 column display available. And
that's just the beginning.We've also given
it the most complete set of features ever
built into a mid-range terminal. Just turn
to the last page of this ad, and you'll see
what we mean.

WYSEWY-50
(Photo actual size)

J\ s you can more or less see, a typical

I\.$600 terminal manages to fit 132
columns on a 14" screen. By crunching
them together a lot tighter than normal.
Which can lead to eyestrain, headaches,
and just plain mistakes. All of which tend
to be on the expensive side.
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esides making the TeleVideo 955 a
lot more readable, we gave it a whole
list of features you won't find on any other
132 column terminal. Like 64 non-volatile programmable function keys.With 512
bytes of dynamically allocated variable
memory. Your choice of green or amber
screen. And ergonomics that, unlike
Wyse's, meet the human factors standards
recommended for adoption by the
American National Standards Institute.
And you get all this for only $629.
Available options include WY-50/
50+ compatibility, graphics add-in board,
and up to three additional pages of screen
memory.
To see exactly how we compare
feature for feature with the Wyse WY-50/
50+,just look at the chart on this page.
Of course, there's .an easy way to see
how much more the TeleVideo 955 gives
you. Get your hands. on one and . ·
~heck it 0ut from .top to

bottom. If you're a computer professional,
MISmanTELEVIDEO 955 VS. WYSE WY-50 AND WY-5o+
·ager, or VAR, FEATURES
WY·50+
WY·50
lVI 955
you've got
lOmil·
IO mil·
. lOOmil·
Keyswitches
lion strokes lion strokes lion strokes
until Febru- tested to
ary 28, 1986 Screen color
Amber
Green
Green or
only
amber
only
to order an
High contrast
No
Yes
No
evaluation
dark screen
unit for the
Programmable
16/32
16132
16/64
special price function
keys
of$400,inDynamically allo·
5 12 Bytes 128 Bytes 128 Bytes
function
cluding ship- cated
key me mory
ping. (U.S.
bytes
4
4
Unlimited
and Canada Maximum
per function key
only.) One per Graphics u pgrade Yes
No
No
company,
No
Yes
No
User ROM Slot
please. Just
5699
5599
5629
call 800-227- List Price
6703 and ask for Department 47. (In
California, 800-632-7979.)
The high-performance TeleVideo 955.
It's a real eye-opener.

FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS
32-Bn CHIPS RISHAPI UNIX INDUSTRY ••••••••• •69
The UNIX market is changing and the operating system, itself, is being
modified to make it useful in applications not remotely related to those
for which it was originally designed. The big battle now is among the
various 80286-based machines, but it will be equally interesting to see
how the new 32-bit chips affect the market, as well as the operating
system.

PC·UNIX LINKS PINITRATI OPPICI ••••••••••••• •83
As organizations begin to outgrow their personal computers and start to
crave the power of larger UNIX machines , VARs and system integrators
face a tough challenge: how to get UNIX into markets saturated with
PC-DOS machines. One solution is the PC-UNIX link-software that
enables users to pass data back and forth between PC-DOS and UNIX
systems.
p. 69 . .. .. .. . ... Reshaping UNIX

MICROS GAIN SIGHT wnH IMAGI BOARDS • •••••• •92
Add-in/add-on image-processing products range from basic "frame-grabber" boards without processing software to add-on boards and boxes
with integral power supplies. System integrators can now configure a
$10,000, personal computer-based image-processing system that rivals a
$20,000-to-$30,000 standalone system in performance.

THIUIAL PRINTING HIATS UP COLOR HARD·COPY
MAllKD • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .10.2
Thermal, ink-jet and color electrostatic technologies have long competed
in the hard-copy market. But recent improvements in electromechanical
design, printing components and raster-image processors are pulling
thermal printers ahead in the race to develop low-cost color output .
p. 102 .. . .. Thermal printing surges

COPllR/PRINTIR MARKIT TO IXPLODI BY 1990 •.. . Ill
Intelligent copier/printers-non-impact devices that accept electronic and
hard-copy input and produce output of at least correspondence-qualityare expected to go from a $2 billion market last year to almost $7 billion
by 1990.

UNIPORUM '861 THI UNIX CONNICTION • •••••••• •117

p. 117 . ........ . UniForum preview
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This year's UniForum show (Feb. 4-7 , Anaheim, Calif.) focuses on
interconnecting diverse applications and machines within the UNIX
arena. Notable sessions include "Emerging Standards," "UNIX on PCs"
and " Multivendor Networking." Approximately 200 vendors will be on
hand with UNIX products and services.
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Introducing
$399 terminal that cove

an the angles, beaut•

Our approach to breaking the $400 barrier was not to strip down an existing design, but
to create a streamlined, no-nonsense machine from the ground up. We incorporated some
familiar features, like the exclusive keyboard design that's helped make our terminals
1>e@t-sellers, worldwide. And we added a few neat twists to give you an entirely new

comfort.

A 14" flat screen increases viewing area and clarity for a crisp 80-column di
new Touch-Ttlt mechanism puts just the right slant on the screen. Ano ·
the screen up as close as you want, and lets you tuck the keyboard out of t:t9'
•Another optional base raises the terminal and swivels at a touch. And
puts 41 programmable functions at your fingertips, at whatever 8.DIJ~~
Call toll-free, today, for more information about the new WY-30. You
·
the same way again.

~

·

WYSE
I

I

I

I

Call 800-GET-W\'SE
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32-BIT CHIPS RESHAPE
UNIX INDUSTRY
Powerful 32-bit processing chips propel UNIX
into unexpected applications,
but the process might change the system beyond recognition
The UNIX battle
of the century
looms over
80286-based
machines, like
this 6300 Plus
from ATTIS. Although more an
MS-DOS machine than anything else, it is
still among the
cheapest, most
plentiful UNIX
boxes around.

Michael Tucker, Associate Editor

The UNIX market is mutating dramatically
under the pressure of new, inexpensive 32-bit
microprocessors. For the first time , UNIX partisans have access to single chips sufficiently powerful to exploit the operating system and yet so
cheap that processors can be assigned to individual users and even individual tasks .
As a result , UNIX may finally be about to
achieve the commercial success that's escaped it
for so many years. The price of that success,
however, is that both the operating system and
the ground rules that have governed its sales are
changing almost beyond recognition. Meanwhile , UNIX is being substantially modified to
make it useful in applications not remotely related to those for which it was originally designed. "These days ," notes Roger Fordham ,
UNIX planning manager for Motorola Inc.,
" UNIX is looking far more like a system architecture than an operating system."
Desktop UNIX comes of age

The big news about UNIX in terms of markets
is that it's starting to show up in the one place
that even some of its most devoted supporters
never thought it would-the desktop personal
computer. UNIX is simply so large that few
observers expected it to appear in machines
smaller than high-end , technical workstations.
But , the new 32-bit chips-such as the Intel
Corp. 16/32 80286 and its successor, the 32-bit
80386, Motorola's MC68000, National Semiconductor Corp. 's 32000 series and Zilog Inc. 's
Z8000---changed all that. They're cheap , big
enough to hold UNIX and its applications (or
even UNIX, it 's applications and another operating system running as a task) and relatively easy
to integrate into existing systems.
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/.January 1986

Not surprisingly, the last year and a half has
seen a flurry of 32-bit computers coming to
market as departmental machines-scientific
and computer aided design machines such as
Computer Consoles Inc. 's Power 5/32, Digital
Equipment Corp.'s MicroVAX II , Integrated
Solutions Inc. 's Optimum V machines, Plexus
Computers Inc. 's P/75 and several new machines
from Perkin-Elmer Corp. These machines run
UNIX either as a solitary operating system or as
an option. " You really should have a 32-bit
69
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system to run UNIX," says Jim Isaak, director of
product marketing for Charles River Data Systems Inc. and chairman of the IEEE P10003
Operating System Committee, "but the other
side of that is that you really need UNIX to
deliver the power you want in a 32-bit system ... a
32-bit machine running on something like [Microsoft Corp. 's] MS-DOS is, well, I'm tempted
to say, insane. It's like mating a mouse with an
elephant."
What is surprising has been the introduction of
desktop UNIX machines for small groups or
even single users-including the Altos Computer
Systems Inc. 886 and 1086, the portable Integral
Personal Computer from Hewlett-Packard Co.,
the XENIX-based Tandy 6000 from Radio
Shack, the tiny but powerful s/375 from Symmetric Computer Systems Corp. and a group of
UNIX personal computers from AT&T Information Systems, such as its 381 and 382/310.
Indeed, what could be the UNIX battle of the
century seems to be shaping up among the
80286-based IBM Corp. PC/AT, its 80286-based

compatibles, and its particularly ambitious
80286-based rivals, the ATTIS 6300 and 6300
Plus.
As UNIX machines, the PC/AT, the 6300 and
their compatibles are improbable boxes at best.
They fall squarely on the dividing line between
machines that should run only MS-DOS and
those that should run only UNIX. (ATTIS officials have openly called the 6300 Plus a soupedup DOS machine for people who would occasionally like to run UNIX applications .) Still ,
IBM has given its corporate blessing to XENIX,
the Microsoft UNIX variant, as the multiuser
operating system of the PC/AT; the ATTIS
machines run XENIX and ATTIS' own UNIX .
As such, they will be among the cheapest and
most plentiful UNIX boxes ever built. They
could provide unparalleled opportunities for
both the operating system and its vendors.
The machines may provide the installed base
necessary to make UNIX a retail product. Moreover, because the machines are all based on the
Intel chips, some industry observers are serious-

Single-and multiuser machines
exploiting 32-bit
technology and
UNIX include
ATTIS' UNIX PC
Model 381 (top
left) and the 14user 382131 O
(bottom left),
the Power 5132
from Computer
Consoles (top
right), and the
portable Integral
Personal Computer from HP
(bottom right).
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The Firebreathers continue on the cutting
edge of high performance computers.
The most powerful line of computer systems made. Gould
PowerNodes '" and
CONCEPT/32s®
Anyway you
slice it they beat
the VAX '."
Our mainframe PN9000 and
CONCEPT 32/97
are up to twice as fast as the VAX 8600.
And even though the mid-range
PN6000 and CONCEPT 32/67 are 30-50%
smaller than the VAX 11/780, they're still up
to three times more powerful.
More power for a slice of the price.
Despite their superior power, our mid-

range models cost 40% less than the VAX
11 /780. Our mainframes cost about 30%
less than the new VAX 8600. The bottom
line is more power for less money.
Operating environments that are a cut
above the rest.
There's also a choice of system software to consider. Gould's unique UTX/32®
is the first operating system to combine
UN IX* System V with Berkeley BSD 4.2. So
it allows you to access virtually any command format you want whenever you want.
And in real-time environments. Gould's
MPX/32 '"operating system offers performance that's unmatched in the industry,
as well.
Delivery that's right on the mark.
Unlike the VAX 8600, that has up
to a 12 month wait ftlr delivery, when you

.

order either a Gould PowerNode or a
CONCEPT/32 system, they'll be shipped
within 90 days ARO.
You can also be sure with Gould you're
getting a computer that's backed by years
of experience- the kind of experience we
used to develop the first 32-bit real-time
computer.
If you need more information or just
have a few questions, give us a call at
1-800-327-9716.
See for yourself why VAX no longer
cuts it. Go with a Gould computer and ax
the VAX.
CONCEPT/32 and UTX/32 are registered trademarks and PowerNode
and MPXJ32 are trademarks of Gould Inc. VAX is a tradema!k of Digital
Equipment Corp. UNIX is a trademark ot AT&T Bell Labs.
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ly discussing binary compatibility for UNIX applications .
The Binary Liberation Front

UNIX has long suffered from the fact that
there are many variants of the operating system,
which differ widely from machine to machine.
Whereas software based on MS-DOS could generally be expected to run on any MS-DOS- or
PC-DOS-compatible machine with only minimum modification , UNIX lacks binary compatibilty. In other words , an application that runs
under one UNIX System V version on a particular machine almost certainly won't work on
another vendor's computer, even if that other
computer has the same type processor and also
runs a version of UNIX System V. Though the
operating system is the same , it might address
the hardware in different ways.
Outside the desktop market, absence of binary compatibility isn 't a serious handicap because
compatibility takes a backseat to performance.
In high-end applications , the emphasis is on
squeezing the maximum performance out of a
particular piece of hardware. Therefore , the
multiuser computer vendors who have been
UNIX's traditional patrons have focused instead
on achieving source-code-level compatibility. Binary compatibility is regarded as an improbable
goal for an operating system more complex than
MS-DOS or Digital Research Inc.'s CP/M.
Now , however , what might be called a " Binary Liberation Front" of desktop UNIX advocates is challenging that assumption. Their arguments are basically summed up by Charles
Hickey , president of Microport Systems Inc., the
software house responsible for the System V
port to the 80286. Says Hickey: " When Intel
developed the 286, they put the memory-management unit on the chip itself ... a computer
designer would tell you that's not particularly
smart ... but it solves a problem for UNIX .. . a
[software] developer can assume that the MMU
will never change. That means you can get
binary compatibility of applications. "
Needless to say , one of the most energetic
supporters of the Binary Liberation Front is
Intel itself. Explains Richard Wirt , Intel's director of central software: " With the 286 , all the
variables that otherwise could change are fixed ... when a customer ports the OS from one
286-based system to another, UNIX doesn't get
changed ... From now on , I don't think the question [of a retail UNIX) is so much of technology
as of marketing. Will , for example , Computerland be willing to give up MS-DOS shelf space to
UNIX?"
Equally enthusiastic are Microsoft and the
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/January 1986

A flurry of desk-side UNIX machines, like the P/75 from
Plexus Computers, is one of the first results of the introduction
of the new 32-bit chips . Plexus plans to introduce the P/75 at
UniForum, the UNIX lusr/group conference, next month.
Santa Cruz Operation Inc. (SCO) , vendors of
XENIX, one of the oldest , and most widely used
microcomputer-oriented UNIX variants. " Any
machine with a 286 running XENIX will have
the same binary format ," says Jon Danskin ,
XENIX product manager for Microsoft. " What
this means is that applications can be boxed up
and distributed in binary form for a market of
286 machines ... and that 286/386 marketplace is
going to be huge. It's anticipated to be in the

Desperately seeking System V .3
The industry quietly awaits the third release of System V
supposedly "sometime this year," from AT&T Information
Systems .
No one knows what to expect, but it's widely believed that
UNIX System V.3 will contain many of the networking features of Berkeley UNIX Version 4.2. "The current AT&T release doesn't have any capacity for networking at all ," says
John West, director of marketing support for Computer Consoles Inc ., Rochester, N.Y. , "which is why we use 4.2 in our
machines. "
West argues that data communications will be vital to
UNIX: " It's a growth area ... because when you think about it,
UNIX's market is between other systems. The role of UNIX is
to fill the space between IBM PCs and IBM mainframes.
Everything between those two points is a candidate for UNIX. "
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"It's a little
questionable to
continue making
incremental
changes to
UNIX," says Paul
Rubin, manager
of development
software for
Flexible Computer Corp. "I think
we're going to
eventually see a
UNIX that's completely rewritten."

millions in the next few years ."
The SCO , XENIX's second source , is even
more bullish. "My personal view ," says vice
president Douglas Michels , " is that Intel-family
XENIXes are going to dominate the UNIX
world very fast, both because of application
portibility and because the hardware prices
everywhere else in the UNIX world are driven
by the minicomputer market , which is a more
sophisticated, lower volume world than that
crazy DOS market out there . Because the 286
comes from the DOS world, hardware prices are
going to be lower. .. in the one- to eight-user
market , the 286 is going to pretty well dominate ... if you're a software developer for the
small, multiuser market, and you ' re not writing
XENIX applications, you're not going to be in
business in a year."
The Front is not without its critics , however.
Many UNIX supporters take strong objection to
the notion that the operating system will be
dominated by any one processor, least of all the
80286. " The 80286 has been no end of frustration to the UNIX community ," says Charles
River's Isaak. " The newer 80386 addresses some
of the 286's problems , but not all of them .. . I
don't think either is really going to provide
binary compatiblity. "
Jean Yates , of the UNIX market research
company , Yates Ventures Inc., Palo Alto , Calif. ,
also advises integrators to be cautious about
80386, '"The future of the chip will be highly
dependent on IBM's willingness to incorporate it
in their hardware. "
However , the overall effect of the 32-bit chips
on UNIX technology may be even greater than
their effect on the UNIX market , although the
chips , themselves , do not change the basic oper-

ating system. After all , UNIX got its start on
32-bit machines.
But burgeoning 32-bit applications are forcing
genuine changes. Because real UNIX machines
are now cheap enough for almost any application, the system must meet requirements far
beyond those envisioned by its creators. As a
result , even as UNIX's user interface is being
standardized , it's kernel is beginning to break
apart into proprietary implementations. In recent months, UNIX variants have appeared for
such diverse purposes as real-time processing
and fault-tolerant systems (MMS, December
1985, Page 31).
But the classic example may be parallel processing. When 32-bit processors hit the market ,
system integrators almost immediately discovered they could build machines that approached
supercomputer performance simply by bundling
several chips in the same box. Moreover , they
could do so relatively inexpensively. In effect ,
the 32-bit machines opened the world of sophisticated, " non-Von Neumann ," computing to
users who before might have been trapped in the
single-user, 16-bit world by economics.
Most multiprocessing vendors went with
UNIX rather than attempting to develop their
own parallel-processing operating system because of cost. "It would be very hard to justify
any other choice ," notes Thomas Teixeira , operating systems development manager for Massachusetts Computer Corp. (Masscomp) , which
markets a line of computers that use up to four
32-bit processors to obtain supercomputer-like
performance. " UNIX has proved itself repeatedly . It's just flexib le enough to do anything you
want to do with it. "
But UNIX is a product of the late 1960s and

Encl users take their PICK
UNIX still has competition .
When UNIX first emerged as a commercial product
in the early 1980s, some analysts claimed it would
soon drive every other operating system into extinction. But nothing of the sort happened. Dozens, perhaps hundreds, of competing operating systems are
still doing well on the open market. One of the most
successful , and one that has met UNIX head-on is the
PICK operating system from Pick Systems, Irvine,
Calif.
Unlike UNIX, PICK was specifically designed for the
single-user and small-multiuser commercial market. It
is easy to use, forgiving of, and friendly to, the nonprogrammer, comes with its own BASIC and can be
had on a spectrum of machines stretching from per74

sonal computers to IBM Corp . mainframes. It is also
the personal creation of Dr. Dick Pick, president of
Pick Systems, and as a result has a focus and coherence that UNIX users dream about.
In fact, UNIX is not so much competing with PICK
as exploiting links to it. In April 1985, for instance ,
VMark Computer Inc ., Natick, Mass., introduced a
product known as Universe , a combined fourth-gen eration language and relational database management system that allows PICK applications to run on
UNIX equipment. Products like Universe, which link
UNIX to other operating systems or their applications ,
enjoy a boom market at the moment.
Maybe UNIX has more to gain from encouraging
other operating systems than suppressing them .
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Is this the year
of the Modem?

• If you aren't already including modems in your
systems, maybe you should be. Because whether you
do or not, there is an increasing user demand for on-line
capability. This trend will make communications a selling
advantage tor you now, and an absolute necessity in the
not-too-distant future. Communications can now expand
the potential of your systems, without creating more
headaches tor you.
• When looking for a communications supplier,
experience and support can be as important as price.
Multi-Tech Systems has been providing modems and
other datacomm equipment to systems integrators since
1970. Our Technical Support people are second to none.
Our products include 300, 1200 and 2400 bps intelligent
modems (Hayes-compatible autodial and auto-answer,
in desktop, in-board and rack-mount versions),
multiplexers, breakout boxes and communications
software. And our prices (and margins) are right where
they should be.
e So whether your systems are tor your own use, or
you sell systems to others, Multi-Tech modems can
make them better. On-line software updates and
maintenance make life easier for you , and on-line
capability provides better system versatility for your
users.
• Why not let Multi-Tech help make this year of the
modem your best year yet?
For more information, call us toll-free at
1-800-328-9717 (in Minnesota, call 1-612-631-3550).
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The right answer every time.
82 Second Ave SE. New Brighton MN 55112

MultlTech.
Systems

1612) 631-3°50 TWX 910-563-3610

Multif\/bdem
1200/300 BPS Intelligent Modem

SEE YOURWAYCLEAR.
On screen. Or paper. Or transparency
film. You'll see your data represented with
unmatched visual acuity.
For instance, look into the family of
Seiko color graphics terminals. You'll get
high resolution. From 1024 x 780 on our
GR-llOO Series to 1280 x 1024 on our GR-2400
Series. Plus you'll choose the features you
want most. Like 20 transformations, zoom
and pan with true magnification, TEK 40lx
Plot 10 compatibility, interactive tablet support and mouse. You can even get
enhanced VTlOO video terminal emulation
with a true VTlOO keyboard.
If you want a record of your data for
later analysis or presentation, just push the

button on your CH-5201 color hard copier.
You'll get curves that look like curves. Details
that remain sharp. And a built-in frame buffer
that captures the image and instantly frees
your terminal. So you can go on working
while the 5201 gives you up to 99 copies off line.
Of course, there's more. So see your way
clear to making a phone call, we'll make su re
you see your data clearer than ever before.
Call Martin Nelson at (408) 943-9100 today.

SEIKO

INSTRUMENTS-

Cl 1985 Seiko Instruments U.S.A .. Inc. TEK and Plot 10 are registered trademark s o f
Tektronix . VTlOO is a trademark of Digi tal Equipment Corp. Image Credits : PDA
Engineering ; Swanson Analysis Systems; Lasergraphics.
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early 1970s, when CPUs were expensive and
users competed for queue-position on time-sharing systems. "If you look at all the standard
kernels," says Robert Beck, senior staff engineer
for Sequent Computer Systems Inc., makers of
the multiprocessing Balance 8000, " they all have
a basic simplifying assumption .. . that is , they
assume a single processor. .. to make UNIX a
multiprocessing operating system, you have to
break that assumption. "

Choice of ways to multiprocessing
Sequent broke that assumption directly in the
kernel. "Basically, our task was to understand
the operating system," says Beck . "Virtually
every algorithm had to be examined ... A number
of them had to be completely rewritten [for
parallel processing]. "
An additional complication was that Sequent
felt bound to make it's multiprocessing UNIX
compatible with ATTIS System V . " Fortunately,
it turns out there is a lot of parallelism already in
UNIX ," Beck notes. " In fact, I tried to keep the

interfaces the same, specifically to avoid changing the vast majority of the code ."
Other companies have taken different approaches to multiprocessing. Flexible Computer
Corp. , for example , markets a multiprocessing
machine known as the Flex/32, which contains
up to 20 32-bit microcomputers running under
UNIX. Flexible's method of making those 20
microcomputers act as parallel processors is to
configure the entire machine as a " local area
network in a box"-that is to say, each processor
can operate as a separate computer and they are
linked as though they were in a network.
"Our approach is not to have one copy of the
operating system in the machine's common
memory," explains Paul Rubin , manager of development software for Flexible. "Instead, each
node has its own copy ... and the nodes can pass
messages among one another." To make this
possible , Flexible has grafted what is effectively
file-serving and networking software directly to
the operating system itself at the kernel level.
Flexible says it took the networking approach,
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rather than attempting to implement multiprocessing in the operating system itself, because it
doubts UNIX's ability to be truly multiprocessing without a fundamental rewrite. " I would say
that it's perhaps a little questionable to continue
making incremental changes to UNIX to make it
actually distributed ," says Rubin. " What we did
to UNIX to make it multiprocessing works well
because it fits our particular model of computing ... but for more general distributed computing
schemes it won't be so easy ... I think we' re going
to eventually see a UNIX that's completely
rewritten . lt'll still look like UNIX to the programmer, but will be completely different. "
Sequent's Beck disagrees , " We have proof by
example ... you can get mu ltiprocessing without
junking the existing kernel.. .. In fact, it turns out
there is a lot of inherent parallelism already in
UNIX. If you've got a time-sharing environment , you've got what amounts to the beginnings of parallel processing anyway ."

areas where UNIX is being trimmed or inflated
to fit , 32-bit machines could most impact UNIX
simply by opening the system to basic improvements.
As a technology and as a commercial product ,
UNIX has always been crippled by its own size .
Since it originated in Bell Laboratories and
academic institutions-rather than develop according to a set plan-it developed haphazardly.
This meant it was remarkably robust , but was
difficult to sell to end users . Increasingly, the
UNIX community has been calling for fund amental reforms of the operating system.
"These days,
" UNIX has serious problems ," charges MicroUNIX looks a lot
port's Hickey. "Problems which the leaders of
more like a systhe industry seem unwilling to address ... UNIX's
tem hardware
problem isn't its user interface , nor its documenthan an operattation , nor anything else like that . Instead , it's
ing system,"
the sheer size of the system ... it's just too comsays Roger
plex ... the k~rr1el needs to become modular on a
Fordham, UNIX
strategy of divide and conquer. .. in effect , UNIX
planning managneeds to be designed-intelligently. It wasn't
UNIX grows up
er for Motorola .
really designed. It just happened . And now , the
But , beyond mu ltiprocessing , real-time appli- day of reckoning is at hand ."
cations , fault-tolerant systems and all the other
But , there is a Catch 22. If UNIX is too
complex to be a commercial success, then it can't
be simplifed until enough UNIX finds its way
into the hands of developers and end users to
force major reforms . Erwin Morton , president
of Syntactics Corp. , makers of the UNIX wo rd
processing software , CrystalWriter , puts
High Performance, Low Cost PC·DOS Engine
UNIX's problems bluntly: " Users don' t care
about operating systems . They want applications . They want to be able to solve real -problems . You always come back to the solutions
issue. As it is, vendors have been trying to sell
UNIX as a technology ... and buyers have had
enough of technology for technology's sake."
Breaking that unfortunate cycle could be
32-bit systems . Says Charles River's Isaak , " The
real significance of 32-bit systems is that they are
driving down the cost of UNIX . That means you
are going to see an explosion of UNIX software ."
• Three times the COMPUTING PO\VER of a PC
• SCSI/PLUS''" multi-master 1/0 expansion bus
If Isaak is right , then UNIX will finally have
• Data and File Compatible with IBN! PC, runs
• Software Included:
"MS-DOS generic" programs
• PC-DOS compatible ROM-BIOS boots
the
oportunity to change . Moreover , UNIX maDOS2.xand
3.x
• 8 MHz 80186 CPU, Dh\ot\, Counter/ Timers,
• Hard Disk support
128/ 51 2K RAM.zero wait states,
chines will be inexpensive enough for small11>128K EPROM
• OPTIONS,
system developers, who have traditionally been
• Expansion board with :
• Mini/M ero Floppy Controller ( 1-4 Drives,
• 128 or 512K additional RAM
Single/ Double Density, 1-2 sided,
among the most innovative in the computer
40/ 80 track)
• 2 Sync/ Async RS232/ 422 serial ports
• Battery backed Real Time Clock
• 2 RS232C Serial Ports ( 50-38, 400 baud ),
industry. In the opinon of Microport's Hickey,
•
8087
Math
Co-Processor
1 Centronics Printer Port
• Buffered 1/0 Bus
" A lot of people are going to make a lot of
• Only 5.75 x 7.75 inches, mounts directly to
• STD Bus Adapter
a 5- 1/ 4"' diskdrive
money (in UNIX] ... then maybe the industry will
• Utilities source code
• Power Requirement: +SVDC at 1.25A;
• TurboDOS I Networking
+1!MX at .OSA; On board - 19>1 converter
have the energy to address the real problems of
IBM* , IBM Corp.; 801 868, lntt:I, Corp.;
the operating system. "
D

Little Board™/186 ••••

$495

Turbo oose , Softw¥t: 20CXl, Inc.
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6 7 East Evelyn Ave. • Mountain View, CA 94041 • ( 415) 962-0230 • TELEX 4940302

Interest Quotient (Circle One)
High 4 59 Medium 460 Low 461
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Mankind searched the world over
for the multiuser operadng system of the future.
Then IBM® chose XENIX® for the PC AT. And the future was no*
THE SANTA CRUZ OPERATION PRESENTS

AN

sco PRODUCTION IN EXCWSMASSOCIATION Wl1H MICROSOFT CORPORATION

THE MULTIUSER, MULTITASKING PC BLOCKBUSTER "XENIX NOW!"
VISUAL SHELL• MULTISCREEN ~ • MICNET •THE BERKELEY ENHANCEMENTS
AND INlRODUCING C-MERGE AS THE MS-DOS DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT
FEAruRJNG WORLD FAMOUS SCO TRAINING AND SUPPORT FOR DEALERS • END USERS • ISVs • OEMs
ANDAN INTERNATIONAL CAST OF HUNDREDS OF XENIX APPLICATIONS
INCWDING I LYR.IX" AS THE UNIX/XENIX WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM I
PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY THE SANTA CRUZ OPERATION
SCREENPLAY ADAPTID BY THE SANTA CRUZ OPERATION FROM ORIGINAL STORIES BY MICROSOFT AND AT&..T
IN BREATHTAKING SELECTABLE COLOR
NOMINATED FOR* BEST DOCUMENTATION! * BEST SUPPORT! * BEST TRAINING!
*BEST ELECTRONIC MAIL AND NETWORKING!* MOST APPLICATIONS!
* MOST COMPLETE UNIX SYSTEM!
STARRING

I

sco

I

RELEASED FOR MOST POPULAR PERSONAL COMPUTERS.
APPLICATIONS ALSO AVAILABLE: LYRIX. MULTIPLAN ~ INFORMIX~
LEVEL II COBOL' ", 3270 MAINFRAME COMMUNICATIONS.

(408)425-7222
TWX: 910-598-4510SCO SN:Z

~uni.Forum February 4-7. 1986
See us at n;., ,,. _ _.-._ ........... - Anaheim Convention Center, Booth #1018

Ml

MU LTI USER OPERATION SU GGESTED

XEN IX WILL TU RN YOU R PC INTO A REAL COMPUTER

OMCMLXXXIV The Santa Cruz Operation, Inc.
The Santa Cruz Operation, Inc .• 500 Chestnut Street. P.O. Box 1900, Santa Cruz. CA 95061

(408) 425· 7222

UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories• Lyrix and Multiscreen are trademarks of The Santa Cruz O peration, Inc. • IBM is a
registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation • XENIX and Multiplan are registered trademarks of Microsoft
Corporation • Inform ix is a registered trademark of Relational Database Systems, Inc. • LEVEL ti COBOL is a trade mark of Micro Focus, Ltd .
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YOU'
E

EITHER

OR YOU'
FORGO EN.

Engineers have always
had a love affair with speed.
Whatever they make, they
want to make it go faster.
In the computer business,

that's especially true. However, building a faster system
is not always as simple as
adding a faster processor or
the fastest drives. It may be

some little thing you never
think of.
Say; for instance, an 1/0
controller. And that's what
Adaptec is all about.

Put them all together
and your system can run
concurrent 1/0 tasks with
Adaptec's 1/0 controllers
increased data transfer rates
use an 1/0 interface derived and faster access to data.
from main.,,. Max
And that
can boost the
frames, known §~
as SCSI.
~~
throughput of
your entire
It's our full ~ ~
implementation :::
Max system by as
1/0 Tasks Required (Per Second)
h fi
?f SCSI-~n
Adaptec's SCSI w ntrollers can actually 1!1-UC as V~
mdustry firstoutperform a mainframe.
umes. Even rn
that gives our boards their
SMD applications.
high performance features.
So whether it's a lowLike Multithreaded
cost, single-user micro you
1/0, 1:1 Interleave, Sector
have in mind or a multilevel Defect Skipping and
tasking, multi-user system,
Disconnect/Reconnect.
we have the controller to
MAINFRAME 1/0
INA MICRO.
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help you and your system
work faster.
WE'LL GET YOU
UP TO SPEED.
First you'll need a brochure.
For your copy, call
408/946-8600, ext. 400.
Or write Adaptec, 580
Cottonwood Drive, Milpitas,
CA 95035.
And we'll rush you one.
Because in this business
if you're not fast, you're
history

adaptec

regon Software's matrix of cross-development tools
provides high-level language solutions to /ow-level pro·
gramming problems such as those faced by systems
builders. The development language, Pasca/·2, is ISO
Leve/·1 standard, extended to do real work-the world's
only certified Pascal cross-compiler. You get the porta·
bility, readability, and maintainability of a high-level
language with access to machine addresses, assembly
language routines and device registers. The Pascal-2
cross-development system is known for its highly effi·
cient code generation.
Pasca/·2 is becoming available on new high·
performance processors (blue) in addition to our long·
established markets (red), on the most popular systems,
including UNIX. Using a uniform development system
leads to more portable applications and less time spent
retraining highly paid technical staff.
Pasca/·2 and Oregon Software are trademarks of Oregon Software, Inc.
PDP·11 and VAX are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.

Oregon
Soft:Ware
Real tools for real work.
6915 S. W Macadam Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97219

1-800-874-8501
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PC-UNIX LINKS
PENETRATE OFFICE
Software that links UNIX with the
IBM PC helps system integrators
and VARs break into markets
saturated with PC-DOS machines

TANGO TAKES TWO

Dan De Salvo
American Management Systems Inc .
UNIX COMPUTER

Value-added resellers have been trying to get
UNIX solidly into the office market for several
years. Although UNIX is a good operating system, vendors face resistance from inexperienced
users daunted by its complexity, and from potential clients with installed systems that don't run
UNIX.
But now, many organizations have started to
outgrow their entrenched IBM Corp . PCs and
compatibles. This situation creates potential customers for VARs who want to sell departmental
UNIX processors-and one of the keys to this
market is a PC-UNIX link.
In seeking to turn this key, VARs have to
compete against the major computer companies
sweeping into the distributed-office-systems
market. For example , IBM has introduced networks for their PCs and PC/ ATs and a new ,
smaller, System/36. Sperry Corp. offers a personal computer local area network with SOM
bytes of storage on a central server. And AT&T
Technologies Inc. has loaded its marketing juggernaut with a set of UNIX machines that act as
file servers for their PC compatibles.
These companies know that organizations that
bought , and continue to buy, standalone PCs
will need larger departmental processors. They
also know that few organizations will throw away
their PCs in order to get departmental systems,
nor will they give up the compatibility of their
PCs. If VA Rs , too, keep those facts in mind , they
will successfully compete with the major players.
Even though UNIX has so far failed to dent
the desktop computer market, VA Rs are finding
it can be an entry to offices already saturated
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/January 1986

TANGO UNI X UTILI TIES
IBM PC MS DOS

iBM PC MS DOS

with standalone personal computers.
For example , Bradley Morse, director of marketing at Touchstone Software Corp., says the
company originally developed its line of UNIXto-PC products as tools for salespeople who were
trying to knock down customer resistance to
UNIX. " We found that customers were concerned about saving that physical box-they
didn't want to lose the hardware investment.
Salesmen were spending a half hour out of an
interview discussing UNIX vs. MS-DOS. Now,
you can walk in and say, 'Hey keep everything
you've got." '
It didn't hurt that AT&T set out to advertise
UNIX as an open-ended operating system, says

Turning IBM
PCs into extensions of a UNIX
computer, Tango
converts files
and passes
them back and
forth among systems .
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Mo rse. " For ove r a yea r, AT&T had an IBM PC
in the booth wo rking with their syste ms at trade
shows. This was a brillia nt ma rketing move."
VARs ca n exploit the PC-UNIX combination
wi th softw are from a numbe r of sources. Cente nnial Systems Inc., for example, markets UNIX
office-a uto matio n software that includes a PC
link . " We're offe ring the 'glue' th at allows [the
VAR] to bring togethe r a numbe r of packages,"
says James Blake , form e rl y Centennial's director
of technical resources a nd now a UNIX officeauto mation co nsultant. Included in Ce ntennial' s
glue is co mmunicatio ns softwa re fro m To uchsto ne a nd a n open-e nded me nu syste m that lets
the VAR plug specific applicatio ns into the system.
With PC-UNIX links now ava ilable, ve rtical
applicatio n softwa re th at ta kes advantage of
the m sho uld soo n follo w. Bo b Comeau , a senio r
UNIX analyst at Ame rican Manage me nt Systems Inc., an Arlingto n , Ya ., consultancy, says
UNIX packages that offlo ad fro nt-e nd tas ks,
such as data entry or word processing, should
start showing up at the 1986 Uni fo rum trade
show.
" Eve n though there's still little o ffi ce-a utoma-

tio n o r ve rtical-ma rket softwa re for UN IX,"
Comeau notes, "you ca n build good distributed
database syste ms with a UNIX box as a fi le
serve r fo r the PCs. You already have products
like [Ashto n-Tate's] dBASE III and [Relationa l
Database Systems Inc.'s] Info rmix that ru n in
both MS-DOS and UNIX e nvironments."
The VAR ma rke t thrives in prov iding precisely
tailo red syste ms and se rvices to the ir clients;
adding PC- UNIX links to that picture is a natura l move. VA Rs who have been selling an "office
so lutio n" that includes a UNIX system and
training may soo n find the mse lves able to sell the
more extensive training required to o perate distributed syste ms. If they we re previo usly sell ing
PCs, they may now sta rt working o n the ir clients'
ce nt ra l UNIX systems a nd . the people responsible for the m . Of co urse, the mo re time spent
t raining and wo rking with a clie nt , the better the
cha nces of follow-on sa les.
The PC-UNIX communica tio ns schemes a ll
have some things in commo n: a means of passing
data back a nd forth between PC- DOS and
UNIX syste ms; the ability for eithe r a user or a
progra m to control the process; a nd separate
pi eces of softwa re for both the PC and UN IX

The anatomy of
The three key parts of a IBM Corp. PC-to-UNIX link
are :
• The user interface
• Data communications
• File conversion .
The user interface is the set-up screens , graphics
and text that the user sees when operating the package . The interface is important if the package is primarily intended to let the PC user have simple access
to the complex UNIX operating system.
For example, Network Innovations Corp.'s MultiplexPC , Touchstone Software Corp .'s PC-Works and Computerized Office Services lnc. 's (COSl's) Tango give
the user PC-DOS menus for the UNIX system (left) .
The application running on the PC-DOS system can
be personal computer software (spreadsheets, word
processors, etc .) or an extra module of the UNIX link,
such as UNIX-based menus. (Multiplex-PC , in fact ,
functions as an application on the PC .) The PC-UNIX
link, meanwhile, interprets where data should go-to
the local , or the UNIX, system.
All linking packages provide some form of data
communications between PC-DOS and UNIX processes. If developers want to build one , they can
start with communications software from a number of
places , such as Fusion from Network Research Corp.
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PC
APPLICATION
PROGRAM

PC -UNIX LINK

PC DOS

PC SYSTEM
DISK
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sys te m (see "The anatomy of a PC-UNI X link ,"
below ).
What's available?

Locus Co mputer Co rp . ma rkets a PC-U NIX
tie-in na med PC Inte rface . Judy Uttal, Locus'
marketing ma nage r, says " Through th is year ,
we've been foc usi ng o n la rge syste ms manufacturers . We ' re starting to move in a new direction .. . more toward the system integrato r. We' re
foc using on co mmo n hardware they may use,
such as the PC/AT and the DEC [Digital Equipme nt Corp .] VAX running UNIX ."
PC Inte rface pro vides a "virtual disk" o n the
UNIX syste m , th at the PC can add ress. The
program works th ro ugh eithe r the PC's RS232C
port or over an Ethe rnet link . The Ethe rnet link
is much fas te r, but it requires an expe nsive
controller board in the PC.
C urre ntly, PC Inte rface uses a pro prietary
commun ications protoco l, which may make it
di fficult to integrate into some e nvironme nts.
Howeve r, Locus plans to acco mmodate mo re
industry sta nda rds. The Be rkeley UNI X Versio n
4.2 editio n of PC Inte rface, for example, wi ll use
the U .S. military's tra nsport co nt rol protoco l/

inte rnet protocol (TC P/IP) communications
standards. Uttal says their plans are " de pe nde nt
on what people want us to do ," but current
indications are that they will move more closely
towa rd the IBM-Microsoft Corp . MS-N ET protocols.
Having PCs address vi rtual disks on a central
UNIX system provides many adva ntages of a
cent ralized data-processi ng operatio n: a n operator ca n do fil e backups, the data-processing shop
ca n control access to the system , and it 's easy to
get a good idea of the quantity of data use rs are
sto ring on their systems.
Compute rized Office Serv ices Inc. 's (COS I's)
Tango, To uchstone's P ~ Works and Network
Innovatio ns Co rp . 's Multiplex- PC allow the use r
to access UNIX from a PC , but fro m diffe re nt
pe rspectives .
Paul Stutle r, COSI's product ma nage r fo r
Tango , says their product is aimed at ma nageme nt information syste m (MI S) managers who
want to get PCs " by the throat" whe n they access
a ce ntral system. Once Ta ngo has bee n booted
up on the PC , " the PC becomes an extension of
the UNIX compute r. " For example, co mma nds
can pass directly to the PC from a U NIX shell

a PC-UNIX llnk

UNIX SHELL
APPLICATIONS

UNIX
KERNEL

DEVICE DRIVERS

PC -UNIX
LINK

COMMUNICATIONS

PRINTER

ETHERNE T OR
RS232C

I

COMMUNICATIONS LI NK
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But developers would have to build the rest for themselves .
Either way , the UNIX system disk sets up separate
segments for PC files . The PC-interface uses those
special segments to set up a virtual disk on the UNIX
system that the PC uses as one of its own . File communications or passing of data then consists of transferring information to the virtual disk via PC-UNIX link
software running on both computers . Local , PC data
and UNIX data being transfered to the PC , meanwhile , is stored on the PC 's disk.
The UNIX system (right) treats its end of the PC UNIX link as just another device to deal with through
a module of software (i.e., a device driver) . The UNIX
shell controls processing- some links remotely access, some are remotely controlled by , the shell.
Tango, for instance, allows the shell to control the PC .
File conversion between UNIX and PC-DOS can
happen at the system level or at the application level.
At the system level , files are put in a proper format to
be manipulated by one of the two operating systems ,
either PC-DOS or UNIX. At the application level , files
are directly converted so that data from one operating
system can be dealt with by the other. Some packages , for example, allow Lotus Development Corp .'s
Lotus 1-2-3 on the PC to handle data from Unify
Corp. 's Unify DBMS software.
85
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program . Under Tango , the UNIX systems can
remotely start and run PC applications.
Tango can conve rt files and automatically pass
them back and forth between syste ms. It al so
permits the UNIX syste m to check , in a limited
fas hion , the conte nts of the PC's di sk and use the
results to make programmed decisions- such as
whether to down load new spreadsheet data for
the PC user.
The idea of ce ntralized control isn't new, but
it's hard to achieve in a distributed e nvironment.
A product like Tango is useful to the VAR who
wants to build a syste m th at spares the PC use r
much of the worry-and freedom--0f inte racting with UNIX . It also 9ffe rs a way to get into
shops whe re the MIS manage r has placed a high

UNIX IS A WELCOME GUEST
UNIX APPLICATION
OTHER
UNIX
SYSTEMS

DISK

UNIX ON THE PC
PC- UNIX LI N K
PC DOS APPLICA TION

,. ETHER N ET
RS232C / O R

PC -DOS

~
-~--..,~·

COMMUNI CATIONS LINK

UNIX and PC-DOS can share a PC as we//, with both as
coresident operating systems. In this way, PC-UNIX applica tions can swap data with PC-DOS applications . Products like
Uniform Software 's The Connector allow a user to cut and
paste between UNIX and PC-DOS . Moreover, a PC running
UNIX can communicate on many of the same networks other
UNIX systems use.

Multiplex-PC
provides menus
similar to those
in Lotus 1-2-3.
The more experienced user can
access databases through a
subset of SQL, a
database query
language rapidly
becoming an industry standard.

priority on centralizing data co ntrol or where th e
use rs don't want--0r need- to become UN IXliterate .
oriented
toward
Although Tango
is
.the UNIX system and its managers, Touchstone's PC Works is orie nted toward the PC a nd
its e nd use rs. " PC Wo rks is designed for the
business ma n," says Morse . " We changed it by
maybe 40 pe rcent when it came out of be ta tests
[to ma ke it simpler to use]. Our programs ' presuppose' things, so that all you have to do is push
a key o r answe r 'yes' or ' no' to something to use
it. "
PC Works allows PCs and Apple Co mputer
Inc. Macintoshes to sha re d ata between each
othe r and UNIX syste ms. It can be progra mmed
by the use r to execute functions auto ma tica lly.
Seve ra l of Touchstone's competitors agree that
its good use r interface is its prima ry adva ntage .
Network Innovation s is anoth e r co mpany
that's building a specialized PC-UNIX link , Mu ltiplex-PC. The compan y found e rs realized that
the re was a niche ma rket that othe r PC-UN IX
link suppliers weren 't filling. " If I could characterize their requests in one phrase, it wo uld be
' Let me use [Lotus Developme nt Corp .'s] Lotus
1-2-3 to ana lyze data o n the UNIX syste m,"'
says Paul Weinberg , Ne twork Innovations' vice
preside nt.
Mu ltiplex-PC provides a set of me nus, si milar
to those in Lotus 1-2-3 , that allow the user to
browse through UNIX databases and download
information to their PCs. The more expe rie nced
user ca n access databases through a subset of
structured que ry language (SOL) , a database
que ry language that is rapidl y becoming a n in-

MULTIPUX·PC LINKS UNIX AND PC·DOS
I
I
I

UNIX SYSTEM

I
I
I
I

PC
LOTUS-STYLE
USER INTERFACE
LOTUS

I

dBASE

I
MULTIPLEX

DATABASE

MULTIPLEX

WO RDSTAR

MULTI PL AN

VISI CALC
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'l High
f»erformance

OMNI 1000 GDC

BUS
Independent
Single
Board

~raphics

misplay
Controller

The OMNI 1000 GOC is a 16 x
16-inch single-board graphics
controller with a display resolution
of 1024 x 1024 by 8 planes. The
board houses Intel's 8086 CPU ,
8087 NOP, 8089 IOP, and the
7220 graphics processor for local
drawing and list processing. The
support for eight image memory
planes allows simutaneous display for 256 colors from a palette
of 4096 colors. Also included on
board are 256KB of list-processing RAM, and 64KB of EPROM.
Overall system performance is
enhanced by the OMNI 1000 GOC
multiple processor design. Local
scale, rotate , translate, polyfill,
drag, clip, highlight, rubberband,

etc. are provided by the display
list processor.
Reduce software development
cost. Use the OMNI 1000 GOC
together with OMNILIB host interface library (FORTRAN or C) for
full GKS compatible functionality.
The programmer or engineer can
begin immediately to accomplish
his task with greater efficiency
than ever before.
Interface the bus independent
OMNI 1000 GOC to your host via
OMA , Parallel 1/ 0 or Serial
RS-232C with off-the-shelf hardware available for most bus architectures, including IBM PC I
XT I AT, MULTIBUS, VME, Q-BUS
and UNIBUS. Choose the OMNI
1000 GOC configuration which fits

your needs ; circuit board only,
rack-mount/tabletop enclosure or
complete graphics terminal.
High performance graphics,
segmented display list architecture, BUS independence , GKS
firmware compatiblity, and an
extraordinary high level of field
proven reliability are hallmarks of
the OMNI 1000 GOC.
The cost of such a system?
You 'll be pleased to find a surprisingly low cost for a graphics
performance so high. Use the
coupon below to R.S.V.P. for a
local showing of the OMNI 1000
GOC in the UK at locations
indicated.

r------------------------,
I
I
I
I
I
1

L

Please _ _ send addit ional information.
_ _ have a sales representative contact me.

I

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title _ _ _ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Add ress _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ City _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ Country _ __
Telephone - - - - - - - - - - - - Ext: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My Application is - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - My Product Requirements Are :
Immediate
1-3 months
4 to 6 months
Projected Number of Units Used Over Next 12 Months

------------------------

See us at MICAD '86
February 25-28 in Booth 6 " N"
at the Palais des Congres, Paris

J

OmnicolDR

GnplllcsCorporatlon

Optimizing Computer Graphics ... by Design.
1734 West Belt North, Houston , Texas 77043 • 713 / 464-2990 • Telex 285801 OMNICO UR
MULTIBUS is a registered trademark of Intel Corporation.
DEC. 0-BUS, UNIBUS are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation .
IBM PC/XT/AT are registered trademarks of IB'M Corporation.
OMNI 1000 GOC , OMNILIB , OMNICOMP GRAPHICS are trademarks of Omnicomp Graphics Corporation
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dustry standard.
Multiplex-PC communicates in the same way
that most of the other packages do: over either
an RS232C direct-cable hookup to the UNIX
system, or over an Ethernet link. Multiplex-PC's
Ethernet link incorporates Network Research
AT&T Technologies Inc.
Network Research Corp.
Corp. 's Fusion software', which makes a number
Software Sales
2350 N. Rose
of industry-standard communications protocols
and Marketing
Oxnard , Calif. 93030
P.O. Box 25000
(805) 485-2700
and utilities available as part of the package.
Greensboro, N.C. 27420
Circle 399
Uniform Software Systems Inc. takes a some(919) 279 -7000
what different approach to making the PCCircle 394
Touchstone
UNIX link. Their Connector software allows
Software Corp.
UNIX and PC-DOS to run together on the same
Centennial Systems Inc.
909 Elec tric Ave .
6100 Executive Blvd.
PC. PC-DOS programs run in a window of
Seal Beach , Calif . 90470
Rockville , Md . 20852
UNIX variants-VENIX, from Unisource Soft(213} 598-7746
(301) 984 -9120
ware Corp., or PC-IX , from Interactive Systems
Circle 400
Circle 395
Corp. In addition, IBM's TopView PC windowUnHorm Software
Computerized Office
ing software can run as a PC-DOS application
Systems Inc.
Services
Inc.
with The Connector. Users can then use
Suite 514
313 North First St.
TopView to cut and paste parts of PC-DOS
224 Santa Monica Blvd.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48103
Santa Monica. Calif. 90401
screens into VENIX and PC-lX screens, al(313) 665-3301
(213} 395-967 4
though word-processing tasks do not run effiClrcle 396
Circle 401
ciently on anything less than the PC/ AT's Intel
Locus
Computing
Corp.
Corp. 80286 chip.
Urban Software Corp.
3330 Ocean Park Blvd.
330 West 42nd St.
Still, The Connector bridges the gaps between
Santa Monica , Calif . 90405
New York , N.Y. 10036
PC-DOS and UNIX and may be a good option
(213) 452-2453
(212) 349-3355
for VARs. John Roseman, president of Urban
Circle 397
Circle 402
Software Corp. and publisher of the UNIX MarNetwork
ket Directory, says that The Connector is "an
Innovations Corp.
interesting option, at least for 80286-based ma20863 Stevens Creek Blvd
chines," and that , right now, there isn't anything
Cupertino. Cal if. 95014
(408) 257-1630
else quite like it.
Circle 398
AT&T is trying to introduce something similar
on the AT&T 7300 UNIX PC using UNIX
System V and an 8086 that supposedly has
hardware enhancements to make PC-DOS and
UNIX run effectively side by side. However , the have access to electronic mail and office automasystem cannot run Lotus 1-2-3 and some other tion.
popular PC business programs due to technical
There are software-development opportu niproblems at production time. The Connector, or ties as well as system integration opt ions. For
a similar package, may therefore provide VARs example, a time-and-billing system for attorneys
with a viable short-term complement to AT&T's might easi ly be distributed , giving each attorney
current offerings , and perhaps a competitor for private reporting or word-processing software
future offerings.
on a PC , with docket scheduling and electronic
PC-UNIX links give the VAR new options to mail on the central UNIX system. Each attorney
market UNIX to a wider audience than ever could have the advantages of the centra l funcbefore . But that also means that a lower percent- tion, as well as absolute security in the privacy of
age of those buyers will be the " computer litera- case notes .
The examples could go on, but one thing is
ti" who are willing to learn a complex product
like UNIX.
clear: The VAR's opportunity lies not just in
Appealing to a broader market requires that
being able to address a broader market , but in
being able to offer a better, more competitive
VARs provide simple answers to difficult ques0
tions. A company that employs hundreds of product.
part-time clerical personnel doesn 't want a training cour_se in UNIX; they want a packaged
Interest Quotient (Circle One)
solution that is as " goof-proof" as possible. A
federal agency on a tight budget wants to keep its
High 462 Medium 463 Low 464
PCs and existing dBASE II applications, and still

Companies mentioned
In this artlcle
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Dan De Salvo is a
project manager
with the Office
Systems and
Communications
Practice of
American
Management
Systems Inc ,
Arlington, Va . He
has a bachelor of
arts degree in
anthropology and
business from the
University of
Tennessee .
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IF YOU LIKE
WHAT'S INSIDE THE TOWER 32,
YOU'LLLOVE WHAT'S BEHIND II
The NCR OEM Systems Division introduces the Tower®32: Up to three times faster
than the Tower XP Memory capacity of up
to 16MB, with an amazing 14MB per program .
SCSI (Small Computer System Interface)
providing up to 4GB of mass storage. Connectivity for up to 32 users
and a host of industry standard
interfaces. An NCR-enhanced
UNIX* operating system .
And more.
That's a lot to like.
But NCR knows that high
performance specs alone
do not set an OEM 's heart
aflutter. You need to know that
you 're buying more than a
hot box. You need to know
you 're buying a reliable system
with proven software from a
vendor you can count on , for
years to come.
The NCR OEM Systems
Division has more to offer
OEMs right down the line,
beginning with our comprehensive product line: MiniTower (1-8 users), Tower XP
(1 -16 users) and the new
Tower 32 (1 -32 users) . So, no matter what size
businesses you 're selling into, or planning
to sell into, NCR has a Tower product to fit your
customers' exact needs.
And , Tower upgradeability means that
as your customers grow, so can their Tower
system . Painlessly. With minimum software
investment, minimum support investment.
Maximum return on your Tower investment.
Plus, every Tower you sell is backed by
a $4 billion corporation with a reputation for
fanatical attention to quality and reliability
An installed base of thousands of Towers, and
massive production capabil ities to fill orders
for thousands more. 7,000 service representatives in over 400 field service locations
nationwide. And more.
The Towers: easy to configure, easy to
sell , easy to install , easy to service. All of which
makes the Tower family very easy to love.

THEIDWERS.
BUILT FOR SYSTEMS BUILDERS
BY NIT-PICKING FANATICS.
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MICROS GAIN SIGHT
WITH IMAGE BOARDS
Medical imaging, industrial parts inspection,
pattern-recognition and teleconferencing applications highlight
the diverse uses of microcomputer.:based image systems
Jesse Victor, Associate Editor

Microcomputer-based image-processing
boards and add-on modules are finding increased use in a wide range of industrial and
scientific applications. These include:
• Enhancing the gray-scale detail in images
produced by ultrasonic , X-ray and other medical
imaging devices
• Recognizing patterns for real-time decisions
in industrial parts inspection or other production-floor operations
• Comparing several digitized images, or different aspects of the same image, with a reference image
• Detecting motion for industrial control or
security applications
• Transmitting images in-house or to remote
sites for teleconferencing.
Modularity and increased circuit integration
provide the same benefits for image systems that
they do for data-acquisition boards. For example, system integrators can configure a $10,000
personal computer-based image-processing system that rivals a $20,000 to $30,000 standalone
system in performance by specifying the features
and capabilities required for a particular application.
Add-in/add-on image-processing products run

This is the second of two articles on microprocessor-based add-in/add-on boards. The first article,
focusing on data-acquisition and coprocessor
cards, appeared in the October 1985 issue of
Mini-Micro Systems.
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the gamut from basic "frame-grabber" boards
without processing software to add-on boards
and boxes with integral power supplies. Complete, integrated hardware/software systems
with video cameras, filters, lenses and highresolution monitors also are available.
Most video digitizing boards contain highspeed (flash) analog-to-digital (AID) converters,
input RAM lookup tables (LUTs) for image
preprocessing, on-board buffers for video-frame
storage and output digital-to-analog (DIA) converters. Some boards also provide output RAM
LUTs for rapid changes in color or shading made
before the final image is displayed. On-board
microprocessors and/or direct connections to
array processors increase throughput for realtime applications.
However , several factors beyond basic board
parameters can influence image-processingboard selection. They include:
• Memory requirements . Image processing
uses a lot of memory. Manipulating a "standard"
512-pixel-by-512-pixel image with 8-bit-per-pixel
resolution and 256 gray levels requires l .4M
bytes of data for each image frame. Boards that
don't use the microprocessor's memory as a
frame-storage buffer might need add-in memory
modules to increase the storage beyond that
provided by the on-board buffer.
• Power consumption. Most personal computer-base.d add-ins plug only into the IBM
Corp. PC , PC/XT and PC/AT. However, the
PC's small, convection-cooled power supply
might not be able to handle the power requirements of an image-processing board and additional memory-particularly if other expansion
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/January 1986

MULTIPLE FALSE COLORS

slots are already filled .
• Real-time processing. Boards that process a
video image line-by-line and not one frame at a
time (in one-thirtieth of a second) can introduce
"jitter" in real-time video output.
• Full-color imaging. Although add-in boards
with three DI A converters can produce pseudocolor outputs with " false" colors highlighting
areas of interest , three image-processing boards
are req uired for true color images.
International Resource Development Inc.
(IRD) , Norwalk, Conn ., sees two factors driving
the personal computer-based image-processing
market. " Add-in boards allow you to do imageMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/January 1986

processing applications at a much cheaper cost
than with dedicated , standalone systems," says
the research company ' s president Ken
Bosomworth. In addition to spurring the replacement of standalone systems , add-in systems ' relatively low prices have attracted new
end users who are now considering microprocessor-based image-processing applications .
Bosomworth says the image-processing market
will grow more than 70 percent a year. Worth
approximately $70 million in 1984 , the market is
expected to total between $600 million and $700
million by 1988.
Bob Birenbaum, manager of product market-

Output LUTcontrolled
pseudocolor
processing,
using Data
Translation's
DT2803 board,
highlights key
sections of a
digitized video
image by adding
"false " colors
and manipulating gray-scale
levels .
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ing at video-digitizer vendor Imaging Technology software furnishes an extensive list of image
Inc., lists high functionality and low cost as filtering , processing , analysis and graphics funcsignificant factors driving the market. "Hardtions . End users can define an area of interest on
the image and, with a mouse , choose convoluware costs are obviously coming down. Software
is increasing the functionality of imaging boards . tion , low-pass filtering or other required imageWith a PC/XT , our PCVision module , monitor
enhancement operations.
and camera, you can put together a system for
Extra bit planes boost performance
less than $10,000. A dedicated system would cost
significantly more ."
" Bells and whistles" on many image-processAccepting a U.S. standard RS170 analog
ing boards go beyond basic functions for invideo signal, PCVision digitizes it with 8-bit creased capability. For example, the four extra
accuracy at 30 frames per second for real-time bit planes on Imaging Technology's new PC/AT
image-processing board implement rea l-time
applications, stores the image in an on-board
5 I 2-pixel-by-512-pixel-by-4-bit frame memory graphics overlays and other enhancements to a
and simultaneously displays the 256-gray-scale 512-by-512-pixel-by-8-bit image . Surface-mounting techniques piggyback the required extra
image on an external monitor. Under software
control, one quadrant of frame memory (64K memory directly onto the board.
Recognition Technology Inc. 's add-on RTIbytes) at a time is memory-mapped into the PC's
Station's extra bit plane allows end users to add
memory .
An Extended Memory plug-in module allows graphics overlays and stop or change processing
the frame storage to retain the 8-bits-per-pixel ' criteria " on the fly ." The modular 10-MHz sysresolution afforded by the input A ID converter. . tern for the IBM PC comprises different combiA Pseudocolor Module adds four input LUTs for
nations of analog video 1/0 , memory-mapped
image preprocessing and three output channels digital storage and pipelined pixel-processor
-each with a 256-by-8-bit LUT-for pseudo- boards plus power supplies and image-processcolor processing. Menu-driven ImageAction ing subroutines written in C.
High-pass, lowpass and Laplacian filtering enhances a
digitized image
for real-time
quality-assurance or parts-inspection operations under the
control of Data
Translation's
Video/ab imageprocessing
package .
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NO HEAT
OR
SOFTWARE
PROBLEMS
as found with
our competitors

WITH THE RIGHT TOOLS YOU CAN
NAIL THE COMPETITION.
If you guessed that those tools are the capabilities of a QMS Lasergrafix
printer, then you hit the nail on the head. And if you're an OEM, you can
feel sorry for the competition. A QMS Lasergrafix
printer system fulfills every requirement you can imagine.
Flexibility-the software
intelligence to handle page
composition, plus many
other applications with our
powerful QUIC™ language.
Performance-at speeds up
to 8, 12 and 24 pages a
minute. Reliability-with
support for the widest
range of applications in
the industry. And service;:::_ . ...
. ...
............
ability-print engines
"';:;;~.....
from the world's best
"':'"..""--manufacturers and optional third party
....... ....
service. What's more, a QMS Lasergrafix
...
printer will replicate and download
~-~standard quality fonts, interfacing with
just about any system. All of which
makes it the perfect replacement for
multiple printers and plotters-and at OEM discounts, too. Imagine where that leaves the competition.
Now, how can you resist a demonstration?

_
·----

- --·---·_.,.,_
_

·-··-·---·--- _

... _ l l t

--- -.

,--------------------

•
GMS
'I
6

~~~~;!TM~~~~~~°';; ~~~~~

D l'dlike toseewhatlcando withtheright
tools. Call me immediately to arrange a
demonstration of a QMS Lasergrafix™ printer.
D Please send me the QMS Lasergrafix™
Family of Non-Impact Printers information
packet today. Be sure to include samples of graphics applications.

Name ___________ Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

City _ _ _ _ _ State/Zip _ _ _ _ _ Phone (
Are you a VAR, VAD, OEM or systems integrator? _ _ _ _ __
If VAR or VAD, what manufacturer's equipment? _ _ _ _ _ __
Prime application for your p r o d u c t . - - - - - - - - - - - Number of printers/plotters you are considering. _ _ _ _ _ __
P.O. Box 81250 Mobile, AL 36689 Telephone (205) 633-4300 Telex RCA 26 60 13
MMS 186
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Accepting simultaneous input from up to four
video sources , the video 1/0 board contains a
signal-conditioning front-end that provides software-programmable gain and level control and a
direct-current restoration system that. automatically corrects the black reference level of the
signal after each horizontal scan . The 10-millioninstructions-per-second , 16-bit, pipelined pixel
processor performs real-time frame integration
and summation , background subtraction and
other image-enhancement operations. The processor can complete two different operations on
a single pass through the image data ; two processors can be cascaded for doubled throughput .
Because array processors dramatically increase throughput for real-time image-processing applications , several boards have high-speed
ports for direct connection, which permits bypassi ng the host PC. For example , Sky Computers Inc. 's Sky Scout real-time video image processor for the PC/XT interfaces via
3.5M-byte-per-second auxiliary ports to the
company's SKY320-PC video array-processor
board. Processing at a 5-million-operations-persecond maximum rate, it performs a 32-point
convolution in 960 µsec and a 64-point convolution in 2 msec.
Software controls the number and spacing of
sampled pixels on a line to reduce the amount of
processed data when, for example, the border of
an image can be sampled at a lower rate than can
the center. Image-processing and data-compression software also perform addition , subtraction ,
difference or insertion operations between two
images , place the result in a third image file or
print a histogram of the number of pixels at each
of 256 gray-scale levels.
Data Translation Inc. 's DT2803 board connects directly to high-speed coprocessors
through digital ports. Accepting RS170 , National Television System Committee (NTSC),
RS330, Comite Consultatif Internationale Radio
(CCIR) and Phase Alternation Line (PAL) video
inputs , it provides 6-bit-per-pixel resolution,
eight 64-by-8-bit input LUTs and four 256-by- l 2bit output LUTs , producing 64 gray levels and
256 combinations of red-green-blue (RGB) output color values. The IVG-128 board from Datacube Inc. also accepts European 50-Hz CCIR
interlaced video inputs. Its 384-pixel-by-485pixel-by-8-bit image permits selection of 256
shades of gray or color values per pixel.
CMOS keeps power consumption down

System integrators concerned with overloading their PCs should consider the PIP-512 or
PIP-1024 cards from Matrox Electronic Systems
Ltd . for the IBM PC , PC/XT , PC/AT or plugMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/January 1986

INPUT LUTs INCREASE IMAGE'S CONTRAST
GRAY-SCALE
VALUES

GR AY-SCALE
VALUES

(WHITE)

178

. IMAGE
VALUES

_L

50

(BLACK)

0

ORIGI NAL
DIGITIZED
IMAGE

0

FIRST
PREPROC ESS ING
STEP

FROM INPUT
A D CONVERTER

(BLACK)

SEC OND
PREPROCESS ING
STEP

TO VI DEO RAM
SOURCE MM ROX ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS LTD

Eight input RAM LUTs on Matrox's PIP-512 image-processing
board enhance contrast when most of the information is concentrated in a narrow range as, for example , between 50 and 178
input gray-scale values as shown . In the first preprocessing
step, the lowest gray-scale value (50) for each pixel of the
digitized image is mapped to zero (black). The other values shift
correspondingly . The 128 gray-scale values are then mapped
over an expanded 255-level range.
compatibles. Extensive use of CMOS keeps
power consumption at Jess than 15W. "The
typical figure is twice as high ," contends David
MacRae , product manager at Matrox . "You can
load up a PC/XT with three boards for true color
output. You might not be able to do that with
other systems."
The PIP-512 provides 512-by-512-pixel resolution with 256 colors or gray-scale intensities per
pixel. The PIP-1024's l ,024-by-1 ,024-pixel read/
write area can be organized as one 1K-by-1 K
image or four separate 512-by-512-pixel images.
Eight input LUTs can increase the contrast of an
image-in which most of the information is
concentrated in a narrow range of intensity
values-by mapping the gray-scale values over a
wider range.
The Silicon Video board for the PC, PC/XT,
PC/AT or compatibles from Epix Inc. is notable
for its split-screen capabilities . A digitized image
97
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is displayed on the right of the screen for comparison with a reference image displayed on the
Microcomputer- left , or the screen can display a local and a
remote video image for teleconferencing. Sambased imageprocessing.and pling resolution is programmable from one to
7,52 pixels per line, as is the spacing of sampled
transmission
pixels on a line and the number of lines per video
systems find
frame.
increased use
For motion a nalysis and other applications,
in key
the optional lM-byte image memory permits the
digitization and display of a sequence of 68
industrial,
images, comprising 64 pixels by 240 lines or 34
scientific and
images of 128 pixels by 240 lines without access
business
to the disk or the PC's memory . Higher speed
applications.
motion analysis is served by a new board that
surmounts the RS l 70's 30-frame-per-second
scanning-rate barrier. It digitizes at 380 frames a
second for 128-pixel-by-128-pixel images.
Advances in integrated-circuit technology will
enable Epix to introduce a single-board, fullcolor, image-processing system early in 1986,
says company president, A .C. Petersen . The
12-bit-per-pixel-resolution board will take NTSC
composite video input and break it into RGB
components.

Send images down the wire
Industria l, laboratory or business applications
might require transmitting compressed, digitized

Companies mentioned
In this artlcle
Chorus Data Systems
6 Continental Blvd .
Merrimack, N.H. 03054
(603) 424-2900
Circle 403
Datacube Inc.
4 Dearborn Road
Peabody , Mass. 01960
(617) 535-6644
Circle 404
Data Translation Inc.
100 Locke Drive
Marlboro, Mass . 01752
(617) 481-3700
Circle 405
Eplx Inc.
7223 N. Hamilton Ave .
Chicago, Ill. 60645
(312) 764-9186
Circle 406
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Imaging
Technology Inc.
600 W. Cummings Park
Woburn , Mass. 01801
(617) 938-8444
Circle 407
Matrox Electronic
Systems Ltd .
1055 St. Regis Blvd .
Dorval , Quebec
H9P 2T4, Canada
{514} 685-2630
Circle 408
Recognition
Technology Inc.
335 Fiske St.
Holliston, Mass. 017 46
(617) 429-7804
Clrcle 409
Sky Computers Inc.
Foot of John St.
Lowell , Mass. 01852
(617) 454-6200
Circle 410

images or DOS , ASCII or binary files over
telephone lines, a capability of several video
boards. System integrators can use Chorus Data
Systems' PhotoMail software, PC-Eye digitizer
boards and 1,200- or 2,400-baud modems, for
example, to transmit full-color images directly to
another PhotoMail system for real-time applications . The images can also be stored in an
electronic " mailbox" for later use . Users ~an
capture IBM 320-pixel-by-200-pixel four-color
graphics from programs such as Lotus Development Corp. 's Lotus 1-2-3.
SKYVID software for Sky Computers' SkyScout-PC board implements the transmiss ion of
a I 28-pixel-by-240-line image or text files over
2,400-baud modems . Received images can be
saved on disk . Typed messages, text files and
image files simi larly can be sent between two
Epix video-board configured PCs equipped with
Virtual Video software. A 256-pixel-by-240-line
image transmits in 60 seconds over 2,400-baud
modems .
Such microcomputer-based image-processing
and transmission systems find increased use in
key industrial, scientific and business applications. A lthough the market for these systems is
still in its in fancy, IRD expects it to grow from
sales of $300 million in 1985 to possibly $4 billion
by 1990 , and "devastate" the facsimile and photocomposition markets.
Real-time image transmission over U.S . telephone lines will get a sign ificant boost in 1987
when AT&T Communications implements its
integrated services digital network T-1 interface.
It will supply 23 64K-bit-per-second (bps) clear
channe ls for video, voice a nd data a nd overcome
the limitations of today's 9 ,600-bps telephone
lines, which on ly permit relatively slow , stillframe image transmission .
IRD's Bosomworth sees the wider use of
high-resolution image transmission as favoring
broadband local area networks over baseband
LANs and spurring the installation of highbandwidth fiber-optic LANs and optical-disk
storage.
" If you are going to ship any amount of data
over a LAN you need as wide a bandwidth as
you can get," Bosomworth asserts. " Fiber optics
and optical disks go hand in hand . Fiber optics
makes transmission cheap; optical disks make
memory cheap. With fiber-optic links you get
much faster transmission without a significant
increase in cost."
0

Interest Quotient (Circle One)
High 465 Medium 466 Low 467
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Multi-User
10 Times Faster
Half the Cost of LANs
ALLOY'S PC-PLUS
Here's how to get the
job done - faster and
cheaper
Alloy's PC-PLUS is the perfect
solution for sharing data among
users. Faster, easier to install and
maintain, and cheaper than LANs.
Begin with a PC-SLAVE/16
expansion card containing an
8 MHz microprocessor which
operates at over two times the
speed of an IBM® PC's processor.
PC-SLAVE/16 lets you read or
write hard disk data up to 10
times faster than most LANs at
half the cost of LANs!

How PC-PLUS expands
your PC's capabilities
Plug a PC-SLAVE/16 into your
PC. Add a terminal and Alloy's
Network Executive software. You

have the power of TWO PCs!
Sharing data, peripherals and
printers. Add more PC-SLAVE/16
cards and terminals as you need
to grow. And by adding Alloy's
PC-XBUS and PC-QICSTOR,
up to 31 users can communicate
with the PC host and with each
other. That's total utilization of
your PC's capabilities and your
investment in software, hardware
and valuable time and data.

Speaking of investments
Because the workstations you add
are inexpensive terminals, the cost
of increasing your computing
capability is much less with
PC-PLUS than with the next best
thing. When you consider how
much more productive your office
would be if you added another PC,
choose PC-PLUS instead.

Alloy - your PC
Productivity Company
Alloy brings you more than networking. It brings you a complete
family of personal computer expansion products - from software
to hard disks. All to make your
PC more than a Personal Computer. With PC-PLUS, you get a
Productivity Center plus all the
benefits of a Personal Computer.

Call Alloy today at (617)
875-6100 and raise your PC
to its highest power.

Alloy Computer Products, Inc., 100 Pennsylvania Avenue, Framingham, Massachusetts 01701. (617) 875-6100, TWX: 710-346-0394
In Europe: Alloy Computer Products (Europe) Ltd., Cirencester, Gloucestershire, England. Tel: 0285-69571, Tix: 43340
IBM is a reg istered trademark of In ternational Business Machines, Inc.
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Finally, a single-chip controller
that makes SCSI a standard worth standardizing on.
A REAL SOLUTION

REAL COMPATIBILI1Y

Introducing the WD33C93, our remarkable new SCSI controller that's a genuine
Harct
op1ica1 rape
single-chip solution
Disk
Disk
Drive
for designers of SCSI
bus systems.
Now, whether
Printer; Dig:tizer Host
YOU' re designing
Plotter
Adaptor
hard disk systems,
2
MaketbeWD33C9 /3 control- printers Or plotters,
fer /be backbone of.your SCSI
·~)'stem.
optical or tape drives,
digitizers, even host adaptors - or adding
a SCSI bus in a host system - SCSI has
never been more practical or easier to
design in.

The WD33C92/3 is completely SCSI/ANSI
X3T9.2 compatible. So you can standardize on it as either SCSI initiator or target,
and be sure of total compatibilitywith any
SCSI implementation on the market today
including other SCSI devices, controllefS and host adaptOfS.

REAL ESTATE SAVINGS

REAL ECONOMY

w
re. 'ue got a proven
Wt v·
history of putting complex standards into silicon, then driving
those devices down the experience curve
as fast as the market demands.
As complex as the WD33C92/3 is, it's
a down-to-earth implementation that
makes SCSI that much more attractive.
Matter of fact, you can just about afford
to design aWD33C92/3 into
every system you build, as an
extra competitive feature.

We've taken a board full of devices and
shrunk them into a single-chip solution.
The WD33C93 has on-chip high current
drivers, and supports both synchronous
and asynchronous transfers. Or choose
the WD33C92 if you prefer to
REALLY HERE.
add your own differential
Count on Western Digital to
drivers.
support your SCSI system
Either way, four MB per
~~~1~!_S~~~~a- requirements at both host and
second transfer rates, combidown cost as we peripheral ends of the cable.
drive up fa.ncnati On commands that min11onality.
The WD33C92/3 is here
imize host intervention,
today, ready to sample, with
and a Jranslate Address
high volume production ·
~:;---~
command that switches
right around the ~.~.~ii~&:\
=:
from logical to physical address
corner. For details, ··::_J
Includes all necesmake our SCSI controller the highest
contact the Western Digital sary
SCSI logic in a
GMQS' +5V 44 pin
performance, space-saving single-chip
sales office in your area.
chip carrier or 40
pin
DIP
solution you've been
WESTERN DIGITAL
CO
CO
RPORATION
lki
00 ng 1 f.
2445 McCabeWay, Irvine, CA92714

--

1

Western U.S. (714) 851-1221 Eastern U.S. (612) 835-1003
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PRINTERS

THERMAL PRINTING
HEATS UP COLOR
HARD·COPY MARKET
Thermal printing forges ahead of ink-jet
and electrostatic technologies in producing
low-cost, color hard copy

Jerry Borrell
Senior Western Editor

As the use of color displays grows in applications ranging from business to computer aided
design, so does the need for color hard copy.
Since 1982 , ink-jet , color electrostatic and thermal technologies have competed for market
share in the hard-copy arena. However, recent
improvements in electromechanical design , in
printing components such as color ribbons and
paper, and in raster image processors (RIP) have
nudged thermal printers ahead in the race to
develop low-cost color output.
Ted Charter, business unit director with
CalComp, asserts thermal has grown faster than
ink-jet or electrostatic technologies due to its
reliability and durability. In the opinion of Bill
Ewer , vice president of printer-controller manufacturer Lasergraphics Inc., thermal technology
will " dominate the color hard-copy market over
the next several years."
Seiko Instruments U.S.A. Inc. and Okidata
America Inc . are the leaders in bringing thermal
technology to the fore. Okidata has sold more
than 300,000 of its $200 Okimate thermal printers, while Seiko has sold over 3,000 of its $10,000
D-Scan products. Their success in solving thermal printers' technical problems has encouraged
other manufacturers to follow their lead.
Thermal printing uses one of two techniques:
direct transfer and indirect transfer. Directiransfer thermal printing produces images on
chemically impregnated paper. When the print

head raises the temperature to a "blush point,"
two chemicals in the paper combine, creating the
printed image. Direct-transfer thermal printers
are well-suited for geophysical and medical-diagnostic applications, which utilize their gray-scale
capabilites.
The major method of indirect thermal transfer
employs liquefaction. Liquefaction , in which
heat liquefies a wax-based ink on a polymer
substrate, is the ascendant low-cost , color hardcopy technique. The printing mechanisms use
serial or line-printer heads. Serial printers are
represented by Okidata's Okimate and
Mitsubishi Electronics America Inc. 's S-300 machine. Serial printers move both head and ribbon
perpendicularly to the platen , like dot-matrix
printers . Line-printer heads employ arrays of
100, 200, 300 or 400 elements or "nibs" per inch,
and print one line at a time. (IBM Corp. developed an alternative indirect approach, resistive
technology , for its Quietwriter typewriters.)
Beats registration problems

Thermal-printer manufacturers must solve,
however , the problem of combining three process-ink colors-yellow, magenta and cyan-to
produce a range of secondary colors. Vendors
address this problem by using ribbons divided
into yellow, magenta and cyan components . This
approach, unfortunately , requires a relatively
complex mechanism with the ability to overprint
in each of the three colors. Overprinting demands precise paper handling to achieve true
color registration, or precise overlap of differ103
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Intensity variations that adjust color brightness and richness enable Mitsubishi Electronics ' G-500 thermal device to print quality photographic images at 300 dpi.
Producing
B-slze output,
Panasonic's 400dpi thermal printer uses a halftone dither
technique to
generate
256,000 color
shades.

104

ent-colored dots, which is crucial in determining
the quality of the final image.
Gary Marsh , product specialist at Panasonic
Industrial Co. , emphasizes that problems with
registration grow as resolution increases. "At
200 dpi, problems are not too rough," he says,
"but they're five times more difficult [to solve] at
400 dpi. At that resolution, paper and ink registration must be controlled to within one half of a
dot."
With most thermal printers, paper handling
and ribbon advance are handled separately by
independent motors . Friction-feed mechanisms
are not subject to the misregistration problems
encountered with tractor-feed mechanisms. Either system must advance the ribbon, while
simultaneously advancing or retracting the paper
for each of the three color passes-increasing the
difficulty of exact registration and the time required to produce copy.
CalComp's Colormaster thermal printer employs a different solution to paper handling,
according to Ron Morgan, director of product
development. The printer uses an A-size drum
that moves paper in only one direction, thus
improving speed and registration, the company
claims.
Multiple-colored ribbon, though, presents
several considerations for the system integrator.
The chemical properties of the ink, the composition and thickness of the film substrate holding
the ink, the platen mechanism on which the
paper and ink are pressed against the thermal

head, and the printhead itself are interrelated
factors that determine print quality . "Ink , ribbon and head mechanisms are inextricably related ," emphasizes Panasonic's Marsh.
Mitsubishi Electronics plans to introduce the
first cartridge-based ribbons for A- and B-size
output, making it easier to switch between ribbons. It also allows a user to print two copies of
an A-size document with B-size ribbons.
The longevity of thermal inks is a plus for the
technology, claims Andrew Wei , president of
Seiko. To demonstrate this point, Wei has exposed ink-jet and thermal copies to the sun for
several months. Although the thermal copies are
somewhat faded, the ink-jet copy retains just a
shadow of original imprint. On the negative side ,
wax-based inks do not imprint on transparency
film with the same vivid chromaticity or luminance as they do on white paper.
Output size can be a problem for certain
thermal printers. Although many manufacturers
produce linear arrays of elements 8 inches in
width, suitable for A- or A4-size paper , B-size
printers are available only from Mitsubishi Electronics , Panasonic, Seiko , Benson Inc. and
Shinko Electric Co . Ltd .
Gulton Industries Inc. will demonstrate a
C-size printer this year. Built with Ricoh Corp . 's
thermal heads and sold in the United States by
Pana tech Semiconductor, the printer will join
two 10-inch heads end-to-end to support 400-dpi
printing.
Printer vendors disagree on the relative merits
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/January 1986
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TO STOP AN NEC PRINTER
FROM PRINTING YOU'D HAVE TO
PULL SOMETHiNG LIKE THIS.

model, the Pinwriter P5. Which also happens to be
When an NEC printer stops, it's usually for a
good reason. Somebody wants it to. That's because the quietest and fastest dot matrix printer in its
NEC printers are incredibly reliable. In fact, they
class and has the finest graphics resolution.
can run an average of 5 years, in normal use, withTo find out more about the new Pinwriter PS
out a repair. And when they need one, chances are or other NEC printers, call 1-800-343-4418 (in
it will only take 15 minutes.
MA 617-264-8635). Or write: NEC Information
To become that reliable, an NEC printer has to
Systems, Dept. 1610, 1414 Massachusetts Ave.,
Boxborough, MA 01719.
go through some of the most demanding tests in
the industry. First we test every single part.
NEC PRINTERS.1HEYONIYSTOP
eo1orP1nwr11ercP2
Then we test the complete printer. Nothing is
forgotten. Nothing is left to chance.
coiordotmatrtxprtnter
WHENYOUWANTlHEMTO.
This reliability is built into our full line of
Spinwriter® letter-quality
printers and Pinwriter™
and Color Pinwriter dot
matrix printers.
Including our newest
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of thick- or thin-film printheads. Panatech's
thermo printhead marketing manager Richard
Bartlett contends that thin-film heads provide
faster response and, therefore faster printing,
due to their lower mass. However, thin-film
heads have a lower profile than thick-film heads,
making them less suitable for printing on rough
paper.

Dot matrices produce continuous tone
Even low-cost thermal printers can produce
the three primary and three secondary colors
(green, orange and purple) using the yellow ,
magenta and cyan ribbons. The six colors, plus
black and white, serve a significant portion of
color hard-copy needs. But because users demand greater color capability, thermally printed
dots in the primary colors are combined to create
the effect of continuous tone.
Unlike process printing, thermal printers cannot control or " modulate" the size of the dot or
the angle of its deposition on paper. With these
limitations , the eight available colors are combined in patterns or matrices to simulate the
effect of screening in process printing.
Dot-matrix size, however , varies with the vendor and most manufacturers offer several patterns. The effective use of a dot matrix depends
on complex software that interpolates the binary
values representing colors held in memory by a
host computer or by the printer. Algorithms

interpolate information about color for the printer controller, which determines what combinations of dots are deposited in each of the three
passes over the printhead. Thus the range of
colors available from the printer depends on the
intelligence of the printer controller.
Thermal printers are raster devices requiring
conversion of vectors and primitives from application packages to a bit-map format. Printer
manufacturers must decide whether to allow a
host computer to perform the rasterization or
whether to make their printers intelligent by

A variable dot
pattern creates
high-quality color
images at 160
dpi on Seiko Instrument's
0-Scan thermal
printer.

Companies mentioned In this artlcle
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Matrix Instruments Inc.
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A rasterizing
computer from
Lasergraphics
and West End
Film's Artwork
package combine with Toshiba
America's TN5400 thermal
printer to produce 200-dpi
color output.
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incorporating RIPs.
Most Japanese manufacturers sell as OEMs to
the U.S. market , allowing U.S. companies to
develop controllers and device interfaces.
Gulton, Mitsubishi Electronics and Toshiba
America Inc. printers have internal capability to
add controllers. Hitachi America Ltd. , according to Jeff Thompson , product specialist, has
decided to " rethink" its approach and may enter
the market with an intelligent printer. CalComp
offers both non-intelligent OEM printers and a
RIP-based printer.
The cost advantage gained by host-computerbased rasterizing comes at the price of host time
lost to processing. Nevertheless , Frank Lodge ,
product manager for non-impact printers at
Okidata, points out that this may not be a
significant factor for simple images. Okidata
provides a free disk of more than 40 software
application drivers on several host computers.
Because Okidata's thermal printer prints only
160 by 140 dpi , and dithers for 64 colors, host
processing time compares favorably with that
needed for large SM-byte images.
Many thermal-printer vendors choose standalone rasterizing computers such as those built
by Lasergraphics . These devices use a proprietary language that must be incorporated into the
application. The language builds an image in the
buffer of the controller, which has a driver
dedicated to a specific printer.
Gabriel Ryan, vice president of marketing at
AMF Logic Sciences Inc. points out that while
the company's RIPs rasterize , they also accept
Hewlett-Packard Co. graphics language and
Houston Instrument's graphics language plotter
commands. This capability allows over 250 application packages to write directly to AMF RIPs .
But the trade-off is that fewer colors are available via pen calls on plotters .
Seiko has championed another approach to
hard-copy output that avoids rasterization prob-

Accepting Centronics, TTL-video or RGB
video inputs , Shinko Electric's thermal-printing unit creates A- and 8-size plots.

!ems: a video interface . Benson, Shinko Electric
and Toshiba plan to support similar interfaces.
Still , video interfaces' analog signals can pose
their own problems, notes Duane Clutts, technical marketing manager at Shinko Electric. "Because there are no standard signals from graphics
displays, adjustment to the printer is required for
every type of display , and the adjustment has to
be done frequently ," Clutts maintains. Shinko
Electric's printer, sold on the OEM market by
Gulton , supports three interfaces: Centronics,
TTL video and red-green-blue video. Seiko has
addressed the matter with a user interface that
allows the printer to be set for more than 100
devices .
Future developments in thermal printers are
foreshadowed by trends in CAD usage . CAD
users are rapidly demanding 3-D and smoothshaded images . CalComp's Charter believes that
thermal printing's high cost per page-30 cents
to 40 cents-prices thermal technology out of
large-volume xerography markets. Nevertheless,
he emphasizes thermal printing's advantages in
CAD, publishing and business graphics applications where but few proof copies are needed .
High-resolution film-recorder manufacturer
Matrix Instruments Inc., for example, combines
its QVP rasterizer with Panasonic's 400-dpi thermal printer. John Patberg, director of marketing
at Matrix, sees the two technologies dovetailing ,
allowing the printer to make high-quality proofs
of computer graphics at a lower cost and with a
faster turnaround time than film recorders . D
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256 Kbytes on-board memory to store
downloaded programs and buffer data
High-speed DMA transfers
with host processor
Eight programmable, serial
communications ports (expandable
to 20) support multiple
asynchronous and synchronous
protocols at speeds up to
612 Kbaud
15 Kbytes PROM
contains Boot Loader,
Self· Test routines and
Debugging firmware
DEC MICROIT·11

processor engine
executes the
PDP· 11 instruction
set
Single
hex-size
card plugs
into any
UNIBUS
slot l)f"

·scuss your requirements
ith us. Call today:
(619)565·1865, ext. 246
or write to:

&i1"1-_pact:
ASSOCIATES, INC.
9210 Skypark Court
San Diego, California 92123

DEC, PDP, MICRO/T-11, UNIBUS and VAX
are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation
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COPIER/PRINTER
TO EXPLODE BY 1990
With numerous less expensive units in the works,
intelligent copier/printers will become
more feasible for low-volume operating environments
Stephen M. Pytka

WORKSTATION IC/PS
LENGTHEN THEIR LEAD

CA Pesko Associates Inc.
Following a lucrative year of numerous product introductions , the intelligent copier/printer
(IC/P) market seems poised for meteoric growth
in the late 1980s. Most printer manufacturers
have , or soon will offer, IC/Ps that can produce
complex printouts, including graphics, images
and typographic-quality documents. Because
IC/Ps are becoming easier to use, they also suit a
broader range of environments.
C.A . Pesko Associates Inc., Marshfield,
Mass. , defines an IC/P as a non-impact output
device that accepts electronic and hard-copy
input and produces hard-copy output of at least
correspondence-quality print. IC/Ps sometimes
have document-scanning ability, which distinguishes them from page printers , which ordinarily do not. IC/Ps are generally at their best in
printing standard, letter-sized documents on
plain bond paper. In addition, some IC/Ps offer
user-selectable fonts and document-formatting
capability, and the capability of printing graphics
and images.
Two elements are particularly useful in analyzing the IC/P market: the operating environment
and the major application area.
IC/Ps are basically used in four operating
environments, which vary on the basis of production needs and the physical proximity of the
machine to the user. They are the centralized ,
satellite, office-cluster and workstation environments.
The first of the operating environments, the
centralized environment, entails a centralized
data-processing facility or central reproduction
department. Usually, there are only one or two
of these centralized sites per company. IC/Ps
used in this environment typically produce more
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/January 1986

Estimated U.S. market unit shipments
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As workstation
intelligent copiers/printers increase their
dominance in
the U.S. market,
the overall number of units
shipped should
increase from
42,700 in 1984
to an estimated
653,000 in 1989.
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than 1 million pages per month. This segment is
dominated by high-priced, high-volume products
that run at speeds in excess of 80 pages per
minute (ppm) and sell for over $300 ,000. The
Xerox Corp. 9700 laser xerography printers and
IBM Corp. 3800 laser electrophotography printers clearly have dominated this centralized segment to date.
Satellite environments have remote printing
departments or distributed data-processing sites
that are connected with or controlled by centralized environment management. Typically, one
or two of these environments might be found in
each major company location. IC/Ps in this cate111
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Intelligent copiers/printers will
create an estimated $7.1 billion industry by
1989, with the
higher cost of
satellite and centralized printers
compensating
for their shrinking market
share.

IC/P DOLLARS TO DOUBLE BY 1989
Estimated U.S. market revenues
($ BILLIONS)
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xerographic marking engines inherited from copier technology.
The fourth environment is that of the personal
workstation. In this environment, a one-on-one
situation exists between the worker and the
automated office equipment. There is, of course ,
the potential for literally thousands of workstations within each Fortune 1,000 corporation.
Printers in the workstation environment operate
at speeds below 10 ppm. In fact, even as this
segment matures, most products will continue
operating at only a few pages per minute , because this is not a high-production environment.
Typical volume is between 500 and 3,000 pages
per month.
New products boost market

2
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gory operate at speeds of 35 to 80 ppm and are
currently priced at $40,000 to $100,000. Average
monthly volumes range from 20,000 to 400,000
pages. Today's most popular product in this
environment is the IBM 6670 laser printer,
which was introduced in 1979. Other competitors include the Xerox 5700 laser xerography
printers and the Hewlett-Packard Co. 2680 laser
electrophotography printer.
The third environment, the office cluster, is
further decentralized and usually contains a single department or functional work group with
similar files and producing similar types of work.
There could be many such work groups within
each company location. IC/Ps used in the officecluster environment operate at 10 to 35 ppm.
Currently, these products are priced at $12,000
to $35,000.
The first major product offering for this environment was the IBM 6640 ink-jet printer, followed by the Canon U.S.A. Inc. LBP-10 laser
printer. The Xerox 2700 laser xerography printer
and its major OEM counterparts have become
popular products in this environment. This market segment has become crowded with products
from Canon, IBM, Minolta Corp. and Ricoh
Corp., to name a few. IBM recently announced
its 12- ppm, 3812 page printer, which may set a
new price/performance barrier (at $7,490). Most
current products in this segment are based upon
laser technology and incorporate low-speed,
112

The most popular workstation products are
based on the Canon LBP-CX laser engine: the
HP LaserJet 2686A for daisywheel emulation
and the QMS Inc. Lasergraphics 800 and the
Imagen Inc. 8/300 for full bit-map text graphics
and image merging. The Apple Computer Inc.
LaserWriter is aimed at customers who require
near-typeset-quality text integrated with graphics. IBM's recently introduced Quietwriter, with
thermal-transfer technology, is a major low-end
product priced at $1,395. Competition is heightened by many new products such as the LCS2400 by Casio Inc., the 4045 by Xerox Corp. ,
the FBP-01 by Kyocera Corp. and the LN03 by
Digital Equipment Corp.
The workstation environment, followed by the
office cluster, currently leads other environments in units shipped, while the high-end centralized and satellite environments generate
more revenue.
Four major application areas exist for IC/Ps
today, and these applications should dominate
the market over the next five to 10 years: data
processing, word processing, office information
systems and electronic printing and publishing.
IC/Ps compete on a cost/performance basis to
replace impact line printers for data processing
and fully formed character printers for word
processing in traditional work situations. The
existing population of impact printers in both of
these application areas is large, but growth rates
are decreasing. Although the majority of IC/P
placements to date has been primarily in centralized data-processing and satellite data- and
word-processing environments, the availability
of lower priced models is opening up the market
for these products to perform these functions in
the office-cluster and workstation environments
as well.
The office information systems and electronic
printing and publishing application areas will
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/January 1986

Here's our superior proposition: Invest a few minutes
of your time and see how the
VISUAL family of graphics
terminals can deliver more
performance for less money
than you expect.
For example, compare the
VISUAL 241 color graphics
terminal to the DEC VT 241".'
The VISUAL 241 gives you

superior ReGIS graphics
resolution; 30 programmable
function keys, including 15
nonvolatile; two auxiliary
ports; a variable tilt display;
and enhanced Tektronix 4010/
4014'" emulation. In addition,
working from a palette of 64
colors, the VISUAL 241 offers
four simultaneous colors with
an option to expand to 16.
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And if you expect to pay a
premium for a terminal that outperforms DEC, yotire wrong.
The VISUAL 241 color graphics
terminal is only $2,195. At that
price all DEC can deliver is a
monochrome graphics terminal.
Finally, both the VISUAL 241
and its monochrome companion, the VISUAL 240, can be
customized both functionally

'\'151..W..

and cosmetically to suit your
specific needs. Ask DEC if they
will do that.
Now, if the prospect of getting more terminal for less
money is compatible with your
way of doing business, it's time
to call. Because the only way
to see superiority is to see a
demonstration. So call 1-800VISUAL-C and See for yourself.

Seelo•you'981f.•

Visual Technology Incorporated

MFM

and RU.
up to 15 Mblll/IW

at Data Rates forward hysteresis control circuit, and a

Now Siiicon Systems introduces the SSI
541-the industry's most advanced Read
Data Processor chip for high performance
disk drive applications. Its high level integration allows it to perform both amplitude and
time pulse qualification for MFM and RLL
encoded systems-and do it ail at data rotes
up to 15 megabits per second.

Complete Integration of High Performance Functions
Pocked inside of the 541 ore oil these high
performance functions: o wide dynamic
range AGC amplifier, o dual rate AGC
charge pump, on active differentiator, on
adjustable hysteresis comparator, o feed-

gating circuit with output width control. By
utilizlng amplitude and time pulse qualification, the 541 is able to gate out shouldering
induced noise errors In a high resolution
disk drive system.

Costs Less to Buy, Less to Apply- Reducing the User's Pan-Count and Size
The 54l's complete integration of the read
data processor functions cuts down on the
user's part- count and manufacturing costs,
while boosting reliability and saving real
estate. Even with its high performance and
cost-saving benefits, the 541 costs less when
you buy it and for less when you apply it.
The SSI 541 is designed for application in
high performance MFM and RLL encoded

sifkon
Jl rJfrmr
INNOVAlO~NTILRATION
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drives that utlllzt t*ltfd
film heads, and disk drtves
that offer advanced interface standards.

Price and Avallablllty
Silicon Systems also offers o very low
cost sister chip to the 541. It is the SSI 540
with o time domain filter that makes it on
optimum solution for low cost, low resolution
systems. Both devices are available in production volumes now. In OEM production
quantities, the SSI 541 is priced under $10,
and the SSI 540 Is priced under $5.
For complete product information, call us
now, or send for more information.
Silicon Systems, 14351 Myford Rood, Tustin,
CA 92680. (714) 731-7110, Ext. 575.
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begin to represent a larger placement opportunity shortly, as these two applications are rapidly
emerging.
Various types of electronic office equipment in
office information systems are linked through
local area networks. As the development of the
office information systems market picks up
steam, there will be significant demand for
IC/Ps. There is a growing need now in many of
these companies to print high-quality, hard-copy
output on standard, business-size documents for
company-wide networks.
Because IC/Ps are being used within these
networks to handle several tasks, these products
must be versatile enough to meet the various
printing requirements. Some applications within
the office information systems area include electronic mail, facsimile image transmission and
business graphics, as well as traditional word
processing. While this market segment may have
been relatively slow compared to word- and
data-processing applications, by the late-1980s,
office information systems should be one of the
major forces escalating the IC/P market.
Expansion of the electronic printing and publishing segment, like the office information systems area, will require significant market development. Electronic printing systems will begin to
replace existing printing and duplicating equipment for both in-house and commercial printing.
These new systems will offer substantial labor
savings by displacing many manual steps in the
traditional pre-press (composition, platemaking)
press (printing) and post-press (collating, binding, distribution) areas. Consequently, electronic printing systems will represent a revolutionary
change in the way in which printed matter is
produced.
Market boom due by 1990

Market estimates indicate accelerated overall
market growth for IC/Ps over the next few years.
Until now, the market has been evolving at a
relatively slow rate. The growth of both shipments and revenues is beginning to speed up .
In 1986, total revenues will be approximately
$3.5 billion. Projected market revenues are expected to increase to $7.2 billion by 1988. These
estimates include revenues generated from
equipment sales, rentals and services.
The number of units shipped is expected to
grow from 43,000 in 1984 to over 653,000 units
by 1989. The workstation environment promises
the greatest growth. In 1983, only 8 percent of all
IC/P shipments were in the workstation environment. Workstation shipment share is forecast to
reach 66 percent by 1990, due to a proliferation
of new products based on low-priced laser/elecMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/January 1986

IC/Ps WORK IN A RANGE OF ENVIRONMENTS
Operating
environment

Printing speed
Typical end-user
(pages per minute)
price($)

Typical volume
(pages/month)

centralized

80+

300,000+

1,000,000+

satellite

35-80

40 ,000-100,000

20,000-100,000

10-35

12,000-35,000

5,000-20 ,000

under 10

2,500-10,000

500-3,000

office cluster
workstation

Source: C.A. Pesko Associates Inc.

trophotographic engines such as the Canon
LBP-CX, and low-priced (below $1,400) thermal-transfer-based products. But, while the
workstation shipment share should increase dramatically, revenue will not because of low average unit prices.
The Canon LBP-CX and related products
sparked a workstation IC/P revolution in 1984.
For the first time, laser electrophotographic
products were competitive on a price/performance basis with daisywheel and dot-matrix
printers. The HP LaserJet, at $3,495, set a new
benchmark in 1984 for IC/P pricing. They continued setting price trends with the introduction last
summer of the LaserJet PLUS, while dropping
the LaserJet to $2,995. In 1985, more products
mimiced the same functionality, i.e., daisywheel
performance, for $2,500. Sophisticated products
with graphics and image capability will be priced
from $6,000 to $10,000. At $6,995, the Apple
LaserWriter has also brought typographic-quality output within the reach of office automation
system users .
The IBM Quietwriter is aimed squarely at
low-end daisywheel and dot-matrix printers.
With the IBM blessing, more thermal-transfer
products will emerge in the $900 to $1,400 price
range.
Laser electrophotographic products still dominate the office-cluster environment. All major
suppliers of printing engines have spawned products based on electrophotography, including the
Xerox XP-24, Canon LBP-20, Kentek Information Systems Inc. K2 and Minolta SP-50B. The
majority of new products in 1985 were based on
these engines. Two new technologies are also
being utilized-ink-jet and magnetography.
Diconix Inc., Dayton, Ohio, has the Dijit 1
ink-jet printer, and Ferix Corp., Fremont,
Calif., has the Model 800 magnetic printer.
These two products will start to challenge the
dominant electrophotographic printers in 1985.

D
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Whereas Intelligent copiers/
printers were
once exclusively
used in high-volume, centralized
operating environments, new
lower-priced machines have put
IC!Ps within the
grasp of smaller,
less demanding

sites.

Stephen M. Pytka
is vice president of
C.A. Pesko
Associates Inc. ,
Marshfield , Mass.,
a market research
and consulting
company for the
information-processing
industry. He has
worked as
marketing
manager of
peripheral and
graphics system
development at
Wang Laboratories
Inc. and was a
manager of
strategic planning
and product
development at
Xerox Corp.
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AutoCADTh1
plotting
from A to C
with the

The new JDL-750e
prints A through Csize drawings yet costs
less than the best-selling
A/B size plotter.
Producing high quality
plots at speeds that rival
or exceed a pen plotter,
the 7 50e delivers
superior line quality,
highly accurate position
repeatability, and no
end-of-line pen drift or
blotting.
Compatible with
AutoCAD and
FutureN et Dash II,
the 750e gives you the
choice of high speed
draft plots, or high
resolution plots, in black
and white or full color.
TM

JDL-750e

Color Matrix
Printer/Plotter
• accepts up to 17" wide media
(C-size)
• prints on standard paper and
vellum
• 15. l" print width in graphics

• 180 x 180 dpi resolution
• .01" minimum line width
• semi-automatic A through
C-size sheet insertion

For more information and an AutoCAD TM plot sample contact the
JDL, Inc. office nearest you.
WESTERN REGION:

CENTRAL REGION:

EASTERN REGION:

1333 Camino Del Rio South
Suite 303
San Diego, CA 92108
(619) 291-8330

14683 Midway Road
Suite 202
Dallas, TX 75244
(214) 934-0535

7301 Carmel Executive Park
Suite 206
Charlotte, NC 28226
(704) 541-6352

AutoCAD is a registered trademark of Autodesk, lnc. FutureNet Dash is registered trademark of FutureNet Corporation. IBM is a
regi stered trademark of International Business Machines Corp. Lotus 1-2-3 and Symphony are trademarks of Lotus Development
Corporation. SuperCalc Ill is a registered trademark. of Sorcim IDS. Microsoft Chan is a registered trademark -of Microsoft
Corporation. Chart-Master is a registered trademark of Decision Resources Inc . Diablo is a registered trademark of Xerox
Corporation. Specifications subject to change without notice.
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TM

For PC engineering
workstation versatility,
the 750e emulates the
Diablo 630 and the IBM
Model 5182 Color
Printer far text and
graphics compatibility
with nearly every
popular word processing
and spreadsheet
program, including
Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony,
SuperCalc ill, Chart and
Chart-Master.
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2801 Townsgate Rd., Suite #104
Westlake Village, CA 91361

(805) 495-3451
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Nationwide on-site
service provided by NCR. . . . . . ..:::JI~
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UNIFORUM '86:
THE UNIX CONNECTIONS
New products demonstrate
UNIX's ability to interconnect diverse applications

Frances T. Granville, Associate Editor

" The UNIX Connections" is the theme of the
third an nual UniForum conference, sponsored
by /usr/group, the international UNIX users
network. UniForum will take place Feb. 4-7 at
the Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim,
Calif. The "connections" theme refers to how
UNIX provides an interface between user and
machine and between machine and machine,
allowing users in diverse applications to
communicate .
UniForum's keynote speaker will be Roland
Pampel, vice president of marketing and development for AT&T Information Systems. In addition, the conference will feature 14 day-long
tutorials and approximately 20 panel sessions on
the latest marketing developments . For example ,
Jean Yates of I DC/Yates Corp., Palo Alto ,
Calif., will chair a session entitled "AT&T Strategies & Directions ," and Heinz Lycklama of
Interactive Systems Corp., Santa Monica , Calif.,
will chair " Emerging Standards. " Other topics
include "UN IX on PCs" and " Multivendor Networking." Six in-depth technical presentations
will provide some 18 papers on such topics as the
" Document Interchange Architecture " and
"UN IX in a Multicomputing Environment," and
nine free workshops will offer introductory overviews of UNIX II , the C language and other
subjects.
In additio n to the panels and technical sessions , attendees will be able to examine the
wares of approximately 200 vendors of UNIX
products and services.
For example, Relational Database Systems
Inc., Menlo Park , Calif., will give its first public
demonstration of the lnformix-4GL relational
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/January 1986

Cromemco will introduce a CPU option to
its previous high-end series, the System
400, along with an upgrade to that series .

database management system, which will be
announced this month and shipped in February .
Informix-4GL combines IBM Corp. 's Structured
Query Language with a fourth-generation language. Because it mixes procedural and nonprocedural languages, it allows programmers to
use the syntax that best suits the application at
hand .
Also noteworthy is the multiuser , multitasking
XENIX System V operating system from The
Santa Cruz Operation, Santa Cruz, Calif. The
company will demonstrate XENIX System V on
an ATTIS PC 6300 Plus , which is not IBM
PC/ AT- or PC/ XT-compatible . P reviously ,
XENIX System V was available only for
11 7

UNIFORUM '86

Dual plans to introduce its Chaparral
multiprocessor microcomputer series at
UniForum. The high-end configuration,
Chaparral IV, includes a 16-MHz MC68020,
MC68851 memory-management unit and
MC68881 floating-point coprocessor.

PC/ATs, PC/XTs and compatibles. XENIX System V, developed by Microsoft Corp. and introduced in September 1985, is licensed and verified by AT&T Co.
As for hardware, many of the noteworthy
products at UniForum will be recently introduced 32-bit microcomputers. For example,
Cromemco Inc. , Mountain View, Calif., plans to
introduce and demonstrate the System 432 series
of supermicrocomputers, which is based on a
16-MHz version of Motorola's 32-bit MC68020.
The company also plans to announce a CPU
option for its previous high-end family, the System 400 series.
Also making its debut at UniForum will be the
four-member Chaparral family of VMEbusbased systems from Dual Systems Corp., Berkeley, Calif. The company expects the entry-lev~l
system, Chaparral I, to include the VMPU-32
multiprocessor board with lM byte of memory, a
16-MHz MC68020 microprocessor and an
118

MC68851 memory-management unit. The highend configuration, Chaparral IV, adds the
MC68881 floating-point coprocessor along with
the MC68020 and MC68851. All four systems
will include DualPlus+, Dual's implementation
of UNIX System V, Release 2.0, Version 2.
Dual expects starting prices to range from
$19,000 for the Chaparral I to $33,000 for the
Chaparral IV.
Also demonstrating a product introduced this
month will be Plexus Computers Inc., San Jose,
Calif. Its P/75 multiuser UNIX-based microcomputer incorporates a 12.5-MHz MC68020 job
processor, Plexus' single-board Advanced Communications Processor, an expansion chassis that
permits as much as 6.5G bytes of disk storage
and as much as 16M bytes of main memory , and
Plexus' Common Circuits Board. Intended for
database-intensive applications in Fortune 2,000
corporations, government agencies and mediumsized businesses, the P/75 supports as many as 80
users.
Other noteworthy products scheduled for exhibition at UniForum include:
• A series of intelligent , asynchronous multiplexers, introduced in October by Systech Corp.,
San Diego. The multiplexers, comprising host
iadapters and remote cluster controllers, work
with Multibus I-, Multibus II- and VMEbusbased microcomputers.
• The UniPlex II integrated office-automation
package from UniPress Software, Edison , N.J.
UniPlex II incorporates word-processing ,
spreadsheet and relational database functions ;
menus; and screen-builder and printer-spooler
components. Prices range from $895 for one to
two users to $9 ,995 for 65 or more users .
• UNIX versions of the MicroTrak projectmanagement tool and its graphics companion
product, PlotTrak, from SofTrak Systems , Salt
Lake City.
• The expanded Ten/Plus user environment
from Interactive Systems Corp. Ten/Plus provides a consistent interface for computer users .
It aims at organizations seeking a standard ,
easy-to-use environment that can run on different UNIX systems and on various classes of
computing equipment: personal computers, multi user microcomputers, minicomputers and
mainframes.
D
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TEXT PLUS GRAPHICS,
MINUS SCISSORS AND PASTE:
THE $2195 PC SOWTION!
using the Virtual Device Interface. It offers Tektronix terminal
emulation and output options
like the ConceptWriter or
Lasergrafix laser printers. In
short, it's a personal publishing
system at an unprecedented
low price. Now available from
your local distributor.
Call 1-800-631-2692 for
more information.

Now you can produce
full-function text-andgraphics for reports, manuals, color overheads and
slides right on your PC XT/
AT. All you'll cut out is the
scissors and paste! The
CONCEPT 100 System lets you
create text on a Wang-like word
processor, complete with
90,000-word dictionary and list
processing. You can easily
create charts and drawings. Or
import text or graphics from
other systems. Then, use electronic cut-and-paste to combine them on-screen just as
you'll see them in hard copy.
CONCEPT 100 ™ is based
on the ANSI GKS* standard

TM

Ei1
lJJJ

CONCEPT TECHNOLOGIES. INC.
A QMS Company

P.O. Box 5277 , Portland , OR 97208
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HOW FAR DOES

YOURDRM
SUPPLIER GO
TO GM YOU
All EDGE?

in greater read/write accuracy.
NEC drives are still going, after others fail.
Take our 8" Winchester. It has the longest MTBF
in the industry. 24,000 POH. Which makes it
two to three times as reliable as anybody else's.
Our 9" drives are also outstanding. With
20,000 POH. And the MTTR of our large drives
is less than one hour.
NEC keeps going for more.
NEC offers you one other important thing you
need in a disk drive supplier. A solid
future. Our experience in
disk drive technology goes
all the way back to
1959. And during
the past 2 6 years
we've added

NEC 8 11 Winchesters
have twice the industry
standard MTBF.

911 Drives: 800 MB,
or520MB
sized for today's
smaller superminis.

NEC goes all the way
to BOO MB.
NEC continues to expand the edges
of disk drive technology farther and farther. So
your computer systems can be more competitive.
Again we've edged out every other Winchester
drive maker. One of our 9" Winchesters now has
a capacity of 800 MB. Our other 9" Winchester
has 520 MB. Our newest 8" has a capacity of 337
MB.
We make you faster on your feet.
Capacity is not the only edge our large drives
offer. They're also fast. Our 800 MB drive has a
2 .4 MB/sec data transfer rate and a 15 ms.
seek time.
And our 9" Winchesters use a special design
that supports the spindle at both ends resulting
CIRCLE NO. 69 ON INQUIRY CARD

a stream of innovations in both design
and manufacturing. So, we have the
resources, the talent and the commitment
to keep giving you an edge.
If your disk drive supplier doesn't go
this far, isn't it time you called NEC. Call
1-800-343-4418 (inMA 617-264-8635). Or
send us the coupon.

r-------------------------D Please send me more information on NEC disk drives .
D Please have a salesperson call.
Name
Title
Company
Address
City

State

Zi

Tel(
NEC Information Systems, Inc.,
1414 Massachusetts Avenue
Department 1610,
Boxborough , MA 0171 9

NEC

NEC Information Systems, Inc.

NE\N PRODUCTS
SYSTEMS

Megan Nields, Assistant Editor

DESKTOP MICROCOMPUTER OFFERS
RANGE OF CHOICES
local area network. Together with Microsoft Windows , the LAN connects Vectra
to the Touchscreen and to the IBM PC,
PC/XT and PC/AT. The LAN also interconnects the system to the HP 3000, HP
1000 and HP 9000 scientific computer
families.
Prices begin at $3,195 , which is 20
percent less than the IBM PC/AT.
Hewlett-Packard Co., 3000 Hanover St .,
Palo Alto, Calif. 94304, (415) 857-1501.

• 80286 CPU
• 640-by-400-pixel resolution
• IBM PC/AT-compatible
Hardware- and software-compatible
with the IBM Corp. PC/AT, the HewlettPackard Co. Vectra personal computer is
30 percent faster, smaller and lighter
than the PC/AT, according to company
officials . Targeted for the office environment, the system uses the 8-MHz Intel
Corp. 80286 microprocessor and the
MS-DOS 3.1 operating system .
The monochrome and color monitors
provide 8-by-16 alphanumeric character
resolution with a full-display resolution
of 640 by 400 pixels , more than twice that
of the PC/ AT. The color monitor displays
16 colors ; the monochrome, 16 shades of
gray . HP's Multimode Video Adapter
supports 320-by-200-pixel and 640-by200-pixel , IBM-compatible modes, plus
the proprietary 640-by-400-pixel resolution, in both text and graphics applications . A Multimode Color Adapter supports 640-by-400-pixel resolution on the
color monitor.
An enhanced graphics adapter, compatible with IBM's 640-by-350-pixel resolution Enhanced-Graphics Adapter , supports the proprietary high-resolution
color and all IBM-compatible modes.
This high-resolution board facilitates
higher speed , bit-mapped graphics for
environment managers such as Microsoft
Corp. Windows and vertical applications .
The keyboard provides separate numeric and cursor pads , 18 programmable
function keys and light-emitting diode
indicators for the scroll, caps and number-lock positions.
The system is available in three configurations. Model 25 comes with 256K
bytes of RAM and one 360K-byte, 5 1/4inch flexible disk drive . Model 35 includes 256K bytes of RAM and a l.2MMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/January 1986
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HP's Vectra personal computer is
IBM PC! AT-compatible and offers
high-resolution text and graphics
on its color and monochrome
monitors .
byte , flexible disk drive . Model 45 also
comes with a 1.2M-byte , flexible disk
drive but stores 640K bytes of RAM .
Seven expansion slots are provided;
RAM can be expanded to 640K bytes
without using any of the slots. With
memory cards , the system is expandable
to 3.64M bytes.
Up to two half-height flexible disk
drives and one half-height rigid disk
drive can be stacked inside the processor
unit . The rigid disk drives offer either
20M or 40M bytes. A 5 1/4-inch, 360Kbyte or 5 1/4-inch , 1.2M-byte disk drive
allow the system to run IBM PC-compatible software. A dual , 3 1/2-inch , 710Kbyte flexible disk permits data exchange
with HP's Touchscreen Personal Computer or any proprietary portable computer. A quarter-inch tape backup system with 60M bytes of storage can be
attached to the system .
Communications capabilities are facilitated by the proprietary OfficeShare

M icros employ

XEN IX OS
•80286 CPU
• 80287 coprocessor
• 1M- to 2M-byte RAM
Based on the 8-MHz 80286 microprocessor , the single-CPU model 286/310
AP series supports flexible and rigid disk
and streaming-tape drives. All configurations include the 80287 numeric coprocessor; a 320K-byte , 5 1/.i-inch , flexible
disk drive ; support for a 60M-byte , halfinch , streaming-tape cartridge drive; and
a 40M- or 140M-byte , Winchester disk
drive . With the optional 311 peripheral
expansion subsystem , the AP series handles 420M bytes of rigid disk storage .
The systems come with 1M or 2M bytes
121
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of RAM and from two to 18 serial 1/0
channels. FORTRAN , COBOL, C and
PL/M programming and utility packages
for the XENIX operating system are
included . $11,200, eight-user system with
40M-byte Winchester disk drive . Intel
Corp., 2402 W . Beardsley Road, Phoenix , Ariz. 85027, (602) 869-3825 .
Circle 301

Workstations combine
DEC., IBM environments
• 3M-byte memory
• 2M-byte graphic me mory
• 19-inch monitor
Operating in both DEC and IBM environments, the 6500 family of standalone

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

High-Performance
Ethernet TCP/IP
for PDP-11/RSX
Complete, low cost
connectivity with most systems.
For PDPs running RSX, Excelan offers the first and
only front-end processor based communications
package including hardware, software, transceiver
and all cables . Everything you need to perform high
speed file transfers or do remote logins via Ethernet
between a PDP running RSX and a variety of systems
with TCP/IP support. Software includes TCP/IP protocols and standard FTP (file transfer) and TELNET
(virtual terminal) applications .
The entire PDP/RSX package is only $4,495, including
the EXOS 203 intelligent Ethernet/IEEE 802.3 controller for Q-bus , EXOS 8030 TCP/IP software,
EXOS 1100 transceiver and cables. And the entire
PDP/RSX package for UNIBUS is only $5,395 .
Interested in high-performance connectivity? If so,
look into Excelan's similar packages for DEC VAXes,
UNIX supermicros, MicroVAX Ils, IBM PCs, XTs
andATs.

2180 Fortune Dr. Sanjose, CA 9513 1
Pho ne (408) 434-2271 Telex 176610
UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Labs. PDP. RSX, UNIBUS, Q-bus, and VAX are lrademarksofDigital
Equipment Corporation . IBM PC, XT, and AT are trademarks of International Business Machines Corp.
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workstations consists of four configurations. Models 6580 and 6585 provide
IBM 5080 emulation and DEC MicroVAX and 2-D and 3-D color graphics
capabilities. Models 6500 and 6505 offer
2-D and 3-D graphics but operate only in
the DEC environment. All workstations
e mploy the MicroVMS operating system
and allow the concurrent operation of
~ktronix 41~ windows, four simulta neous DEC VT200 windows and the DEC
Micro VMS console window. In add ition,
models 6580 and 6585 provide a proprietary 6080/IBM 5080 window . An e ntrylevel system comes with the proprietary
Ocean graphics engine; the MicroVA X II
with 3M bytes of memory and hardware
floating point ; eight RS232 lines; dual ,
SOOK-byte flexible disks ; I05M-byte ,
51/4-inch, fixed Winchester disk drive ;
Ethernet interface; four bit-plane, double-buffered pixel memory ; 1M byte of
graphics memory; a 19-inch , 60-Hz, noninterlaced , color monitor and keyboard.
$49,500, model 6500; $54 ,500, model
6505; $66,500, model 6580; $71,500,
model 6585. Adage Inc., 1 Fortune
Drive, Billerica, Mass. 01821, (617) 6677070.
Circle 302

System suits
process control
• 48 1/0 channels
• Historical database
• 20M-byte drive
Automating continuous, batch and sequential processes, the Icon/ 1000 distributed control system configures complete
process-control strategies on screen without conventional language programming.
The system combines a plant-floor controller and a workstation . The workstation , based on the IBM model 7531 /2
industrial computer. serves as a CAD/
CAE graphics workstation for configuring process-control strategy; as an operator display for the plant floor ; and as an
information - management system for
process data a nalysis . The workstation
employs a 16/32-bit Intel 80286 CPU and
a 20M-byte fixed disk . The controller
combines a Motorola MC680 I0-based
supermicrocomputer running a realtime , multitasking operating system with
a universal signal interface . It supports
up to 48 110 channels. $56 ,000. Data
Acquisition Systems Inc., 349 Congress
St., Boston , Mass. 02210-1222, (617)
423-7691.
Circle 303
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DISK/TAPE
Eight-inch drives use
SMD/CMD interface

Tape drive stores
138M bytes

• 83M to 165 .9M bytes
• 20-msec access ti me
• 9,000 bpi

• 25 , 50, 100 ips
• 160 ips , rewind
• I 60K bytes per second

The models MK-182FB , MK-184FB
and MK-186FB 8-inch , Winchester disk
drives use the SMD or CMD interface
and hold 83M , 116. lM and 165 .9M bytes
of unformatted data. Each drive contains
a shock-mounted frame and a sealed
head disk assembly . Average access time
for all drives is 20 msec; track-to-track
access time , 5 msec. Data transfer rate is
9.6M bps. Each drive provides 20 , 160
bytes per track with 823 cylinders per
drive. Track density is 900 tpi; bit density, 9,000 bpi . The drives' spindles are
directly driven by a brushless, DC
motor. MTBF is 20,000 hours. $2 ,395
(0500) , MK182FB ; $2,495 (0500),
MK184FB; $2,795 (0500) , MK186FB .
Toshiba America Inc., Disk Products Division , Suite 103, 3910 Freedom Circle ,
Santa Clara . Calif. 95054 , (408) 7273939 .
Circle 304

A half-inch, streaming magnetic
tape drive with a 7 ,400-hour MTBF,
• 3 1/2-inch
the DMT 2510 backs up Winchester
• 20M-byte storage
disks or acts as secondary storage in
• 35,000-hour MTBF
data-processing systems. Storage caA series of two 31/2-inch, Winchester
pacity is 138M bytes at a 3 ,200-bpi
density; 46M bytes at 1,600 bpi; and disk d rives, the Titan drives provide
92M bytes at 3,200 bpi. Tape speed is error-free storage of data under tempselectable at 25 or 100 ips at 1,600 bpi erature extremes , shock and vibration.
and 50 ips at 3,200 bpi. Rewind speed ·Both models, the 3525 and the 3265,
is 160 ips. Providing automatic tape store 20M bytes and have a 0.014-inch
loading and threading and power-on vibration displacement at from 5 Hz to
diagnostics, the drive transfers data at 46 Hz and 1.5G acceleration from 46
I 60K bytes per second at I 00 ips and Hz to 500 Hz . When not in operation,
40K bytes per second at 25 ips. A the drives withstand a 0.293-inch vibraPertee formatted interface is standard . tion displacement from 5 Hz to 20 Hz
The drive emp loys a 6,000-gate , and I OG acceleration from 20 Hz to
CMOS gate array in the contro l circuits 500 Hz. The model 3525 runs under a
and hybrid ICs to achieve reliability. temperature range of 5 C to 55 C and

$4 ,379. Anritsu America Inc. , 128
Bauer Drive, Oakland, N .J. 07436 ,
·(20 I ) 337- 111 I.
Circle 305

Winchester drives
withstand extremes

SAME DAY DASH:
DELTA TAKES IT THERE:

for same-day delivery of small_packages, Delta DASH
takes it there. Any package, under 70 lbs., shipped during the
normal business hours Will arrive that same day.
for packages over 70 lbs., Delta Air Express takes it
there on the flight specified. Guaranteed.
Delta sliips airport to airport or door to door. And we
liiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiii~ii.ii~·i· ii.ii~~
can deliver your shipment to

=-~;;;;:;;;;;:;;.··•· ..;:;,._~-~;:;~~~~z;,

overJ~i~~~fl::e
is on your side.

Call 800-638-7333; in
Baltimore call 269-6393.

0 1985 Delta Air Lines, Inc.
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shock characteristics of 6G, peak operating mode and 40G, non-operating
mode . The model 3265 operates under
temperatures ranging from 0 C to 65 C
and under shock characteristics of 6G ,
peak operating mode, and 60G, nonoperating mode. Proprietary head lifters protect heads and media. The

The
lean,
clean
protection
machines.
At last-Total protection
from all power problems
at the best price.

MTBF for both drives is 35,000 hours .
Incorporating two disks , four heads
and an ST412/506 interface , the drives
transfer data at SM bps. Track-to-track
access time is 15 msec ; average access
time is 68 msec . Maximum access time
is 150 msec. $430. LaPine Technology
Corp., 182 Topaz St., Milpitas , Calif.

The

Line Tamer"' Power
Conditioner's advanced
ferroresonant design protects
your sensitive equipment against
brownouts. overvoltages. spikes,
transients, and noise. And only
the Z-Phase Line Tamer offers the
same design to protect both
line-to-line and line-to-neutral
loads in three-phase
applications.
You get the best of both worlds:
The most reliable line Isolation.
voltage regulation and surge
suppression in the business . . .
and a surprisingly low cost.
And with sizes up to 250 kVA
single-phase and up to 75 kVA
three-phase. there 's a Line Tamer
right for your computers. PBX
systems. instruments and other
power-sensitive equipment.
Line Tamers use little space and
need no complicated wiring .
Nor do you need expensive step
up/step down transformers.
Plus you save the high cost of
a dedicated electrical line.

95035' (408) 262-7077.
Circle 306

Disk drive suits
Apple's Macintosh
• 20M bytes
•Manager utility
•Security utility
An internal , 20M-byte, rigid disk
drive, the HyperDrive sto res up to 50
Apple Macintosh flexible disks. The
drive includes four disk-management
utility programs. Permitting more efficient organization of disks, the manager utility divides the rigid disk into 32
file drawers (each appearing as a separate icon on the Macintosh screen) and
assigns a password to each file drawer.
The security utility protects files by
scrambling their contents using encryption techniques. The third utility ,
disk backup , allows data to be transferred from the rigid disk to flexible
disks . The print spooler utility frees
the Macintosh for other operations
while documents are being printed .
$2,795 . General Computer Co., 215
First St ., Cambridge , Mass. 02142,
(617) 492-5500.
Circle 307

Contact us today for complete
specifications and the Line Tamer
distributor nearest you.

SHAPE

MAGNETRONICS , IN C

ANSWmTO
DICEMBm'S PUZZLE

THE CLEAN
POWER
SOURCE

901 DuPage Avenue . Lombard, IL 60148
Phone 1 312 620·8394 •TWX 910-991 -2352
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You callt build
I

tomorrows systems
withyesterday§ drives.

You've seen one small-disk drive, you've seen them all, right?
Not exactly. One disk drive stands above all the rest.
It comes from Maxtor.
The company that refuses to produce disk drives merely as
good as everybody else. Instead, we set new standards
by producing the only 5~" disk drives worthy of the next
generation of supermicros. Winchesters with 65 to 380
megabytes of storage. And average access times of less than
30 msec.
And we don't mean prototypes. We mean full production.
So, you can build the systems of tomorrow, today. And that
can be a big advantage.
· For you. Or your competition.
Maxtor Corporation, 150 River Oaks Parkway,
San Jose, California 95134,
(408) 942-1700, TELEX: 171074.
Eastern Regional Sales Office:
(617) 872-8556.
Southwest Regional Sales Office:
(714) 859-3100.
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PRINTERS

Daisywheel printer
runs at 55 cps
•4,000-hour MBTF
• Word processing
• 255 printwheels
Claimed to be 25 percent to 35 percent
faster than its Diablo model 630 prede-

cessor, the model 635 Diablo daisywheel
printer runs at 55 cps, maximum speed,
and 40 cps, Shannon text speed. Model
635 weighs 30 pounds , compared to 60
pounds for the 630. Noise level is 56 dBa.
Accommodating correspondence, wordprocessing and personal computing applications , the unit achieves an MTBF of
4,000 hours . Features include semiauto-

NOW THERE'S A
U.S. MANUFACTURER
OF QUALITY
THIMBLES AND
PRINTWHEELS

matic paper loading , drop-in printwheel
and dual-bin sheet feeder. The printer
offers 255 different printwheels , providing 10, 12 and 15 proportional space
pitch , as well as character sets for 15
languages. Word-processing functions include boldface type , underline, subscripts and superscripts and shadow
printing. $1,485. Xerox Corp., Xerox
Square 006, Rochester, N.Y . 14644,
(716) 423-5078.
Circle 308

FOR PRINTER OEMs
AND SYnEM INTEGRATORS.

Discover the advantages of U.S.
made GP Technologies thimbles
and printwheels. Convenience.
Economy. A wide variety of
standard typestyles in the
most popular printer compatibilities. A full complement of
engineering and design personnel together with state-of-the-art
equipment to provide quick response to new projects. All backed
by a decade of experience in producing high-quality typewriter elements
and the electro-plating and
manufacturing of printwheels.
To learn more about how GP Technologies can service your needs, call
Sandi Tripp, OEM Sales Manager, at
818-709-8569 or return the coupon below.

Printer buffer
suits IBM PC/AT

"®GP Technologies, Inc. .•t.\\\1UlHfl
• 64K to 256K bytes
• 5 1/4-inch width
•Speeds transfers

\ f.
I'm interested in homegrown products! Please send
me more information about your
thimbles and printwheels.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ TITLE _ __
COMPANY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY

STATE _ _ ZIP - - -

TELEPHONE~(-~--------area code

Mail to: GP Technologies, Inc.
102119 Lurline Avenue, Unit C. Chatsworth. CA 91311
Attn: Sandi Tripp

CIRCLE NO. 74 ON INQUIRY CARD
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This internal printer buffer for the
IBM PC , PC/XT and PC/AT reduces the
waiting time for a computer to transfer
data to the printer. The 5 1/4-inch , short
card unit combines the IBM parallel
printer adapter with a buffer memory of
64K to 256K bytes. Included with the
buffer is a series of utility programs that
permit the erasing of buffer memory or
the exchanging of printer adapters. The
programs run at the DOS prompt . $155,
64K-byte version; $180, 256K-byte version. Ditron Corp. 4026 W. St. John,
Phoenix , Ariz. 85308, (602) 938-3165 .
Circle 309
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COST SAVING

CONNECTIONS
RS232 INTERFACE PROBLEM SOLVERS ... FROM WESTERN TELEMATIC INC.

END DATA SWITCHING
PROBLEMS

AFFORDABLE
RS232 NETWORKING

CONCERNED ABOUT
DATA SECURITY?

Create your own local network with
our Any-port to Any-port Smart
Switches. Available in either 8 or 16
port versions, the Smart Switch is ideal
for computer port expansion, computer sharing, engineering work
clusters and much more.

Is switching data cables becoming a
pain in the ASCII? Automatically switch
between computers, printers,
instruments-just about any
RS232 device.
Economically expand
computer ports, access
multiple computers or
remote peripherals.
MODEM
From simple AB
switches to intelligent
196 port code activated switching systems, our reliable, easy to use,
interface switches will help end your
interconnect problems.

EFFICIENT
PRINTER SHARING
It's time to make more efficient use of
your expensive printers. Share a single
plotter, daisy wheel, dot matrix or laser
printer with up to 8 computers, word
processors or CAD systems. Ideal for
the automated office, school or engineering lab.
TERMINAL or COMPUTER

Each port has its own spooling
buffer. So any baud rate can communicate with any other baud rate and
parity anywhere in the system.

A special supervisory port lets you
monitor activity on any other port,
connect ports together, broadcast
messages or designate the supervisory power to other ports.

Prevent unauthorized access to your
computer system. Our Dial-back
Security Unit prevents outsiders from
peeking at, destroying or tampering
with your data. Only users entering
authorized passwords and dialback numbers stored in the
200 number battery backed
directory will be allowed
access.
An auxiliary command port is used to
-~BMlux• set-up the directory and
security levels as well as
log each password attempt
and duration of each call.
Simply connect the DSU between
your computer and modem and feel
secure about who's using your data.

QUALITY PRODUCTS

The Smart Switch is easy to use.
User friendly commands allow you to
select ports, disconnect and display
port activity. A push button defines
each port for either DCE or DTE. So if
you need an intelligent, affordable way
to link your RS232 system, you're
ready for the Smart Switch.

Every WTI product is designed and
manufactured with quality and reliability as a major requirement. We're so
confident you'll like our products that
we offer a 30 day return policy. Compare our features, quality, customer
support and prices with any other
manufacturer and you'll know why
WTI is a recognized leader in the Data
Communications industry.

IT'S ALL IN THE BOOK ... IT'S FREE
Descriptions, diagrams, specifications and prices for
the above products, plus many more, are in our colorful new catalog. It's your cost saving connection
... just ask for it!
PRINTER or PLOTTER

Our 4 or 8 port Printer Sharing Units
work automatically. No cable switching
or knobs to turn. Software changes are
usually unnecessary since they use
standard Ready/Busy or XON/XOFF
handshaking.

Ca~~~~~

1•800•854•7226
(in California 714/979-0363)

n n n~

0

western

~ ~ 0 telematic inc.

2435 S. Anne St., Santa Ana, CA 92704 •Telex 467741
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NEW PRODUCTS

P RINTERS

Printer handles
high-volume output

commodating high-volume-output applications, the model DX-35 prints 35 cps at
10 cpi. Using a snap-in, 96-petal Diab lo
plastic printwheel, the unit runs word• Daisywheel
processing software with automatic un• 35 cps
derlining, bold, subscript, superscript ,
• 3K-byte buffer
bold shadowing and doublestrike feaA 136-column, daisywheel printer ac- tures . The printer offers variable charac----------------------------~ ter pitches of 10, 12 and 15 cpi , plus
proportional spacing mode. Features include friction paper feed, a 3K-byte print
buffer and a Diablo all-purpose interface
(RS232C, IEEE-488 and parallel) . $899.
Epson America Inc., Computer Products
Division , 2780 Lomita Blvd., Torrance,
Calif. 90505, (213) 539-9140.
Circle 310

ti

Laser printer
connects to five hosts
• Eight fonts
• IBM PC-compatible
• 8 ppm
Printing at a resolution of 300 dpi, the
Blaser laser printer offers eight font families in 128 styles online to boldface ,
compress, expand, reduce or rotate typefaces and to print superscripts and subscripts. IBM PC- and IBM 3270 PCcompatible, the unit operates at 8 ppm.
Five host computers can be connected to
the printer to generate text and graphics.
The printer supports IBM and Epson
bit-mapped graphics, the IBM print
screen utility in text and graphics modes
and the IBM extended graphics character
set. It prints legal, letter , A4 and 85
paper. In communication mode , baud
rate is 50 to l 9.2K bps. Print modes
include compressed and double width.
$2,995. GTC Technologies Inc., 216 W.
Florence Ave., Inglewood, Calif. 90301,
(213) 673-8422.
Circle 311
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Presenting
the Falco
500.

The spectacular
productivity machine.
You're looking at a model that's
about to reshape your image of
a computer terminal.
Sure, it's got eye-catching looks.
But more than that, it combines
some of the most dazzling specs
you've ever seen.
The kind that can make your
operators-and your system-more
effective than ever.
Screen
• 14"Flat-profile CRT with exceptionally high
resolution.
• Crystal -clear soft white.green or amber display.
•Multiple screen sizes up to 38 lines by 132
columns.
• Real -time clock/calendar.

Keyboard
• 108-key, fully re -configurable keyboard.
• Designed for efficient data entry/ retrieval.
• Styled for operator rnmfort.

Software
• Up to 6 windows for multi -tasking
environmems.
• Extra pages oflocal text storage.
• Compatible with industry-standard VDT
protocols.
• Down -loadable character sets.

Enclosure
• Soft color tone.elegantly styled.
• Engineered for cool operation.
• Uses minimal desk space.

Communications
•Selectable RS232C/RS422 bi-directional ports.
• True 8-bitdata capability.
•Baud rates up to 38.4 Kbps.

To screen test one ofour attractive
new models, call your local distributor today. Or contact Falco Data
Products, 1294 Hammerwood
Avenue, Sunnyvale, California
94089.(408) 745-7123.
Toll-free (800) 835-8765.
The Falco 500.We think you're
going to admire its body. But we
know you're going to fall in love
with its
mind.

FAlCO

500
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TERMINALS

Circle 312

493-7000.

Terminal provides
color graphics
• 1 ,024 by 1,024 pixels
• 16 programmable keys
• 19 inches, 16 colors
Displaying 16 colors on a 19-inch
screen, the CT1024 color graphics
desktop terminal achieves 1,024-by- l ,024
and 512-by-512-bit-map images. Operating in a 30-Hz interlaced or a 60-Hz
non-interlaced refresh mode, the intelligent unit has 16 programmable function
keys; supports non-destructive zoom,
pan , blink and graphics primitives; and
furnishes RGB output. The Tektronixcompatible terminal offers variable character sizes and a 512K-byte display memory. Features include scaled and clipped
windows , cover overlay for text and messages and ADM 3A emulation. $8,495.
Chromatics Inc., 2558 Mountain Industrial Blvd., Tucker, Ga . 30084, (404)

302 N. Winchester, Olathe, Kan. 66062,
(913) 829-0600.
Circle• 313

Terminal offers
compact keyboard

Touch-screen monitor
displays color

• RS232C compatible
• 53-key keyboard
• 19.2K-baud rate

• IBM PC-compatible
• 13-inch screen
•0.31 -dot-pitch resolution

The TransTerm 6 is an RS232C-compatible portable data terminal generating
an SO-character two line display with a
5-by-7-dot matrix . The keyboard contains 53 keys with raised graphics and an
audible key-click for tactile feedback.
One out of three operating modes is
setup-selectable, allowing teletype-compatible operation , block-send mode or
polled multidropped operation of up to
255 units. Selectable features include a
l"lOK-byte to 19.2K-byte baud rate, parity , half/full duplex , auto line wrap, auto
new line , auto key repeat , and X-on/Xoff protocol. $349 . Computerwise Inc.,

Providing a touch entry alternative for
OEMs, system integrators and valueadded resellers , the color CYCLOPS
Touch-Screen Monitor displays a resolution of 0.31 to 0.63 dot pitch. The IBM
PC-compatible unit comes with TTL or
analog output and a horizontal 15.75kHz and vertical 60-Hz scan frequency .
It operates as a CRT display without the
cabinet, or as a fully cabinet-enclosed
monitor. Features include a 13-inch
screen and a 2,000-character display
area. $540. ITW Entrex, 6615 W. Irving
Park Road , Chicago, Ill . 60634, (312)
282-9440.
Circle 314

Concurrent™ PC DOS Works For These People

"i'honeXpress™, our
voice messaging product, needs the powerful multi-tasking
environment that
Concurrent PC DOS
offers. Also, our programmers love it, they
can be compiling in
one window and
switch into an editor
which increases productivity."

Dennis King
Executive Vice
President, Founder
Applied Voice
Technology

" The file manager is
great. It's a step
above the old DOS
system. You don't
have to remember
commands and you
don't have to read the
manual."

"Concurrent PC DOS
gives us the capability
to attach additional
terminals for a more
productive office. It
has a true multi-user
capacity. We can now
meet deadlines.''

" I couldn't live
without the product.
Time is money and
the ability to switch
consoles and run
more than one program has been a great
time saver.' '

john Martinson
Engineer
Pacific Gas
'lransmission

Richard Vananda
Principal
Patrick Sullivan
Associates,
Architects

foe Capp
Project Engineer
Union Carbide

" We have created a
menu driven system
that is totally
transparent to our
customers. By utilizing the menu system
and 4 consoles concurrently we are able
to fully utilize Concurrent PC DOS"

Subhash Chadha
MIS Director
Secoin Inc.

Make It Work For You!

Call (800) 443-4200 for the dealer or sales representative nearest you.
Concurrtnt PC DOS is a trademark and Digital Resc:uch is a registered trademark of Digital Rrsorch Inc. PhoneXprcss is
a trademark of Applied Voice 1Cchnology.
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QUALITY AND INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY CAN WORK TOGETHER.

STANDARDS OF QUALITY AND INNOVAT I VE TEC H NOLOGY FROM YOUR EQUIPMENT
SUPPLIERS.
NEWBURY DATA CAN MEET THAT DEMAND WITH A RANGE OF 5V4

11

AND

3V/

1

D ISK

DRIVES THAT PROV I DE UNMATCHED STORAGE CAPAC I TY.

CLOSED LOOP VOICE COIL TECHNOLOGY GUARANTEES FAST ACCESS TIMES, WH ILST
ALL DR I VES ARE FITTED WITH INDUSTRY STANDARD I NTERFACES: EIT H ER ST 5o6/ 412
OR THE NEW ENHANCED SMALL DEVI CE I NTERFACE (ESDI).
AND ALL BACKED BY THE KIND Of SERVICE AND SUPPORT YOU'D EXPECT FROM
NEWBURY D ATA, EUROPE'S LEADING PER IP H ERA LS MANUFACTURER.
So 1F You'RETHINK I NGOF

DISK
WE'VE
1

DR IVES, REMEMBER
BEEN

HJ-TECH

1

PROVIDING

SOLUTIONS TO

'HI-TECH' PROBLEMS FOR

NEARLY JO YEARS.

N~vyl~Y!Y Data
Plugging the world into peripherals

LEN KEHOE, 20, VERNON STREET, NORWOOD, MASSACHUSETTS 02o62. TELEPHONE: 6 17 55 1 028o

A
pointed
attack

NEW PRODUCTS

DATACOMM

OD

noise.

SONEX

SONEX acoustic foam wages a twofront war on equipment noise.

First, the patented SONEX wedge traps,
deflects, and scatters noise. The wedge's
depth and angle carry noise waves down
into the lowest point of each anechoic
foam valley. Most of it doesn't have the
energy to come back up.
Then the foam itself
•....-.·"'
converts sound
energy to silent
kinetic energy. Sound
literally gets lost
within the open cell
pores of this special
foam. What the
wedge doesn't dissipate, the acoustic
Acc~rding to testing performed
foam converts to
instrict accordance with
ASTM C423·Tl procedures, at
silence. Together this 500 Hz3" SONEX has a
two-pronged attack weighted noise reduction coeffic ient (NRC) of almost 0.98,
kills industrial noise while thick carpeting is 0.15.
every time. Call or write for complete
technical specifications, acoustic charts,
and independent test results: 3800
Washington Ave. North, Minneapolis,
MN 55412. (612) 521-3555.

illbruck

Modem operates
in two modes
•Bell 212A-compatible
• Local , remote test
• Call-progress reporting
Running in both asynchronous and
synchronous modes, the auto-dial, autoanswer 2400 Plus modem uses the IBM
PC/AT command set. Achieving 2,400
bps , the modem is compatible with the
Hayes Smartmodem 1200, the Bell 212A
standard at 1 ,200 and 300 baud and with
the V.22bis standard at 1,200 and 2,400
baud. The unit runs software for 1,200baud modems. It automatically detects
the speed of the remote modem and
adjusts its own speed to match in both
originate and answer modes. A frequently called number can be stored in nonvolatile memory. Features include local
and remote test modes, call-progress reporting, lease-line operation and fully
programmable , synchronous operation.
Four synchronous dialing modes are
standard: dial with data terminal ready,
dial when switch pressed, switch from
async to sync and manual dial. $695.
Ven-Tel Inc., 2342 Walsh Ave. , Santa
Clara, Calif. 95051, (408) 727-5721.
Circle 315

Board communicates
at 3M bps ·
•Multibus-compatible
• four-channel DMA controller
• 128K, 512K bytes RAM
Communicating at 3M bps , the COM

II Multibus-compatible single board
computer runs with no wait states at 10
MHz using the 68000 or 68010 microprocessor. The board employs a fourchannel DMA controller to provide fullduplex operation on both serial ports. It
supports X.25 , SNA, SDLC, HDLC and
bisynch protocols and can be be run in
asynchronous , byte synchronous or bit
synchronous modes . The device works
with RS232C, RS422 or TTL drivers and
receivers for both channels. Other features are 128K or 512K bytes of dual
ported, hardware-refreshed RAM ; parity; sockets for up to 256K bytes of
EPROM on-board and a 16-bit iSBX
connector for 1/0 expansion. $1,295 .
SBE Inc., 2400 Bisso Lane , Concord,
Calif. 94520, (800) 221-6458.
Circle 316

Modem features
speed adlustment
•Bell 103 , 212A
• auto-dial/auto-answer
• 300 to 9 ,600 bps
Operating asynchronously at 300 ,
1,200 or 9,600 bps in full-duplex mode or
synchronously at 1,200 , 4 ,800, 7 ,200 or
9 ,600 in half-duplex mode , the 9600VP
Bell 103- , 212A-compatible modem provides error control and data compression . The unit uses a CCITT modulation
technique and offers auto-dial/auto-answer, front-panel dialing and diagnostics
and software configurable options . Automatic speed fall-back and fall-forward
adjusts the data rate for variations in line
quality ; call statistics provide operation
and performance data. Automatic speed
conversion allows data reception at a
speed different from that of the communication link or the receiving terminal.
$1,495. Racal-Vadic , 1525 McCarthy
Blvd., Milpitas, Calif. 95035, (408) 9462227.
Circle 317
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Introducing the all-purpose
NEC N2420/30.
It's the only 2400bps fullduplex modem that gives you all
these choices: Async Auto Dial,
Sync Auto Dial, Security Call Back,
and Error Control.
Which means that now you
can get just the right modem,
whatever the personality of your
equipment.
For instance: if your terminals are smart, you can choose
our Hayes-compatible mode.
(It's included in our Async Auto
Dial option.)
If your terminals are dumb,
you can make life easier with
our NEC Logon mode. (Also a
CaC Compulets and Conirnunicahons

part of our Async Auto Dial.)
And if you use a synchronous
terminal for either SDLC or BSC
dial-up, you can finally have auto
dial with it, too-a combination
found only in our Sync Auto Dial
option.
What's more, if you want
to keep the hackers out of your
communications network, you can
pick our Security Call Back option,
complete with 96 user passwords
and telephone numbers.
With the N2420/30, you also
get MN P Error Control for all your
asynchronous data. (That includes
security, an area where no other
modem offers Error Control.)
Which makes a total of 4
CIRCLE NO. 81 ON INQUIRY CARD

different applications. All from a
single, self-diagnosing modem.
For more information on
the N2420/30 and its remarkable
options, call 1-800-538-8166.
(In California, 1-800-672-3309.)
Or write NEC America, Inc.,
Data Communications Products
Division, 110 Rio Robles, San Jose,
California 95134.
Get in touch with us today.
You' II be making a smart move.
And a secure one.

N E W PRODUCTS

SUBASSEMBLIES

for up to 64K bytes of JEDEC-compatible E PROM, expandable to 128K bytes.
Features include 24 programmable parallel 1/0 lines; three programmable, 16-bit
counter/timers; a programmable , serial
interface; two SBX-compatible connectors; and an on-board Lithium battery
for over four years of continuous RAM
data retention . The board comes in two
ve rsions : 0 to 70 degrees Celsius and
minus 40 to 85 degrees Celsius. $1,095.
Diversified Technology Inc., P.O. Box
748, Ridgeland , Miss . 39158, (601) 8564121.
Circle 318

SBC draws
lust 250 mA

Readi ng about 120 pages per hour , typical applications include word processi ng,
data communications , document distri• 80C88 CPU
bution, electronic mail , database and
• 24 parallel 1/0 lines
e lectronic filing . In word-processing apDesktop
scanners
• Three counter/timers
plications , both models convert docuenter text, graphics
ments into a format compatible with
A CMOS Multibus CPU card offering
WordStar , Multi Mate and Microsoft
compatibility with Intel's iSBC 88/25, the
• 30-second page scan
Word. Model PCS 230 scans a page in 30
CBC 88C/25 requires only 5 percent of
• stores scanned imaged
the Intel board's operating current .
seconds. In addition to standard fixed• 120 pages per hou r
pitch font recognition , it automatically
Power needs are 250 mA maxim um at
5V. Employing an 80C88 CPU operating
The models PCS 230 and PCS 240 handles right-justified and proportional
at 5 or 8 MHz, the board contains 16K optical page readers enter text and spacing and special symbols. Model PCS
bytes of CMOS static RAM and sockets graphics into IBM PCs and compatibles. 240 enters graphics as well as text in the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - form of bit-mapped images. At 12 seconds per page in imaging mode , it scans
graphics from small to full-page size,
displays and stores the scanned image ,
ma ni pu lates the image , annotates it with
comments or legends and produces composite text and graphics documents.
Video resolution is 200 , 150 or 100 dpi .
$5,695, PCS 230; $5 ,995 , PCS 240 .
CompuScan Inc., 81 Two Bridges Ro ad ,
Fairfield, N.J. 07006, (201) 575-0500.
Circle 319

Processor works
with IBM PC, PC/AT

Think

of aViking
workstation as another
way to add value.
If you 're not integrating ergonomic support furniture in your system , you may be missing an
easy way to increase margins and add even more value. Users don't like shopping around to
complete the system any more than you do. Try buying a good workstation in your area
sometime. It's tough, and it sometimes opens the door to competition and criticism.
We think a lot of users care about the system environment, and well-designed support
furniture can make your system more comfortable. And therefore more useful and productive.
Call us on our toll-free line. Everyone wins: users get good furniture at no more cost; you
increase margins; and we win through economy of scale, even if the scale is just a few units
a month.

Call today, or write our OEM Department:
Viking Acoustical , Airlake Industrial Park
Lakeville, MN 55044. 6121469-3405, or T~lex 290693.

VI Kl NG
1 J~J-~i!~~85

• Z80H CPU
• I28K-byte memory
• Two serial ports
A Z80-based, 8-MHz coprocessor
board for the IBM PC, PC/AT, AT&T
mode l 6300 and other PC-compatible
systems, the Turboslave-PC stores 128K
bytes of RAM with parity. Used as a
background processor for communications , print spooling or data encryption .
the board is supported by the proprietary
TurboDOS multiuser operating system.
Features include two serial ports, portmapped FIFO for master-slave communications , diagnostics , monitor EPROM
and the proprietary SLR Z80 assembler.
$495 . Earth Computers, Box 8067, Fountain Va lley , Calif. 92728, (714) 964-5784.
Circle 320
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REGIONAL SALES OFFICES

BOSTON
Robert K. Singer
National Sales Manager
John J. Fahey
Regional Manager
Katie Kress
Sales Coordinator
275 Washington St.
Newton, MA 02158
(617) 964-3030
PHILADELPHIA
Stephen B. Donohue
Regional Manager
1873 Route 70, Suite 302
Cherry Hill , NJ 08003
(609) 751 -0170
in N.Y. : (212) 972-0058
ATLANTA
Larry Pullman
Regional Manager
6540 Powers Ferry Rd.,
Suite 170
Atlanta, GA 30339
(404) 955-6500
CHICAGO
Robert D. Wentz
Regional Manager
Marianne Majerus
Sales Coordinator
Cahners Plaza
1350 E. Touhy Ave .
P.O. Box 5080
Des Plaines, IL 60018
(312) 635-8800
DALLAS
Don Ward , Regional Manager
13740 Midway Suite 515
Dallas, TX 75234
(214) 980-0318
DENVER
John Huff
Regional Manager
270 St. Paul St.
Denver, CO 80206
(303) 388-4511
LOS ANGELES
Len Ganz
Regional Manager
12233 West Olympic Blvd.
Suite 236
Los Angeles, CA 90064
(213) 826-5818
ORANGE COUNTY
Debra Huisken
Regional Manager
2041 Business Center Dr.
Suite 109
Irvine. CA 92715
(714) 851-9422
SAN FRANCISCO
Frank Barbagallo
Northwestern Region Sales Manager
Rick Jamison
Regional Manager
Kathleen Maxwell
Sales Coordinator
Sherman Building, Suite 100
3031 Tisch Way
San Jose, CA 95128
(408) 243-8838
AUSTRIA/WEST GERMANY
Elan Marketing Group
Neuter g. 2
P.O. Box 84
1013 Vienna, Austria
Tel : 43-222-663012

BENELUX
Elan Marketing Group
BOSCHDIJK 199B
5612 HB Eindhoven
The Netherlands
Tel: 31-40-455724

. ~~
,.,,,

.
ISRAEL
Elan Marketing Group
13 Haifa St., P.O. Box 33439
Tel Aviv, Israel
Tel: 972-3-252967
Telex: 341667

I\

VMEbus

JAPAN
Kaoru Hara
General Manager
Trade Media Japan Inc.
Suite 412 Azabu Heights
1-5-10 Roppongi Minato-ku ,
Tokyo 106, Japan
Tel : (03) 587-0581
TAIWAN
Donald H. Shapiro
Trade Winds , 2nd Floor
132 Hsin Yi Road, Sec. 2
Taipei, Taiwan
Tel: 3932718
Telex: 24177
UNITED KINGDOM
Elan Marketing Group
5th Floor, Suite 1O
Chesham House
136 Regent St.
London W1 R 5FA
Tel : 437-6900
Telex: 267653
SWEDEN
Elan Marketing Group
Humlegardsgatan Nr. 5
11446 Stockholm , Sweden
Tel: 46-8-677243

_,,,.,..:

.

Career Opportunities
Carol Flanagen
Recruitment Advertising Manager
275 Washington St.
Newton, MA 02158
(617) 964-3030
Cahners Magazine Division
William Platt, President
T.M. McDermott, Vice President
Electronics/Computer Group
Tom Dellamaria, VP/Production
Ira Siegel, VP/Research
Promotion Staff
Susan Rapaport
Marketing Communications Director
Mary Gregory
Promotion Manager
Elizabeth Phillips
Marketing Assistant
Circulation
Denver, CO:
(303) 388-4511
Sherri Gronli
Group Manager

-.

.

'

Interfaces &Software
for
Multibus & VMEbus
Hardware Flexibility
• High performance
applications
-

500K bytes per second
Hitachi HD 68450 LSI OMA
controller

• Low cost applications
Programmed 1/0
Multiple IEEE-488 ports per slot
Polled or interrupt driven transfers

Mini-Micro Marketplace
Carol Flanagen
275 Washington St.
Newton, MA 02158
(617) 964-3030
Direct-Response Postcards
Carol Flanagan
275 Washington St.
Newton, MA 02158
(617) 964-3030

.

Software Support
• Real-TimeOperating
Systems
-

Versados, MTOS
PDOS,iRMX

• UNIX

Other IEEE-488 Products
• Interfaces & Software for
-

IBM PC & compatibles
DECQ-bus&UNIBUS
STD & S-100 bus

• General GPIB Products
GPIB Bus Testers
GPIB Bus Extenders
Stand-Alone Controllers

y==..,.
.I
~

12109 Technology Boulevard
Austin, TX 78727
1 (800 531-GPIB
In Texas (800) IEEE-488
Telex: 756737 NAT INST AUS
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CLASSIFIED ADS

This Publication
is available in Microform.
University Microfilms International
Plca~c

!<.end addi tiona l informatilm

tor - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1n,111w ,,,

r•ut-1 1~.1111•n

1

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Institut ion, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Strcc~---------------

City_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _ _ Z ip_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _~
JOO North Zeeb Road . Depl. P.R .. Ann A rhor. ~ 1 1. ~8 1 06

inventions wanted

Copy
Deadline:

INVENTIONS, IDEAS ,
NEW PRODUCTS WANTED!

Presentation to industry.
National Exposition .

Space reservations and
advertising copy must
be received by the 10th
of the month preceding
the issue date. Camerare ad y mechanicals
must be received by the
15th of the month preceding the issue date .
For example, to appear
in the February issue ,
copy must be received
by January 10; mechan icals by January 15.

Call: 1-800-528-6050, XB31
ISC-MMS, 903 Liberty ,
Pittsburgh , .PA 15222
CIRCLE NO . 225 ON INQUIRY CARO

This space should be
working for you .
For details call :
~

Linda Lovett

~

(617) 964-3030

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM
Mini-Micro Systems classifieds reach more mini-micro people
Rates: $90.00 per column inch (non-commissionable)
6x program earns 5% discount; 12x program earns 100/o discount.
There is no charge for typesetting classified listings . Plan approximately 50 average words to a column inch, 8 lines of approxi mately 38 characters per line (3 inch maximum). Please send clean typewritten (double-spaced) copy .
Category: The following categories are available; be sure to specify the category you wish to be listed under: Business Opportunities, New Literature, Selling , Buying , Trading, Seminars , Services , Software, Supplies & Accessories. (Other categories may
be employed at our discretion.)
Run this ad in
(number issues)
Reader Inquiry No. YES D
Ad size 1 col. wide by _ _ inches deep
Under
Check enclosed for $
(Pre-paid orders only)

NO D
(category)

Signature - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - -- -- - - -Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone No .
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
City - - - - - - - - - - - - State

~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip

MAIL TO: Linda L Lovett, Classified Advertising, Mini-Micro Systems,
275 Washington St., Newton, MA 02158
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A. Joy Disk - Four keys in one;
rapid cursor control.

c.
E.
D.

Computer users are
demanding additional input
devices from you. Key Tronic can
help you meet the demand for
these input devices, and minimize
your development costs.
Key Tronic is integrating the
most popular input devices into
OEM keyboards. All processing
is done in the keyboard and no
additional system ports are
required ... using existing
electronics saves money. Also, all
input can be presented as a series

B. Touch Pad - Multi-purpose
input device; programmable key
pad, cursor control, drawing
tablet.

C. Speech Recognition Natural, language independent
command entry. Hands free
operation.
D. Mouse - Popufar pointing
and selecting tool.
of key presses to assure
compatibility with existing and
future software.
Speech Recognition, Touch
Pad, Mouse, Bar Code and Joy
Disk are available to enhance
your product with unique, value
added benefits. Distinguish your
product from the ordinary! Talk
to your Key Tronic representative today.
CIRCLE NO. 84 ON INQUIRY CARD

E. Bar Code - Fast, accurate
data capture.

"qeettheKey TnmiiJouch"

keytronic
71ie ResJ2.onsive Input Company
P.O . Box 14687• Spokane, WA 9'nl4• USA
(509) 928-8000 •TWX 510-773-1885

ADVERTISERS INDEX
Adaptec Inc .... ...... .. .......... ...... 80-81
Alloy Computer Products ....................99
AMF Logic Sciences .......................33
Ampro ..................................78
BASF.... .. ...... ..... ........ ....... E2-E3
Charles River Data Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 36
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Gihronix for multi-port expansion ...
The Giltronix RS232 Port Expander enables cost-effective
automated local and remote testing, data acquisition, remote
diagnostic execution and remote peripheral control.
•
•
•
•

Local or Remote Port Expansion
Optional Audible Warning Device for Remote Applications
Comprehensive Password Security Options
8 Data Lines Controlled: 2(TD), 3(RD), 4(RTS), 5(CTS), 6(DCR),
S(DCD), 20(DTR) and 24(TC)
• RS232, RS422, or RS423 Interface capabilities

15 Port-RS232 Port Expander

Diagnostic
Port
RS232 Port Expander

Control Center

Giltronix for multi-port contention ...
The Giltronix (PSD) is the low-cost solution for numerous portcontention /device sharing applications such as printer sharing,
industrial plant monitoring and data logging for multiple systems under test.
• 3, 5, 7 and 14 port models available
• 8 Data Lines Controlled: 2(TD), 3(RD), 4(RTS), 5(CTS), 6(DCR),
S(DCD), 20(DTR) and 24(TC)
• Asynchronous communications
• No special cables or software required

Peripheral Sharing Device (PSD)
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Peripheral Sharing Device (PSD)

Hard Copy Device,

CPU, or Data Logger
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Up to 14 Devices

Giltronix Jor cost-effective swi,tching solutions •..
~
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Direct Sales/Distributors world wide, call or write today for complete information.
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Headquarters
3780 Fabian Way
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 493-1300

Telex 345542
Information Hot-Une: 1-800-531-1300 (Outside California)
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MINI-MICRO
MARKETPLACE
A special section for advertisers of hardware, software and services.

Please circle reader service numbers for additional information.

The Fastest & Easiest

ENCLOSURE PRODUCTS
1

Envelope Addressor™

/

• Print One envelope in less than a
minute!
• Eliminate costly labels-print directly
on the envelope
• Use Single/Continuous envelopes
• Print One envelope or Many
• Uses an existing database
• Print an" Attention:" line
• Prints Return address if desired
• 3 popular size envelopes
• Select different print modes

IBM PC COMPATIBLE STAND ALONE
RS-232-C FLOPPY DISC
DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM
• Floppy and Hard Disk Drives
Enclosures for all Major Micros.
• Xebec Controllers Optional
• Custom Design Available
• Class 'B' Certification Support
Can Be Provided
• Call For Pricing and Catalog

$49.95 $2.50 s/h
FOR IBMPC/XT/AT&compatibles

MJS SYSTEMS

C!:_licroware Inc. )

50 Aster Dr New Hyde Park. NY 11040

(516) 328-6240

41711 Joy Road • Canton, Ml 48187
(313) 459-3557 '

CIRCLE NO. 201 ON INQUIRY CARD
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•Write IBM PC DOS 2.0 compatible 5V. discs
• Dual RS-232-C ports with independent switch
selectable baud rates to 19.2K
• Power fail restart with No Data Loss
• Manual front panel or remote operation with
English or ASCII control code commands
• On-board disc formatting, no program loading
Tracker 1400's low quantity price of 1200$ makes
it ideal for data collection from loggers &/or information transfer from Non-IBM compatible
systems to the IBM PC.
Data Track USA
Data Traci< ~ 9451 Sohap Lane
USA
rL2J Columbia, MD 21045
301-992-9143
CIRCLE NO. 203 ON INQUIRY CARD

GTR01

WANG
IBM _
_1>a1ac ... .,,.,.1~-.-.~~a~ooa

_
_

HIGH INQUIRIES
LOW COST
• Sell products and services directly
• Introduce new products
• Investigate new applications
• Develop new sales leads

MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS
DIRECT RESPONSE POSTCARDS

l'l<1'1E

S·DOS_

- ~-CP/M_

IR>l>ic!

UNIX_

CIRCLE NO. 204 ON INQUIRY CARD
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PC-MINI-MAINFRAME
COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
ANY COMPUTER WITH BLAST CAN TALK TO ANY OTHER
COMPUTER WITH BLAST. the universal file fransler ut11t1y
hnk1ng many different computers . operating systems
and netw orks. via RS 232 senat ports
NO ADO- ON BOARDS TO BUY ! BLAST software uses any
asynchronous modems or d1rec1 connect for fast. error-tree
data transler through noisy lines and PBXs . across LANs .
and over salell1 tes or packel switched networks

THE PERFECT LOW-COST LINK FOR PC's, MINIS, MAINFRAMES
Transfer bmary or 1ex1 hies . or eJCecutable commands Use
BLAST slandalone. or build 11 mlo your apphca11on
$250 / M ic ros

$495-895 / M mis

$2495 up Mainframes

COM/llUNICA TIONS RESEARCH GROUP

(B00)-24-BLAST
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BIT-MAP
DISPLAY
TERMINAL

CIRCLE NO. 205 ON INQUIRY CARD

• High Resolution 1024 x 768 Display
• User Programmable MC68000
•Up to 2MB Memory
• AS232C & RS422 Interfaces to 1 Mbps
•Tektronix 4010/4014, VT100 & VT52
Compatible

EASTMARK, INC.

..

~

p-rn,, _ _ . .

2 ·IOS"\11T 1t S HI HT, l..0"' 11.1 , ~IAlll 85 1 (6 1 7H53-9 1.~0

VT100 & VT52 are reg1s1 e111td trademarks of Digital Eqlupment Corp
Tektronut is a reg1al ered trademark of Tektronix Corp

CIRCLE NO. 206 ON INQUIRY CARD
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cmx

SOFTWARE
FOR
PENNIES
COAX AND TWINAX
CABLE ELIMINATORS
BALUN CONVERTERS which allow telephone twisted pair wiring for System 34,
36, 38 or 3270 type devices. CONVERTERS eliminate need for expensive coax
or twinax cable and connectors.
• cost effective office wiring
•easy to use
• standard Telco components
FREE CATALOG
STAR-TEK
P.O. Box 218
Worcester, MA 01613

~

TEK

Get the best public domain programs
at a fraction of the cost for comparable commercial software. Our
library of business, personal, educational, utility tool, telecommunications, and program development
software for PC-DOS, CP/M-80 &
CP/M-86 is constantly updated from
bulletin boards located nationwide.
We copy to all popular 31/2, 51/4 and
8" disk formats. Send $6.00 for
catalog which describes hundreds of
programs.
MULTIPATH, INC.
Box 395, Montville, NJ 07045
(201) 575-5880
CIRCLE NO. 208 ON INQUIRY CARD
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REPORT WRITER

68020
SUPER MICROCOMPUTER
The GMX 68020 is a multi-user, multi-tasking, demand-page, virtual memory system using a Motorola MC68020 32-bit microprocessor and an optional MC68681 floating-point coprocessor.
Included are 1Megabyte of high-speed static RAM , 3 intelligent
serial ports, a 25Mb hard disk, and a1Mb floppy disk. Optional 1/0
expansion allows up to 34 serial and 2 parallel ports . Higher capacity hard disks and streaming tape backup are also available .
It also includes the UniFLEXVM operating system, modeled after
UNIX System V and compatible with UNIX at the Csource level.
Written in 68020 assembler and optimized for rapid execution and
kernel compactness, Uni FLEX runs several times faster than UNIX;
handles more users, more effectively; and leaves more disk space
for the user. It allows up to 4Mb of virtual address space per task.
Base price is $13,680.20

c:mx
1337 WEST 37th PLACE
CHICAGO , ILLINOIS 60609
(312)927-5510 TWX 910-221-4055
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T-310

Telephone

l\CCASS Ila~
- - '!...

All-language qPLEX IV lets you select or sort
your own special forms, reports, labels, bar
graphs or queries. Export your reports to
spreadsheets and word processors. Reads
Basic, Assembler, Pascal, C, Fortran , Cobol ,
ASCII, Data Base Managers and more. Dealer
demos available. MSDOS, Xenix, Unix .

T-310

OH

'

CO

Connect the unlimited
capabilities of your computer
to the telephone system

Snow Software Corporation

IBM PC COMPATIBLE RS232 EASl-DISK
S'f," FLOPPY DATA STORAGE &
TRANSFER SYSTEM

(206)827-9626,ext.437

Teltone Corporation . P.O. Box 657
Kirkland . WA 98033

ANALOG & DIGITAL PERIPHERALS INC
t
>
815 Diana Drive
f.\~Il Troy . Ohio 45373
-~
513/ 339-2241
'
TWX 810/450-2685
:
Branc11 Off Oklat10ma City OK . Factory Yucca Valley CA

In Canada contact Tel tone Ltd .. 183 Amber St .. Markham.

Ontario LJR 384 , 14 161475-0837

8Mhz80286
IBM PC/XT MOTHERBOARD

9 Times Faster Than PC; 65% Faster Than AT
1MB Ram On-Board; Zero Wait States
Optional 80287 Math Co-Processor
PC/XT Hardware & Software Compatible
Supports PC-DOS, Unix, Pick, CP/M-86,SMC OS

-

WAVE MATE, Inc.

U

14009 S. Crenshaw Blvd .
Hawthorne, CA 90250
(213) 978-8600 TLX 194369
In Europe: Brussels 649-1070 TLX 61828
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iCEL"'CDNE®

28 other systems with storage from 100K to 35 megabytes

j

1337 WEST 37th PLACE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60609
(312)927-5510 TWX 910-221-4055

Use the T-310 and your computer to dial and
control outgoing calls or receive incoming
cdlls-automatically! For more information.
ca ll Teltone today:

Reads & Writes IBM PC DOS SY." Disks
RS-232C 1/0
Rugged Portable Package
Host and/ or Manual Controls
ASCII or Full Binary Operation
Baud Rates 110 to 19.2 K Baud
Automatic Data Verification
Price $1 ,095 in Singles - OEM Otys. Less

lit ..,, .••

cmx

•A complete telephone line
controller
•FCC-approved for direct
connection
• RS-232 compatible
• Provides call following
•Couples audio sources (speech
synthesizers. tape players)
onto the phone line
• Permits remote data entry from
any Touch-Tone phone anywhere
•Offers incoming call securityup to 15 digits
•Priced at less than $375 , including
power supply and phone cord

3330 Fisher Road
Clearwater, FL 33519
(813) 784-8899
CIRCLE NO. 210 ON INQUIRY CARD
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MC68020 SINGLE-BOARD COMPUTER
The GMX Micro-20 SBC provides the basis for a
powerful , compact 32-bit computing system ; in a
5.25" form-factor package : a 12.5Ml-lz MC68020,
2MB of RAM , 4 serial ports, an 8-bit parallel port,
floppy disk controller, SASI interface, time-of-day
clock w/battery, and an optional MC68881 floatingpoint coprocessor. It includes Motorola's 020Bug
monitor/debugger and hardware diagnostics in
PROM. $2200.00 (qty 25). Also available: A PROMable real -time, multi-user/multi-tasking operating
system, and complete systems with cabinet, power
supply and floppy/hard disk drives.
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COMPLETE DAISY PRINTER EMULATION
ZVERT ZVT-600 series allows the HP LaserJet to act as an exact
replacement for Diablo , Oume, or NEC daisywheel printers. The
emulators are stand-alone boxes inserted between ahost and the
HP LaserJet - no changes to the host hardware or software are
needed.
Built-in 3port sharer supports up to three host computers (2 serial
+ 1 parallel) and supports DTR , XON/XOFF, and ETX/ACK
protocols.
• Complete emulation including justification , centering, tabs,
graphics mode , and more.
• Easy LaserJet set-up from front panel - no escape codes.
Perfect for OEMS, VARS , SYSTEMS INTEGRATORS, and END
USERS to upgrade stand-alone wordprocessors, mini systems and
micro systems. Money back compatibility guarantee (Only
$699.00).
P.S. Ask us about our low-cost printer sharers (0nly$499.00) .
- FIELD PROVEN - HP LISTED - IN STOCK
ZVERT CORPORATION
12421 VENICE BLVD - SUITE 8, LOS ANGELES, CA 90066
PHONE :714-675-2525TLX: 6501760525 MCI

CIRCLE NO. 215 ON INQUIRY CARD

ITS YOUR MOVE
Allows you to capture data on your
screen and save it for in-put into
subsequent programs. Excellent for
moving data amongst programs that
don't talk to each other.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES/
RECRUITMENT ADVERTISING

r

~

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE FOR

PROGRAMMERS AND ANALYSTS
National Openings With Client Companies
and Through Affiliated Agencies
Scientific and commercial applications• Software development and systems programming • Telecommunications • Control systems • Computer
engineering • Computer marketing and support
Call or send resume orrough notes of objectives, salary, location restrictions, education and experience (including computers, models, opera!·
ing systems and languages) to either one of our locations. Our client companies pay all of our fees. We guide; you decide.
RSVP SERVICES,Dept.MM
Suite 700, One Cherry Hill Mall
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08002
(609) 667-4488

RSVP SERVICES, Dept.MM
Suite 201 , Dublin Hall
1m Walton Rd ., Blue Bell , PA 19422
(215) 629-0595

From outside New Jersey, call toll-free 800-222-0153

RSVP SERVICES
Employment Agents for Computer Professionals

ONLY$29.95
(plus shipping and handling
until January 31 , 1986 regularly $59.95)

30 day money-back guarantee
Visa/MC accepted
1-800-432-3267
in PA 215-525-1036
GOLDATA 2 Bryn Mawr Ave .
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
CIRCLE NO. 216 ON INQUIRY CARD
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DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING
& MANUFACTURING
Education: MS in EE or CS. or MBA -Mth BS in EE or CS:
knowledgeable in product introduction. engineering design,
and production management.
Experience: Substantial experience in project management
and production in microcomputer or related industry.
Skills: Good verbal and wri«en comrrunications skills. proven
supervisory and organizational skills.
Salary: Negotiable.
Send resumes and salary history lo:

Mini-Miera
11111!111

Regency Systems, Inc.

Promote
New Literature
ata LOW
COST
If you've got catalogs or literature,
distribute them at a low cost in the
MINI-MICRO MARKETPLACE.

Attn: President
P.O. Box 3578
Champaign , IL 61821

CIRCLE NO. 241 ON INQUIRY CARD

.............................
Let this space
do the work
for you
call or write for more information:
carol Flanagan

MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS
Call Carol Flanagan
(617) 964-3030

275 Washington street
Newton, MA 02158
617-964-3030 ext. 413

offers
~pecia/

late closings

for recruitment
advertisers:
ISSUE

CLOSING
DATE

February
January 17
February 15th January 31
March
February 17
April
March 17
April 15
March 26

.............................
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The New

Tand)?:®JOOO
The difference is power
... and affordability.
Introducing the Tandy 3000, th e
affordable alternative to the IBM®
PC/AT. Wh en coupl ed with your total system solution, th e Tandy 3000
provides the power your custom ers
need, whether in a network or multiuser environment.
The Tandy 3000 supports the
MS-DOS 3 .1 operating system and
is compatible with programs for th e
PC/AT and PC/XT. The XENIX 5.0
ope rating system will also be avail able for syste m solutions requiring
multitasking applications . Plus, th e

--

Tandy 3000 can be
configured with oth er
MS-DOS compute rs, using our
ViaNet local area ne twork.
Th e Tandy 3000 features an
8-MHz 80286 cpu , 512K RAM (expandable to 640K on th e main
board and 12 Meg unde r XENIX), a
high-capacity floppy drive, ten e xpansion slots and up to 40 megabytes of internal hard-di sk storage.
Our VAR program features a
fl exibl e discount sch edule, one-

IT I Tandy Corporation

:re:;·.------------------------•

• Value-Adde<;:I Resale

Telephone <81 7) 390-309 9

IBM/Registered TM International Business Machines Corp. MS and XEN IX!TM Microsoft Corp.

CIRCLE NO. 85 ON INQUIRY CARD

contract cove rage for all Tandy
Computer Products, and national
hardware service and support.
Th ere's eve n a "turnkey" leasing
program available exclusively to
Tandy VAR's. Team up with Tandy.
Send more details concerning
the Tandy 3000 and VAR program
Dept. 86-A-498, 300 One Tandy Center
Fort Worth , Texas 76102

Name._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

I
I

______ ...

Company_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State. _ _ _ _ Zip_ _ _ __

I

I

New Sync-Up"' modems from UDS now bring synchronous
communication capability to your IBM or IBM-compatible microcomputers.
These units are ideal for bisync applications requiring automatic dialing
Other features include auto-answer, automatic pulse/tone dialing
selection, blind dialing, call progress detection and built-in
diagnostic tests.
After initial set-up, options are keyboard selectable.

CHOlCE OF SPEED
Sync-Up modems are available in two models: 201C for half-,
duplex 2400bps and 2088 for 4800bps half-duplex
communication via the dial-up telephone network. 4800bps
version is strappable to the 208A configuration,
which delivers full-duplex capability on
four-wire dedicated lines.

CHOICE OF SOFTWARE
To enhance the performance of Sync-Up modems,
UDS offers two custom software packages - Sync-Up
"Dial" and Sync-Up "BSC' "Dial" exercises complete
control of the device until connection with the
remote modem is achieved; control is then shifted
to the RS-232C interface. "BSC' is the ideal
package for micro-to-mainframe or micro-to-micro
communication, since it fully emulates either
a 2780/3780 or a 3270 terminal .
For full details and quantity prices on the
Sync-Up hardware/software packages,
contact UDS today Universal Data Systems,
5000 Bradford Drive, Huntsville, AL 35805.
Telephone 205/837-8100;
Telex 752602 UDS HTV

[I Universal Data Systems
®

QUANTITY ONE PRICES

201C

208A/B

With "Dia l" Software
With "SSC" Software
Without Software

$685
$895
$625

S 1410

$1200
$1140

MOTOROLA INC.
Information Systems Groi..,

UDS modems are offered nationally by leading distributors. Call the nearest UDS office for distributor listings in your area.
DISTRICT OFFICES: Atlanta , GA, 404/998-2715 •Aurora, CO, 303/368·9000 •Blue Bell, PA, 215/643-2336 •Boston, MA, 617/875·8868 •Columbus, OH , 614/895-3025 •East Brunswick, NJ,
201/238-1515 •Glenview, IL, 312J998.8180 •Houston, TX, 7131988-5506 •Huntsville, AL, 205/837-8100 •Issaquah, WA, 206/392·9600 •Mesa, AZ., 602/82().6611 •Milwaukee, WI, 414/273-8743
Minnetonka, MN, 6121938-9230 • Mountain View, CA, 415/969·3323 •Richardson, TX, 214/680-0002 • St. Louis, MO, 314/434·4919 •Silver Spring, MD, 301/942-8558 •Tampa, FL, 813/684-0615
Thousand Oaks, CA, 805/496-3777 •Tustin, CA, 714/669·8001 •Uniondale, NY, 516/222·0918 •Willowdale, Ont, Can, 416/495·0008 •Ypsilanti, Ml , 313/483·2682
Created by Dayner/Hall, Inc., Winter Park , FL
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